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FORNWORD

This is the Final Report wnder Contract F19628-82-C-00O23 with the
Atmospheric Sciences Division, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. The
contract work performance period extended from November 25, 1981 to November
24, 1986.

This report consists of two parts: Part One details the results and
status of research performed by SASC Technologies, Inc. during 1986; Part
Two provides five-year overview of research activities in the six discrete
technical areas called for in the contract. These technical areas are:

Numerical Weather Prediction
Mesoscale Forecasting
Boundary Layer Meteorology
Radar Meteorology
Satellite Meteorology
climatology

Personnel associated with these areas at any time during the contract,
in alphabetical order, were:

Numerical Weather Prediction -Joan-Marie Freni, S.A.
Isidore K. Halberstam, Ph.D.
Chris Johnson, B.S.
Donald C. Iorquist, M.S.
Shu-Lin Twig, M.S.

Mesoscale Forecasting -Russell C. Dengel, 3.S.
Charles F. Ivaldi, Jr., 3.S.
Michael Z. Viedzielski, B.3.
Lisa G. Phillips, 3.8.
Randy Schachter, M.S.
James H. Willand

Boundary Layer Meteorology -Joan-Marie Freni, S.A.
Clyde L. Lawrance
Leo F. Rockwood
Joan M. Ward, A.S.
James H. Willand

Radar Meteorology -Steven B. Alejandro, M.S.
Chen-Hung Chang, MS.
Neil Day
Paul R. Desrochers, M.S.



Ralph J. Donaldson, Jr., S.M.
Damuar Rapp Rgerton, B.S.
Alison L. Godfrey, B.3.
F. Ian Harris, Ph.D.
James L. Lagesse, B.A.
Thomas C. Liu
Donald C. Rich, Jr.
Frank H. Ruggiero, M.S.
Glenn I. Smythe, U.S.
James G. Wieler, M.S.

satellite meteorology - Gary B. Gustafson, B.S.
Robert G. Hallowell, B.S.
Charles F. Ivaldi, Jr. B.S.
Marc S. Jorrens
Pao-Huo Kuo
Barry A. Kareiro
Michael 5. liedzielski, B.S.
John N. Powers, B.A.
D. Keith Roberts
Randy Schechter, M.S.

Climatology - Albert R. Boehm, K.S.
Arthur J. Kantor, N.Rd.
James H. Willand

Principal investigator was Alan N. Gerlach, Ph.D.

Reports were prepared by the scientists, engineers, and mathematicians
identified in the Table of Contents. SASC Technologies, Inc. is generally
referred to in the report as STZ.

The following technical reports were issued under the contract:

Scientific Report No. 1
Norquist, D. C., and C. Johnson, 1982: Spectral Characteristics of the

Global Moisture Distribution and Their Importance in Ob~ective Analysis of
Moisture for lP Kodels. A GL-TR-82-0190, ADA120397.

Scientific Report No. 2
Gerlach, A. K., ed., 1982: Objective Analysis and Prediction

Tigms. AFGL-TR-82-0394, ADA131465.

Scientific Report No. 3
Gerlach, A. K., ad., 1983: Objective Analysis and Prediction

Tachniaues - 1983. AFGL-TR-83-0333, ADA142441.

Scientific Report Mo. 4
Halberstam, I., C. Johnson, D. C. Norquist, and S.-L. Tung, 1984: Two

methods of Global Data Assimilation. AFGL-TR-84-0260, ADA155981.

Scientific Report go. 5
Smythe, G. R., and F. I. Harris, 1984: Sub-Cloud Layer notions from

Radar Data Uaing Correlation Techniaues. AFGL-TR-84-0272, ADA156477.
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Scientific Report No. 6
Wieler, J. G., 1984: Real-Tim. Automated Detection of Iesocvclones and

Tornado Vortex Sianatures. AFGL-TR-84-0282, ADA154968.

Scientific Report No. 7
Iorquist, D. C., 1984: Users Guide for Optimum Interpolation Method of

Global, Data Assimilation. ANGL-TR-84-0290, ADA155929.

Scientific Report No. 8
Gerlach, A. M., ad., 1984: Objective Analysis and Prediction

Technigues - 1984. AFGL-TR-84-0328, ADA160377.

Scientific Report No. 9
Tung, S.-L., 1985: Users Guide for formal Node Objective Analysis of

Global Data Assimilation. AFGL-TR-85-0042, ADA160373.

Scientific Report go. 10
Gerlach, A. H., ad., 1985: Objective Analysis and Prediction

Technigues - 1985. AFGL-TR-86-0002, ADA169746.

Scientific Report go. 11
Morquist, D. C., 1986: Alternative ForMs of Koisture Inform ation in

4-D Assimilation. AFCL-TR-86-0194. ADA179792

Scientific Report go. 12
Gerlach, A. K., ad., 1986: Objective Analysis and Prediction

Techniques - Final Revort. AFOL-TR-87-0013.

Journal articles and AFGL technical reports reporting research
performed under the contract are listed in the references and bibliographies
following the appropriate sections of the report. A
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PART O13

I. NUMERICAL EATHIER PREDICTION

A. Experimentation and Initial Testing with the Relocatable Limited-Area

Model (RLA)

1. Introduction

The Relocatable Limited-Aree model (MLAN), first mentioned in Gerlach

(1984) and again in Gerlach (1985), has become a vehicle for experimentation

and testing. That is not to say that the ELAN can be deemed complete.

However, sufficient progress has been made to permit testing many

combinations of numerical procedures with but one set of physical

parameterizations. In addition, the Air Force Global Weather Central

Relocatable Window Model (RWK), at present a copy of the National

Meteorological Center (ME) Quasi-Lagrangian Nested-Grid Model (QNGI)

(Mathur, 1983), was brought on-line and was tested in tandem with the RLAN.

Whenever possible, forecasts from both models were compared with

contemporaneous forecasts from AFOL's Global Spectral Model (GSM). This use

of the GS as a standard does not necessarily assume its fitness as a

forecasting tool, but it should, because of the similarity between models,

guarantee the reasonableness of the ELAN and RWK forecasts.

The physical parameterizations for the RLAM are currently the same as

those for the RWU and contain a Iuo-type moist convective process, dry

convective adjustment, and a simple parameterized boundary layer flux of

momentum and temperature. Precipitation from the Kuo convection and from

the large-scale adjustments is gathered at each grid location for 12 h and

saved on file. Unlike the RWE, the physical processes have been separated

to allow selective activation of each process.

2. The Selections

The various configurations of the RLAM are determined by choices

offered to the user in the form of a NANSLIST input or edit symbols. The

initial conditions are given by a list of variables describing the location,

I



resolution, and dimensions of the domain, while others determine mapping and

boundary thickness and whether both full fields and boundary information are

to be furnished. Most of these parameters have already been explained in

Gerlach (1985).

The RIAM itself allows a choice of time stepping routines, horizontal

differencing, grid staggering, boundary conditions, smoothing, diffusion,

and physics. Sach of these choices is described separately.

a. Time Differencing

At present, the RUM is able to perform either a leap-frog centered

time differencing or a differencing scheme based on the work of Brown and ,d

Campana (1978). Both are able to add a time filter. The Brown-Campana

scheme involves averaging the pressure gradient force over several time

steps. By doing so, the numerical prediction scheme stays stable for large

time steps. To demonstrate how the RLAM generalized the scheme to make it

applicable to both leap-frog and Brown-Campana time stepping, we need to 'p

look at the following set of equations:

..

en+1 _n-l 1"
* -f(u., v, ".P

2At

,n+l (,n+l

n+l n-1 n, n)
ps -ps = 28t D v,) *

u +l u n n n+l n+l n+l n-I n-I n-I
=tF(u,v) + a (0 + RT In ps +# +RT np -

(1-201[# + RT In p

where u and v are the east-west and north-south wind velocity components,

* is the geopotential, 0 is potential temperature, p5 is surface

pressure, At is the time increment, T is temperature, and R is the

universal gas constant for dry air. The asterisk implies interim values,

while the superscript indicates time step. The weight a lies between 0

9."
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and 1/2. Eqs. (1) are coupled with an Asselin (1972) filter of the form

An - b(A n+ + An-') + (1 - 2b)A n (2)

where A represents any variable and b is the time weight which lies

somewhere between 0 and 1/2. When a is set to 0, Eqs. (1) become the

classical leap-frog scheme. If b is also set to 0, the scheme will be

unfiltered and can lead to a separation of solutions between odd and even

time steps with the introduction of a computational mode. When a A 0,

the Brown-Campana scheme is invoked with an allowance for larger time

steps. In practice, the leap-frog scheme was run only at time steps of 5

min or less, while Brown-Campana time steps were as large as 20 min without

much loss in accuracy.

An implicit scheme was also added to the selection of temporal

differencing. The implicit scheme is based on work done by McGregor et al.

(1978), Robert (1982), and Robert et al. (1985). The method involves

averaging all linear terms between the forecast time step and the previous

time step. The pressure gradient terms are also separated into linear and

non-linear portions, with the linear portion averaged in time. By

substituting into the continuity equation from the momentum and

thermodynamic equations, one can reduce the set of equations to a single

elliptic matrix equation involving temperature at the forecast time. To

solve this equation, we have to reduce the matrix to a two-dimensional

system and then treat the elliptic equation. Because the coefficient of the

undifferentiated term is variable in x and y, there is no direct method of

solving the elliptic equation. There is, however, quite a selection of

elliptic solvers either by iterative procedures, "shooting" methods, or

relaxation techniques; these were investigated as to efficiency and

accuracy. A two-step relaxation technique seemed to converge quickest.

There is also a very real problem in dealing with the boundaries, especially

since the "known" right-hand side of the equation contains higher-order

derivatives. In fact, some terms require as high as a third-order

derivative to be evaluated in x and y. Such high-order derivatives are very

difficult to approximate near boundaries and great care must be exercised in

choosing a suitable numerical representation. In practice, extra boundary

rows were added to allow for the higher-order derivatives. Though the

3
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implicit scheme is an option of the ELAN, it has not been successfully

tested.

b. Horizontal Differencing and Grid Staggering

For horizontal differencing, the ELA offers a choice of second- or

fourth-order schemes as well an a fourth-order compact (fc) schem. Also,

the grid can be staggered to allow for various horizontal configurations of

the variables. Thus for first-order horizontal derivatives, the generalized

differencing formulation for both second- and fourth-order accuracy appears

as:

f =[af+ I  f) + b(f - f + c(f - f + dOf J+ - fJ-2 ) (3) 4

J+u j+l j 3 J-1 J+2 J-1 31 tj 2

where a is any value between +1/2 and -1/2, a = (1 - 6c + 2a)/2, b - (1

-6d - 2)/2, c = (6a2 _ a - 2)/24, and d = (6&2 +- 2)/24

for fourth-order accuracy, while c - d n 0 for second-order accuracy.

Technically, Eq. (3) can be applied to any staggering of grid points with

* defining the distance of one grid from the other. For instance, the

Arakawa c-grid sets off the u-grid one-half mesh to the right of the primary

grid and the v-grid one-half mesh above the primary grid. In the notation

of Eq. (3), this is represented as a - 1/2 and A a Ax for the u-Srid

and A = Ay for the v-Srid. For second-order differencing of any

variable, say p, about the u-Srid, we get for second-order

a = 1, b a 0, and P ((j + 1 )Ax) (pJ+l - pj)/Ax;
ix 2

for fourth-order we get

a = 9/8, b = 0, c a -1/24, d w 0,

_p (CM + 1/2)Ax) = 9/8 (PJ+1 - Pj) - 1/8 (Pj+2 - -

ix Ax 3Ax

The same would apply to the v-grid with respect to y-derivatives. For

* derivatives of u about the primary grid, we set a = -1/2 and then, for

second-order, a - 0, b - 1, yielding u((M - Ax) a (u - u J-)Ax.

Again, the same will apply in the y-direction. Unstaggered grids are

.. .. S... ...*. . ... ...
% '. %'. 9 .. *



created by setting a - 0. For that case a a b - 1/2 for second-order

accuracy and the derivative of any variable f then is
Of (JAX) - (fJ+l - fj 1)/2Ax . i
af

which is a centered differencing, known to be of second-order accuracy. For ,

fourth-order, the parameters become

a a b = 3/4, cm d a -1/12 and (JAX) - J-l _12(f - -
8x3 2hz 3 A~x

which, again, is the canonical form of fourth-order differencing. Other

forms of staggering are possible and, although not very practical, values of

a other than -1/2, 0, or 1/2 can be used.

The staggered grids present a companion problem in the calculation of

the vertical velocity 6. Because vertical advection exists for all

variables, it is necessary to determine a value of 6 for all grids.

Normally, one could assume that & can be determined for the primary grid

and averaged to determine values for the offset grids. But this presents

problems near the boundaries. Assume that the u-grid is offset one-half

grid space from the p-grid (primary grid). The sequence of variables is then

Po, u0 (which are both boundary values) p,, u., P2 .u2 ". . . . . . . .PJ-2' uJ-2"

PJ-I' u j-1 P., uj (where the J subscript also implies boundary values). To

determine J on the p-grid we evaluate the term s as

(psJ+ ) (ps + p ox

( i J-1 uJ-1 J-1 J-2 uJ-2 MAx)- To determine a J-1 on
2 2

the u-grid would then require an average of &j and ij_1 from the p-grid.

But aj is not available because it would require an average of p5  and ps 9

which does not exist. A possible solution would be to carry an tra row0

p5 in every direction as boundary points, but this is impractical. Another

alternative is to assume some value of a at the boundaries (e.g., zero), but

that would lead to instabilities. Instead, RLAN recomputes a separate a for

each grid by changing the numerical approximation of the derivative of the

products. Thus the same expression (i.e., NSu) would be computed
ax

as [(uJ +uJ_) (uJ-1 + uJ-2) p (AX) which allows for - on

2 PS 2 P-l 1-l

the u-grid. The same would apply for the expression Ps.__v with respect to the
ay

v-grid. In the RLAK, provision is made to calculate different sets of a for

5,.-



each grid defined by the staggering.

The fc scheme does not contain an explicit form of the derivative.

Instead, the fourth-order accuracy come from averaging derivatives such that

(fj+l + 4fi + fjI)I6 = (fjl - fj-I)/26 •  (4)

This can only be solved by inverting a tri-diagonal matrix containing the

known values of f at all the interior points plus some value of the

derivatives at the boundaries. At first, the RLAK attempted to insert

actual values of the derivative calculated from the spectral coefficients at

the boundaries. But this led to severe instabilities; so boundary

derivatives estimated by Adam (1977) were substituted. Since little

improvement resulted from using his higher-order estimate, his simpler

second-order estimates were chosen. This condition is given by

1/2 (f + f (f- f )A

1 2 C 2  1/

1/2(f J +f )- ( f J- f J1)Al-

where the indices 1, 2, J-1, and J refer to the boundaries or to their

adjacent points, respectively. The conditions (Sq. (5)) close the set of

equations and allow calculation of the derivatives for all terms. The

equations in matrix form are

AB=C

with

f

1 1 0 0.... . . 0 f

1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

0 1 4 1 0 0 00 .0 f3 6)A -- B -

1 4 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 f

fj /

6
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end

2 (f 2  f1

(f f )

3 (f4  f 2 )

C- a-i

CMV

2 (f3 - f J 1 )

A is a constant matrix and need be inverted only once in the course of a

forecast, making solution of C a relatively simple task.

There are other horizontal differencing schemes available, such as cubic
splines or regional spectral models, but these have not been incorporated 6

into the REAM, nor has any provision been made for their eventual inclusion.

c. Smoothing and Diffusion

The RLAM, like almost all regional models, is faced with the need to

control instabilities generated at the boundaries. There is also a need to

represent sub-grid scale processes that tend to dissipate and diffuse some

of the energy of the atmosphere. Both of these requirements can be mat with
some sort of smoothing or diffusion or both. Perkey and Kreitzberg (1976)

(P-K) recomend both smoothing and diffusion with varying frequencies and

intensities for the interior and the boundaries of their sponge boundary.

The QEK of Kathur (1983) also distinguishes between the boundary and the

interior by supplying separate diffusion coefficients. The RELAM allows for

either a QEG=-type second-order or a P-K-type fourth-order diffusion with up

to four specifications of the diffusion coefficient, dependent on location.

P-K use second-order at the boundaries, with a gradual drop in the diffusion

coefficient value from the boundary to the interior. The QEGH has only two

values for the second-order diffusion: one for several boundary rows and

7
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one for the interior. in the KAM, the thickness of the boundary can be

specified and the four coefficients correspond to the outermost row (always

secnd-order), boundary rows, transition row, and interior. For the QM

the first and second coefficients are equal to each other, as are the third

snd fourth. A generalized subroutine allows for calculation of the

diffusion term for either second- or fourth-order. First, a constant S is

set to an appropriate value and the coefficient k is derived as

k a S(x) n(2At) - 1 , where n is 2 for second-order and 4 for fourth-order.

The diffusion term is then calculated from

a (n +1)
df 0 k(-x)', I (-I) ( -I) (Ai+j+l - 2A +j A LfJ-l) (7)

J-0 i.-iiJlij ~

where n = (n-2)/2 and A is any variable. If we are dealing with

second-order, nK = 0 and both sums give rise to only one tern. For

fourth-order, there are four terms which add up to

A L+2 L / +1 +  6A 1 - 4A i-1 +  A i-2'

The smoothing operator found in the RLAN is based on the
smoother-desmoother described by Shapiro (1970) and mentioned by P-K. The

operator smooths the variables and then undoes the smoothing for lower wave

numbers, damping only the high frequency noise. Thus, if the smoothing

weLght Is c, and the desmoother is c2, we have

A = + c1(Ai-1 + AL+1 - 2A)

(8)

c_ _c _cc
Al'C2 = A 1 + c2(AC1 I 1+1 - 2A1 I

"

* Usually, c1 and c2 are oppositely signed to produce the desired effect

of only damping the high-frequency modes. The operator Sq. (8) can be

applied to the boundary separately from the interior. In fact, P-K

recomend more frequent smoothing of their sponge boundaries than of the

d
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interior in order to control boundary-induced instabilities. The R1AM

allows a choice of frequencies of smoothing both the interior and

boundaries. It also allows for higher-order smoothing performed by

repetition of the lower-order smoothing. In practice, when specialized

boundaries have been invoked (such as the sponge), boundary smoothing

frequencies have normally exceeded interior smoothing frequencies. For

directly inserted boundaries, however, interior and exterior frequencies

were generally set equal to each other.

d. Boundary Conditions
m

Lateral boundary conditions are always a sore point in regional

modelling. They are a necessary evil that can lead to frustrating

instabilities or computational modes that render the forecasts either

inaccurate or unreasonable. The ELAN has been tested with primarily two

types of boundary conditions: a sponge boundary described by P-K and a

directly inserted boundary. A "porous" sponge boundary also described by

P-K was also tested at first, but since the porous sponge does not interact

with any outside data, it was not considered a desirable alternative to the

other two. Choosing a boundary condition, however, is not as simple as

choosing a second- or fourth-order scheme. Specific boundary conditions

require specific data which must be prepared beforehand. It would be

convenient if a universal set of boundary data were available from which

specific subsets could be fashioned as needed, but such does not exist and

it is doubtful whether it can feasibly exist.

The current boundary conditions are derived by cubic interpolation, as 2

described in Gerlach (1985). They consist of actual values at the outermost

rows for the directly inserted boundary, or of tendencies along five

boundary rows for the sponge boundary. The sponge boundary gradually blends

the tendencies from the ELAN with those from the GSN. The outermost 4'
boundary row contours the tendencies of the GSN only, while the innermost

boundary row contains only the RLAM tendencies. In between, the tendencies

are a combination of the two with weights geared to stress the RLA.

tendencies closer to the interior and to stress the GS closer to the

exterior.

The fc scheme requires special handling of the boundaries, as mentioned

9
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above. When derivatives were saved explicitly and inserted at the

boundaries, their values were saved along with the field variables and

interpolated for the appropriate time step. The Adam boundary condition had

no such requirement, and the original variables were all that wore necessary

to close the system of equations. For the implicit scheme, it is also

necessary to supply derivatives at the boundaries, and again the possibility

of using either explicit derivatives (which was attempted) or an Adam-type

approximation should be explored. Other forms of boundary conditions were

also investigated; including a radiation scheme as proposed by Orlanski

(1976) and Miller and Thorpe (1981) and ENC's boundary conditions for its

Limited-area Fine-mesh model (LM) (Newell and Deaven, 1981). Neither of

these, however, has been sufficiently tested.

3. Comparisons

The ELAN has been tested against forecasts made by the AVOL G08 and the

RWM. The latter is a research model discussed by Nathur (1983) that

features a pseudo-Lagrangian advective scheme. The physics in the INM has

been applied to the RLAM and consists of bulk aerodynamic surface fluxes, a

Kuo convective scheme, and large-scale precipitation. The programs for the

EM with proper documentation were obtained from AICWC, where attempts are

being made to modify the QGN= for employment as an operational regional

window model. There wore some minor changes made on the SM an received, to

permit comparisons with the ELAN. These consisted of:

1. A correction of the RM mapping routine to account for the change of

longitude on either side of the pole on a polar stereographic projection.

2. An adjustment to the calculation of the domain for a mercator projection

to be commensurate with the ELAN. The ElM always draws the domain

rectangle at the equator and translates it to the desired latitude,

whereas the RLAN draws the rectangle at the desired latitude.

3. A correction in the Kuo convection, which in calculating the saturation

mixing ratio from a stored table of values allowed the interpolation to

run off the table when the atmosphere was cold and dry.

10
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4. An adjustment for a similar problem in locating the lifting-condensation

level (LCL). When the LCL was located below the first layer, the Nuo

convection scheme still attempted to interpolate between the first layer

and a non-existent zero layer, leading to undefined quantities.

Because the input and output files of the R51 are different from those

of the ELAM, translation codes were developed to process M fields into

RLAN fields and vice-versa. The 5 cm with data from 10 November 1985,

whereas the RELAN fields are started from spectral data from the GSK. Most

of the CM fields that served as initial data for the ELAM were derived from

FOGC 111-A data from 4 February 1979. Both the M end RLAN allow optional

vertical resolution, but the respective data sets are of different

resolution and would require some vertical interpolation. However, no

vertical interpolation scheme has been implemented for the ELAN. Hence a

10-level RLAN with a-structure similar to the 10-level RWM was run after

initialization from 1M1-supplied data, while the MM was structured after

the 12-level RLAN and GUS when it was initialized from the GSK data.

Inter-model comparisons were made, rather than comparisons against real

data, because during the development stage it is only necessary to test the

reasonableness rather than the accuracy of the forecasts. Since much of the

structure of the RELAN and the GOS is the same and initial and boundary

conditions are provided by the latter, their forecasts should be fairly

similar. Once the model has bean perfected, its accuracy should be tested

against real data.

Fig. 1 shows the ES difference for a 24 h forecast between the GSN and

the RLAN at all 12 a-layers for u, v, and T. Two ELAM runs are

depicted--one with fourth-order differencing, the other with second-order

differencing. Both had Brown-Campana time differencing, sponge boundaries,

and contained physics. The second-order differencing was smoothed every

nine time steps (3 h) and its boundaries every three time steps. The

fourth-order differencing was smoothed every second time stop (40 min) and

its boundaries every time step. The increased smoothing was necessary to

maintain stability in the fourth-order. To allow for fourth-order
", .. ,-

differencing everywhere, an extra boundary row was inserted on all four -

sides, so that the sponge boundary kept external tendencies on two rather

than one external row. The results point up only minor differences between
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the differencing schemes, as one would anticipate, with RNS differences in

velocity reaching no more than 6 a a- 1 in the vicinity of the tropopause

and no more than about 1.56C in temperature in the stratosphere. When

physics was omitted, the IMS differences were not substantially larger,

except at the surface, where the lack of surface friction or heat flux

caused substantial differences between the GSE and the ELAK. Part of the

reason for the inability of the physical parmeterizations to affect the

upper layers is the lack of vertical diffusion in any of the models. If

vertical diffusion were present, one could expect to see the effects of

physical parameterization, especially the planetary boundary layer physics,

percolate up to all layers. The comparison in Fig. 1 was for a mercator

projection centered at 150 S. 225* K (1350 W) with full mesh (Ax - 50

longitude) and 26x21 grid points. Fig. 2 is the same as Fig. 1 except that '

the domain Is on a Lambert conformal mapping centered at 410 N, 2700 K,

(900 W) and there is no physics added to the model. The effect of physical

parameterizations at the lowest layer is quite obvious especially with

regard to temperature. The velocity RES values peak at a lower layer,

probably due to the lower wintertime tropopause in the northern latitudes.

There also seems to be less of a zonal-meridional wind velocity difference

in the mercator projection, probably due, again, to the stronger zonal jets

in the mid-latitudes.

Table 1 shows an assortment of configurations of the ELAN and their

respective RNS differences with the GSN. This is by no means an exhaustive

list, even with the limited number of tested options available. All runs

were performed without diffusion, with Brown-Campana time stepping, on an

unstaggered grid with full mesh spacing, and 12 vertical layers. The EMS

statistics show a wide range of agreement and disagreement with the GSa.

Especially noteworthy are the large differences engendered by the fc scheme

probably due to the frequent smoothing introduced in order to maintain

stability. The other configurations yield essentially the same forecasts,

except for the first layer where the absence of physics, as already noted,

causes a departure from the GSN.

The RWM comparisons were not entirely successful. Part of the problem

of comparing the RLAN with the RWE is their different treatment of the

boundaries. The RHE applies heavy diffusion to the first five boundary

rows, whereas the RELAN can apply diffusion optionally. When dealing with

13
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26x21 grid points, removing five points from each side leaves an interior that

is only one-third of the boundary, forcing the RWM to strongly damp most of the

field. To rectify this situation, the domain was expanded to 39x33, resulting

in an interior that is about equal to the boundary and giving the RW room to

breathe, as it were. The ideal comparison would require supplying the same

grid for the RLAM and then evaluating its performance in the interior with

respect to the interior of the RWM. But the RLAM requires a great deal more

space than the RWM and, although 39x33 can still fit in the computer, running a

larger-size program strains the computer resources at AFGL. Several attempts

to run the RLAM on a 39x33 grid were not successful except for second-order

differencing on a half-mesh. The smaller grid size, however, required a

smaller time step even for the Brown-Campana scheme. The only successful

comparisons, then, are between 26x21 grids of RLAM with the interior of a 39x33

grid of the RWM, where the data for both have been gleaned from the RH! 30

November 1985 file.

Table 2 compares the a structure of the GS! with the RWM. Notice that

not only the number of d layers but also the configuration of the layers are

different, with the RWM distributing its layers more evenly, while the GSM

increases its resolution in the boundary layer and at the tropopause. Fig. 3

shows the RKS differences between the RWM and the RLAN for a 24 h forecast from

RHK data. The RLAM forecast was second-order, insert boundary, with physics.

The differences are close to those in Fig. 1 with somewhat higher differences

near the surface. On the whole, however, the two differ by about as much as

the GS! from the RLAK.

Fig. 4(a) shows difference contours between temperature T at o-layer 1

forecast by the RLAM with second-order differencing, sponge boundary

" conditions, and no physics, and T forecast by the GSN. Fig. 4(b) is the same

plot except for the RLAN with physics. There are noticeable differences

between the two because of the planetary boundary conditions, especially near

the lateral boundaries, where data from the GSK interact with the RLAM. Fig.

5(a) shows the contours from a RLAM 24 h forecast of temperature at a-layer 4

with a directly inserted boundary, regular fourth-order differencing, and

without physics or diffusion but with smoothing at every time step. Fig. 5(b)

is the same but for fc differencing and 4A smoothing at each time step.

Although similarities between the two forecasts exist, the more intense

smoothing of the fc has an obvious result, especially in the interior.

16



Table 2. a-structures for the 12-layer AFOL G8 and the 10-layer RWN

08K

layer a layer 0

1 .962326 1 .975

2 .961960 2 .925

3 .724074 3 .850

4 .573831 4 .698

5 .436433 5 .498

6 .337003 6 .362

7 .274729 7 .287

8 .224668 a .211

9 .174573 9 .136

10 .124400 10 .040

11 .073986 .*

12 .020747 .
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Fig. 6(a) is the T field for the IWI at its layer 4 after 24 h. The I
field is for the mercator projection and is the interior portion of the

original 39x33 grid size. Fig. 6(b) is the RLAK 24 h T forecast for the

same region and a-layer but the domain was originally a 26x21 grid size

and covered only the area displayed. The horizontal differencing was

second-order, physics was included, and smoothing was performed over the

entire field every three time steps. The boundary data were inserted at

each time stop and were gleaned from the sam database as the R&M. The

derives its boundary values by computing 6 h tendencies from observed data .5"

and applying the tendency to each time step. Thus the boundary values

applied to the 26x21 RLA were not related to the NE data at those grid

points. Still, as Figs. 6(a)-(b) demonstrate, the two models produced

temperature fields that were quite close. It is suspected that if

NEk-produced data were employed as boundary data for the 26x21 RLAM, a

greater correlation would exist.

4. Sunmary end Conclusion

The RLAN has boon developed to the point where it can be run with a

selection of differencing schemes and resolutions. Most of the current

testing has included comparisons with the AFOL GSK and the KeM. Several of

the options available under the RLAN are still not viable even if they

remain stable for 24 h; e.g., the fc spatial differencing which requires a

great deal of smoothing. Various temporal schemes are available, such as

leap-frog and a BrOW-Campna pressure averaging procedure, while an

implicit scheme is available but not yet perfected. A physical package S

identical to the one on the NE has been added to the RLAN and seems to

function well, producing boundary layer fluxes and moist convection and

precipitation. These compare well with the RIN for the same dates and

locations but do not give exactly the same results even for the physical

parameters that are the same in both the RLAH and RWM.

Lateral boundary conditions are very important to the RLAM as they are

to most regional models. The RLAN offers a choice of several types of

boundary conditions, but each requires a separate type of data input. The

sponge boundary requires five rows of tends--'-- om the GSK, whereas the

porous sponge requires none. The directly inserted boundaries require only

23
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e row of actual values for second-order difforencing but two rosof

values for fourth-order regular differencing. For fc differencing, it Is

possible to supply derivatives at the boundaries. The Orlaski, (1976)
radiation boundary, although not fully operational, requires either no

exterior data or, at most.* one row of GMN tendencies. on the other hand,

the LPN boundaries require sveral rows of actual data. This assortment of

data requirements diminishes the effectiveness of the ELAN in allowing

options for boundary conditions. Therefore a generalized procedure file me
devised to produce exactly the right type of boundary data for most of the

boundary conditions available. The procedure, however, is machine-dependent

and works only in a CDC/MO 2 environment.

The ELAN can serve as a convenient vehicle for testing various

numerical and physical approximations and perameterizations for different

synoptic situations. It has the versatility needed to implement countless

numrical experiments.- It is, however, by no means complete; many more

options can and should be added to the ELAN to make it a truly effective

research tool. Also, muach more testing and streamlining should be performed

to insure that Its components are indeed functioning properly.
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11. KESOSCALE FORECASTING

A. An Error Analysis of LiFM Forecasts Using the 70(18 60-78 Bulletins

Research performed and its results are described and summarized in a

paper with the above title appearing in the preprint volume for the Eleventh

Conference on Weather Forecasting and Analysis held in Kansas City. no, on

June 17-30, 1986, sponsored by the American Meteorological Society.

Reference

Schechter, R., 1986: An error analysis of LPNt forecasts using the FOUS

60-78 bulletins. Prerints, Eleventh Conference on Weather Forecasting and

Analysis, Kansas City, N0; £38, Boston, 67-71.
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I1. fOUNDARY LAteR 'ZMROLOG¥

A. Refractive Index Study

In 1986 AFGL continued to investigate tactical tropospheric scatter

radio links in support of an Air Force Slectronic Systems Division study.

By analyzing data archived onto magnetic tape from refractometers mounted on

small aircraft and flown at varying altitudes, the refractive index

structure C.2 can be derived.

Two refractometers mounted under opposite wings of a Cessna 172

aircraft were flown over Chatham, MA in a series of test flights in

September 1985. Data from these flights formed the basis for ST[

computerized processing and analysis efforts.

The sampled data in voltage form were fed to software developed for the

AFGL mainframe CDC Cyber 860. These programs converted the voltages to the

frequency domain by mans of Fast Fourier Transforms. The spectral

amplitudes and phase were adjusted to corrected values by a frequency gain

calibration array using interpolation. This was done to remove the effects

of prewhitening filters located in the refractometers. The spectral data

were saved for input to VAX-resident analytical routines. The Cyber

programs produced diverse estimates of C.2 using data from several

frequency bands.

To use VAX software the saved data were formatted and then streamed

from the Cyber to the VAX over the AFGL hyperchannel. Software was devised

to arrange these data into records of 512 values each, alternating records

of each of the two refractive index channels recorded. Headings were added

to provide such information as type of data channel recorded, air speed,

number of records at each level of flight, etc.

After the data were prepared in proper format, the Iterative Signal

Processor (ISP) software system on VAX was invoked. A specific set of

routines (NTQ) written in ISP language and designed to facilitate analysis

of sampled voltages was used. Fig. 1 shows results obtained from using the

first eight data records from each of the two refractometers flown in level

flight over Chatham on 25 September 1985. The data were detrended to remove

the linear trend and DC bias, as shown. The power spectrum average using

Fast Fourier Transforms was achieved for each refractometer channel and then

29
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ISP)GET "NTONEW"
ISP)ASN 'ISPO02'
File title is
TITL-CHAT
File record size is
SLEN- 512
Sampling interval is
$SI = 1.562500E-02
Air speed is
SVA = 51.O4800
Number of channels is
$NCH= 2
ISP>DTR '002D',8,0
Channel Number is

Linear Trend is
= 6.734220E-06

DC Offset is
-2.962133E-02

Channel Number is

Linear Trend is
1.201702E-05

DC Offset is
-7. 776964E-02

ISF>PHI N
ISP)PHI T
ISP>AVGF N
ISP)AVGF T
ISPFCXSQ N

C N'2 ESTIMATES FROM LAND AVERAGES
BAND PTS K C N^2

1 26 0.20596 0.364921.E-o2
2 '. o.59500 0.24628BE-o'2
3 26 0.98404 0.288377E-02
4 25 1.37307 0.30218BE-O2
5 26 1.76211 0.330281E-02
6 25 2.15115 O. 278832E-02
7 26 2.54019 0.313724E-02

8 25 2.52922 O.283402E-02

9 26 3.31826 0.21973£E-02
10 26 3.71493 0.29314 E-02

ISP>CXSO T

C T^2 ESTIMATES FROM EAND AVERAGES
LAND PTS K C T^2

1 26 0.2059e 0.852716E-02

2 25 0.59500 0.533270E-02
3 26 0.9e404 o 0,71017-02
4 25 1.77207 0.60S,'64E-02

5 26 1.76211 0.328672E-02'

6 25 2.15115 0.203087E-02
7 26 2.54019 0.157009E-02

8 25 2.92922 0. 594 565E-03
9 26 3.31826 0.339282E-03

10 26 3.71493 0.208498E-03

Fig. 1 Refractive Index Structure Functions from Two Refractometers (N, T)

Flown over Chatham, NKA
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gathered into ten linearly spaced bands. The wavenumber averages, power

spectrum averages, and distribution of points were saved for follow-up

calculation. CN2 estimates from the computed band-averaged spectral data

were derived using the 5/3 law

where K_ is the averaged wavenumber and +(K) is the spectral value associated

with the wavenumber obtained by averaging over the spectral values in the

band. The second channel, labeled "T" in Fig. 1, was intended to be used for

temperature but in this case is used to input the second refractive index

channel "N209'

The computed magnitude squared coherence and phase in degrees of the two

channels are shown in Fig. 2. Raw data cospectra from the two refractometers

indicate that for wavenumbers less than .2 there is reasonably good coherence

and the phase spectra between signals indicate they are in phase. Above .2

the coherence is poor and the phase erratic. These results are not unexpected

for two sensors flown in a turbulent medium, since .2 wavenumber represents

about 80 ft and the sensors are mounted 15 ft apart. One would expect

coherence only when the wavelength is greater than four times the sensor

separation or about 60 ft and would expect it to decay for shorter wavelengths.

B. Surface Layer Windflow Model

AFGL meteorologists have been developing a computer model to predict the

toxic hazard corridors that would result from an accidental chemical release

at an Air Force installation. WADOCT (Windflow and Diffusion Over Complex

Terrain) combines a surface layer windflow model with a Gaussian puff

diffusion model. Host of 1986 was devoted to developing and checking out the

two parts of the model separately, with STX primarily concerned with the

windf low portion.

Terrain data describing the environs of the Vandenberg AFB, CA shuttle

and missile launch facilities were acquired. Wind and temperature data

collected from ten instrumented towers located at Vandenberg also were

received. STX devised software to produce contour plots and a

tbree-dimensional display of the terrain (Figs. 3 and 4) to assist
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Fis. 4 3-D Display of Vandenberg AFB Terrain Generated by Windf low Model
Utility Program
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researchers in understanding the complexity of the 
boundary layer in this 4"

mountainous coastal region.

The windflow model performs a variational analysis of surface layer

winds in the x-y plane to induce an initial wind field to conform to

constraints of topography, buoyancy forces, advection of momentum, and

conservation of mass. The driving equations for this system attempt to

minimize a volume integral relating momentum advection to buoyancy forces.

When the minimum value is attained, the system is said to be in quasi-steady

balance between the constraints (Lanicci and Weber, 1986). The resultant

windfield over the terrain is output to a Houston plotter either in the form

of wind vectors (Fig. 5) or in standard wind plot notation, and can be shown

in either form on the Zenith Z-100 microcomputer screen. Wind vector data

and the wind profile exponent derived by the model are archived for further

study.

An area 11.2 km in the east-west direction and 12.2 km in the

north-south direction covering the South Vandenberg launch complex was

selected from the Vandenberg data. This produced a model domain array of

56x61 using a 200 m horizontal grid spacing. The model that had been tested

in 1985 using the relatively simple, flat terrain of Ft. Polk, LA with only

a single meteorological input, was modified for the Vandenberg study to

accept either a single climatological input or multiple observational inputs

derived from tower sensors. The latter option then uses an objective

analysis scheme to derive non-homogeneous initial conditions for input to

the model.

Tower data tapes recorded at 60, 15, and 5 min intervals were archived

onto the AFGL Cyber 860 mainframe computer. From this database, eight cases

of 15 mmn data and two cases of 60 min data were chosen. Seven towers

located in the selected model domain were used for the study. Root mean

square error (RMSE) statistics were compiled by first removing the data from

one tower at a time and predicting wind values by using the other six. The

experiment then proceeded by removing towers two at a time, then three at a

time. etc., until every combination of towers had been removed and the

results verified with each prediction. A total of 127 runs of the model was

made for each of the ten cases selected. The results showed that the

windflow model, using a mean vector wind input, produced better verification

than the multiple tower input objective analysis scheme.
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The statistics also showed that the UNU's of the model were rarely

better than the standard deviation of the mean vector wind. Further

examination of verification statistics at individual towers revealed that

two of the towers, located in the high terrain of Tranquillon Ridge, were in

a wind regime different from that of the lower-lying towers in nearly half

the cases, thus negating superior model performance at the other five towers.

The Air Force weather detachment at Ft. Devens, MI became interested in

the ArGL windflow model as a tool to be used in providing weather support

for Army paradrop operations. Accordingly, STI developed a simplified

version of the ArOL windflow model for use in weather operations. Terrain

data for east central Massachusetts were reduced to a domain file containing .0

a 44x69 array with 200 m horizontal grid spacing. A further reduction to a

21x21 array covering only the drop zone at Ft. Devens was provided as well

(Fig. 6). The model was set to use a single input of wind, temperature, and

cloud cover to initialize it. The model and two utility plotting programs

were confined to one floppy disk for use on a Z-100 computer available at

Ft. Devens. Working with airfield forecasters led to devising simpler

interactions with model operators. Calculations previously lost after the

model run were archived and then retrieved automatically under software
P.9.

control as inputs to resultant wind field and power-law profile displays

(Figs. 7 and 8). The profile estimation of wind speed from the surface to

300 ft, the upper limit of the profile program, was especially of interest

to those involved in the parackute drops.

Preliminary results indicate that for predominant wind directions

(southerly to northwesterly), significant terrain effects on the wind field

are dominant at speeds below 5 to 8 kt; at higher speeds the model produces

uniform flow conditions. Air Force forecasters at Ft. Devens showed great

enthusiasm for the model as a useful tool to support low level tactical

aviation and paradrop operations.
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C. AFGLWeather Test Facility

ST has been responsible for maintaining and operating the AFGL Weather

Test Facility at Otis Air National Guard Base near Falmouth, MA. In

addition to daily site and instrumentation maintenance and repair, special

field activities were also undertaken.

Two Present Weather Identification systems were installed for

subsequent test and evaluation. They are a VR-301 manufactured by HSS,

Inc., Bedford, NA and a LEDWI (Light emitting Diode Weather Identifier)

produced by Scientific Technologies, Inc., Gaithersburg, ND. The HSS, Inc.

VR-301 identifies type and intensity of precipitation and measures

visibility. The LEDWI identifies type, intensity, and accumulation of

precipitation but does not measure visibility.

Data from these instruments were acquired during periods of inclement

weather, together with human visual observations and data recorded by three

types of rain gauges, transaissometers, forward scatter visibility meters,

temperature-dewpoint sets, and wind speed/direction sets.

A recently installed atmospheric temperature profiler developed by

Ophir Corp., Lakewood, CA is a passive sounding system for obtaining a

vertical temperature profile from the surface to approximately 15,000 ft.

It consists of a radiometer, various infrared filters for measuring IR

radiation at different wavelengths, a moving head to sense at different

wavelengths, a moving head to sense at different angles of elevation, and a

computer to control the sensing head and to process the data. Radiosonde

balloon flights were conducted to obtain direct temperature measurements for

evaluation of the Ophir system.

The AFGL/WTF data acquisition system (MAWS) was badly damaged by a

near-miss lightning strike. The system was repaired although, because of

its age, some components were impossible to acquire. Work was begun to

assemble a replacement data acquisition capability based on two Zenith 248

computers.
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IV. RADAR NKTOOLOCX
/q

A. Detection of Synoptic-Scale Wind Anomalies

1. Introduction

Wind field analysis through use of a single Doppler radar was first

suggested by Probert-Jones (1960). He observed the component of motion of snow

along his radar beam at two .different azimuth angles and deduced the wind speed

and direction appropriate to both azimuths. The VAD (Velocity Azimuth Display)

scan was offered by Lhermitte and Atlas (1961). It is a simple and efficient

technique for systematic estimation of wind speed and direction when suitably

reflective wind tracers surround the radar. In the VAD, mode, the radar antenna

is set into a conical scan about a vertical axis, at a fairly low elevation angle

in order to prevent excessive contribution to the Doppler velocity measurements

by precipitation fall speeds. These measurements, recorded at a particular range

during a complete 3600 scan in azimuth, provide information on the wind field

along the VAD scanning circle at a height given by range and elevation angle.

Both Probert-Jones and Lhermitte and Atlas recognized the underlying

assumption in their techniques of a horizontally uniform wind vector throughout

the area of observation. Eventually the uniformity assumption was replaced by a

less restrictive linearity. Browning and Wexler (1968) extended the VAD D4

technique to a consideration of non-uniform wind fields that vary linearly in the

horizontal plane. A linear wind field is also a necessary assumption in the

generalized VVP method (Volume Velocity Processing) developed by Waldteufel and

Corbin (1979).

Passarelli (1983), summarizing his critique of single-Doppler techniques,

deplored the inadequacy of the linearity assumption. Inspired by his commentary, -

Donaldson and Harris (1984) examined some of the features of Doppler VAD patterns

synthesized in a curved wind field, as well as in a linear field with gradients.

Their rosults helped to clarify some earlier Doppler radar observations of a

hurricane (Donaldson et al., 1978), in which the assumption of a linear wind

field would have been inappropriate. In the current study, we consider all four

first-order derivatives of wind speed and direction and develop methods for

recovory of these derivatives, to whatever extent possible, from observed Doppler

VAD patterns.
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2. First Derivatives of the Wind Field

The analysis is limited to first-order spatial derivatives of wind

velocity In a horizontal plane. The derivatives are expressed in natural

coordinates referred to the streamlines. In the natural coordinate system

the s-axis is tangent to a streamline with s increasing downwind, the n-axis

is normal to a streamline with n increasing to the left of the wind vector,

and V is wind speed at the origin of the natural coordinate axes. A change

in wind direction is denoted by the angle *, which is positive toward the

n-axis. Both speed and direction may vary along either of the coordinate

axes, and so there are four independent first-order derivatives: arias

(downwind shear), avan (crosswind shear), V 8*/as (curvature), and

V 8#/8n (diffluence).

It Is well known (e.g., Petterssen, 1956) that the kinematic properties

of a wind field are given by sums and differences of its first-order

derivatives. Ixpressed in natural coordinates, the kinematic properties are

Divergence = av/as + V a*/an (1)

Stretching Deformation = av/as - V */an (2)

Shearing Deformation - V a*/as + avn (3)

Vorticity = V 8*/as - avn (4)

The first three of these kinematic properties may be calculated from the

Doppler VAD patterns. Caton (1963) showed that divergence is the net

horizontal outflow integrated throughout the radar scanning circle divided by

its radius. Browning and Wexler (1968) showed how the two components of

deformaLion can be determined from the amplitude and phase of the second-order

Fourlew harmonic of the Doppler VAD pattern, assuming that the wind field

derivatives can be considered as integral means throughout the radar scanning

circle. Their assumption is correct when wind direction is constant within the

area scanned by the radar, because in that special circumstance the remaining

partial derivatives 8V/as and av/an of the wind may be expressed as

total derivatives dV/dx and dV/dy of a geographically fixed coordinate system

centered at the radar, with wind direction aligned with the x-axis. However,

when wind direction varies considerably, special treatment of the VAD pattern .

is required for adequate diagnosis of the four wind field derivatives.
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It is convenient to reference the radar observations of Doppler

velocity, defined as the scalar component of wind velocity along the radar

beam, to a polar coordinate system with origin at the radar, and position

defined by range r and azimuth angle a. Following geographical

convention, and postulating for the moment a mean westerly wind in temperate

latitudes, we align the coordinate system so that the wind across the radar

site is moving toward a w 90* and the orthogonal direction to the left of

the wind is a = 00. Stated in Cartesian coordinates, these directions are

along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. For the sake of simplicity in

exposition we assume that radar elevation angles and vertical motions are

sufficiently small so that their neglect introduces errors of negligible

importance in comparison with contributions from other sources. An

estimated correction for contamination by vertical motions could be

introduced, if necessary.

Fig. 1 depicts each of the first derivatives, combined with uniform

translation from left to right, in the context of the radar scanning

circle. The radius of the radar scanning circle is r, and F and R represent

distances to the centers of diffluence and curvature, respectively.

Initially, we shall examine the Doppler VAD patterns specific to each one of

the wind fields illustrated in Fig. 1. In later sections various

combinations of the wind field derivatives and their resultant VAD patterns

will be studied, including the general case in which all four derivatives

are present.

a. Downwind Shear

Fig. 2 illustrates the geometry of the radar scanning circle (dashed)

of radius r observing a wind field with both downwind and crosswind shear.

The wind speed at the radar site is V . In the case of downwind shear,

the wind speed increases from a minimum of V (1 - d) at distance r upwind0

from the radar to V (1 + d) at distance r downwind from the radar.

0Accordingly, the shear is V0 d/r. The dimensionless parameter d, defined

as the fractional increase in wind speed from radar site downwind to the VAD

scanning circle, is an index of the relative magnitude of shear-induced

asymmetry in the resultant Doppler VAD pattern.
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Fig. 1 Schematic Depiction of the Four First Derivatives of the Wind

Field: (a) Diffluence, (b) Curvature, (c) Crosswind Shear, d) Downwind
Shear; Superimposed on Radar Scanning Circles of Radius r

(Bold arrows represent wind vectors.) (From Donaldson and Ruggiero, 1986)
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* Fig. 2 Schematic Depiction of Linear Wind Field Model with Both Downwind
* and Crosswind Shear

(Arrows represent wind vectors; dashed line is radar scanning circle of
radius r and aziuth angle a.) (From Donaldson and Harris, 1984)
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At any point on the radar scanning circle, this wind field has a speed

of-

VW d V a) (5)

and a uniform direction toward a = 900. Accordingly, the Doppler velocity

V the component of wind along the radar beam, is

V (a) = V(a)sin a = V (sin a + d sin2 a). (6)D° 0

Downwind shear is easily recognized in a VAD pattern by a difference in

magnitude of the maximum and minimum values of Doppler velocity. These

extrema occur at a = 900 and 270*, respectively, for the simple case of

downwind shear expressed in Sq. (6), yielding a straightforward method for A.

evaluation of d: N

d = [VD (max) + VD (min)l/[VD (max) - VD (min)]. (7)

Reference to Eqs. (1) and (2) shows that a uniform wind direction, in

which a#/8n = 0, requires that downwind shear (8V/Ss) be identical

to both divergence and to stretching deformation.

b. Crosswind Shear

The wind speed at any point on the radar scanning circle for the case

of pure crosswind shear, with uniform wind direction toward a = 90*, is

V(a) =v (I + c cos a). (8)
0

The shear toward the left of the wind direction is V0 c/r, where c is the

dimensionless parameter of crosswind shear and is defined as the fractional

increase in wind speed over a distance r normal and to the left of wind

direction. Under these conditions the Doppler velocity measured by the

radar is

VD(a) :V(a) sin a V (sin a + c sin a cos a). (9)
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The most prominent effect of crosswind shear on the Doppler VAD pattern

is a deviation from diametric opposition of the locations of the maximum and

minimum Doppler velocities. Unfortunately, the cause of this effect is not

distinctive, because later discussion will demonstrate that a curved wind

field produces a pattern rather similar in appearance. Fig. 3 illustrates

this deviation, which is measured by the angle 6 D on the downwind side of

the pattern, and 6u on the upwind side. (The c angles will be discussed

later in the section on diffluence.) If crosswind shear is the only wind

field derivative, 6D = 6u. and these angles may be determined by

differentiation of Eq. (9) with respect to a to find the angular locations

of the Doppler velocity extrema, which have a complementary relationship to

the two identical 6 angles. This process yiel 5s

2 1/2
sin 6 = 1 + 8c) - l/4c (10)

and can also be expressed more compactly as

c = sin 6/cos 26. (11)

Note that c and 6 have the same sign in Eqs. (10) and (11), and therefore

the Doppler velocity extrema are displaced toward the direction of positive

crosswind shear.

The crosswind shear appears as avan in Eqs. (3) and (4). If wind

direction is uniform, a*/as = 0 in these equations, forcing an

identity of the crosswind shear with shearing deformation and with the

negative of vorticity.

c. Curvature

When streamline direction varies owing to curvature and/or diffluence,

the natural coordinate system of the streamlines rotates throughout the wind

field with respect to the fixed coordinate system of the radar scanning

circle. Consequently, the natural derivatives in the right side of Eqs. (1)

to (4) are decoupled from the linear derivatives involved in the Fourier

analysis of Browning and Wexler (1968), and interpretation of the VAD

pattern requires an additional level of analysis.
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An exact solution is possible for relating the coordinate systems of

the radar and multi-directional streamlines if it can be assumed that the

sole cause of the variability in wind direction is either curvature, or

diffluance, but not both. We shall first consider curvature, following much

of the discussion of Donaldson and Harris (1984).

It is assumed that curvature is inversely proportional to distance from

a center of curvature that has a fixed position relative to the radar

location. This assumption of variable curvature but fixed center of

curvature has two distinct advantages: It provides a realistic wind field,

with non-intersecting streamlines, and it defines geometric relationships

between the wind field and the radar scanning circle that enable calculation

of Doppler velocities by straightforward trigonometric manipulation.

The geometry of a radar scanning a curved wind field is portrayed in

Fig. 4. (Ignore for the moment distances F and k and angle y; these will

enter our discussion of diffluence in the next section.) The distance r is

the radius of the radar scanning circle and R is distance from radar to

center of curvature of the wind field. The radar scanning angle a is

oriented so that the center of curvature is in the direction a - 0*. The

wind direction at the radar site is toward a = 90*, appropriate to

* cyclonic curvature in the Northern Hemisphere. The variable h is the

" distance from center of curvature to any point on the radar scanning

" circle. This point is also located by the angle B measured from the line R

joining the center of curvature and the radar. The angle B is positive for

the downwind semicircle, where 0 < a < 180*. Our analysis requires the

assumption that r < R, and this is easily granted because r is under human

control. The wind speed Vo is assumed uniform throughout this model.

The curved wind field can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as the

vector sum of components u and v, where u is directed along B = 90* and v

along B - 1800. Inspection of Fig. 4 readily shows that u = V. cos B

and v a Vo sin B. The radar can detect motion only along its beam.

Accordingly, at any location on the radar scanning citc.l! the Doppler

.*" velocity VD is given by wind components along the direction a.

Therefore,

VD(a) - u sin a + v cos a = Ve(sin a cos B + cos f sin B). (12)

S5.J
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Through trigonometric solution of the right triangle in Fig. 4 that has h as

hypotenuse and B as one of its angles, 2nd after some algebraic

manipulation, we find that h - R ,1 2  so that Eq. (12) can be expressed

simply as a function of radar scanning angle a and a dimensionless

parameter r/R relating the radii of radar scanning circle and curvature:

V (a) V p-1/2V o sin a, (13)

where p = 1 + (r/R)2 - 2(r/R) cos a. Note that Vo sin a in Eq.

(13) is the VAD pattern of a uniform linear wind directed toward a = 900,

so the factor p-1/2 is the modification of the VAD effected by curvature

of the wind field.

The increment of direction per unit distance along a streamline

(3#/as) for a circularly curved wind field is the inverse of the radius

of curvature. Consequently. the curvature term appearing in Eqs. (3)

and (4) is evaluated in our model wind field as Vo/h = Vo/Rp1 /2 at any point

on the radar scanning circle. The curvature term at the radar site, where

' r = 0 and p reduces to unity, is simply Vo/R.

The effect of curvature on the Doppler VAD pattern is qualitatively

similar to the effect of crosswind shear: The maximum and minimum Doppler

velocities are displaced toward the center of curvature. The effect is

illustrated by the 6 angles of Fig. 3. If curvature is the only wind

field derivative, the upwind and downwind 6 angles are equal and may be

determined by differentiation of Eq. (13) with respect to a. An

alternative and simpler method for calculation of 6 starts with the

reflection that the extrema in the VAD pattern of a curved wind field

without speed gradients occur at the two angles where the wind direction is

aligned with the radar beam. Therefore, the angular locations of the

extreme are obtained by setting VD = +V0 in Eq. (13) and solving for

a. The solution is cos a = r/R, and since 6 is complementary with

the angular location of a maximum or minimum in the VAD pattern,

r/R = sin 6. (14)
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d. Diffluence

a.

Diffluence, like curvature, is characterized by non-uniform wind

direction. Unlike curvature, the diffluent directional shift is along a

line normal to a streamline. Heretofore, the quantitative measurement of

diffluence by a single Doppler radar has not been considered, although,

Baynton et al. (1977) showed that the presence of diffluence is very easily

recognized in a Doppler VAD pattern by an asymmetric locus of zero Doppler

velocity. Since the zero-Doppler locus indicates wind directions normal to

the radar beam, any deviation of the two branches of this locus from

opposition at the same range reveals a cross-flow difference in wind

direction at the corresponding height.

A field of constant diffluence within a horizontal plane is not a

realistic possibility, because streamline continuity would be compromised.

Consequently, we have selected a diffluence model in which linear

streamlines radiate from a fittitious virtual streamline apex. The

diffluent wind vectors are sketched in Fig. l(a), and geometrical

relationships of the virtual streamline apex with the radar scanning circle

are depicted in Fig. 4. The distance from streamline apex to radar is F,

and to any point on the radar scanning circle is k. The angle between the F

and k lines is y, considered positive in the counter-clockwise direction.

The coordinates r and a of the radar scanning circle are identical to the

case for curvature, with coordinate axes aligned so that wind direction at

the radar site is toward a = 90*.

An expression for a purely diffluent wind field and its Doppler

velocity measured by a radar in VAD scanning mode can be generated in a

manner analogous to the derivation employed in the previous section for a

purely curved wind field. The diffluent wind field can be expressed in

Cartesian coordinates as the vector sum of components u and v, where u is

directed along y = 00 and v along y = 900. In the absence of shear the

wind speed has a uniform value V., and with wind direction dependent

only on diffluence, Fig. 4 shows that u = Vo cos y and v = Vo

sin y. Since the radar detects motion only along its beam, the Doppler

velocity VD at any point on the radar scanning circle is given by wind

components along the beam direction t. Therefore,
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V D(a) - u sin a + V cog a = Vo(sin a Cos Y + Cos a sin y). (15)

Substitution for y in Eq. (15) may be accomplished by trigonometric

solution of the right triangle in Fig. 4 that has k as hypotenuse and y am

1/2
one of its angles. It is helpful to express k = F+ , Where * = 1 +

2
(r/F) + 2(r/F)sin a. By means of these manipulations, Eq. (15) may be

expressed as a function of radar scanning angle a and a dimensionless

parameter r/F relating radius of the radar scanning circle r to the distance

F from radar to the virtual streamline apex:

V D() . 4 1/2Vo(sin a + r/F). (16)

Note that Eq. (16) reduces to the VAD pattern of a uniform linear wind

directed toward a - 90* when F is Infinitely distant, indicating a

condition of zero diffluence. Also, for a confluent, or negatively

diffluent, wind field the virtual streamline apex would be downwind or to

the right of the radar in Fig. 4, and F would be considered negative.

The diffluence term in Eqs. (1) and (2), Vat/3n, may be evaluated

in either of two ways. More basically, we observe that our wind field

model, having no derivatives higher than first order, requires that

8/8n be constant along any curve normal to a streamline. Therefore

we can easily integrate 9 from 0 to *,. The corresponding

integration for n is a circular arc length with angle *, and radius

equal to distance k on Fig. 4 from any given point on the radar scanning

. circle to the virtual streamline apex. Accordingly, the diffluence term is
-1/2 1/2

Vo*L/*Ik = # Vo/F, recalling that k = F+ . At the radar site *
reduces to unity and the diffluence term is simply Vo/F.

The other method for evaluating diffluence is calculation of divergence

under the condition of uniform wind speed Vo , which requires

MaVs = 0 in Eq. (1). We can do this by calculating the net outflow

from a small area of width As with curved sides everywhere normal to the

diffluent wind field and subtending an angle *,. In our diffluent

wind field model we set the radius of one curved side as k and the other

(downwind) side as k + As. In this way we relate the calculation of

divergence to radar parameters, because k terminates at any arbitrary point

on the radar scanning circle. The inflow to this curved area is
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Vokl and outflow is Vo(k + bs)#l, with no flow across the narrow sides I

of width As because these sides are oriented along the direction 
of flow. t .

The size of the area in question is an Infinitesimal increment larger than

k*lAs. Consequently the divergence, and also the diffluence, is

[Vo(k + As)*I - Vok*]/k# as = V/k = o-12 Vo/F, which is identical

to the previous calculation.

The easily recognizable signature of diffluence in the Doppler VAD

pattern is a departure from opposition of the locus of zero Doppler velocity e
on either side of the mean wind vector, as illustrated in Fig. 3 by the

angles cL and cR" Subscripts L and R denote the deviation from

normal to the mean wind on its left and right sides, respectively.

Diffluence is indicated by skewing upwind of the zero Doppler locus, as

depicted in Fig. 3. A skewing downwind of the zero Doppler locus would

indicate confluence, in which case the c angles would be considered

negative by our convention. In the absence of curvature, the two c angles

are equal, regardless of the presence or absence of crosswind and/or

downwind shear.

The c angles may be easily evaluated by solving Eq. (16) for

00, the zero-crossing angles of the radar scan. For all values of

(r/F) < 1, * > 0 and the solution is sin cxo + r/F = 0. From our

definition of c as portrayed in Fig. 3, cL -aOL and cR =

GORW Consequently sin C = -sin o and

r/F = sin c. (17)

This is a useful relationship for achieving a quick evaluation of the sign

and magnitude of diffluence from a cursory examination of the Doppler VAD

pattern, because the Doppler velocity changes most rapidly with radar

scanning angle at a zero crossing. On this account the zero crossing angle

is least likely to be affected by small-scale perturbationq in the wind

field.
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3. Combinations of the Wind Field Derivatives

Our analysis of the separate and individual effects of each of the four

wind field derivatives on the Doppler VAD pattern has been instructive, at

least for us, and perhaps interesting as well to the reader. However, it is

not at all realistic, because it would be a most unusual wind field that

contained only one of the derivatives. More than likely, we suspect,

natural wind fields are characterized by all of the first derivatives, as

well as higher-order contributions.

Therefore, we now expand our discussion to a brief consideration of

several combinations of pairs of the first derivatives acting in concert.

Then in the next section we examine the realistic situation wherein all four

of the first derivatives are simultaneously present.

a. Crosswind Shear and Downwind Shear

The speed of the wind field with both shears is given by the product of

the shear factors in Eqs. (5) and (8):

V(a) = Vo(1 + c cos a)(U + d sin a), (16)

and with a uniform wind direction toward a = 900, the Doppler velocity is

VD (a) - V(a)sin a = Vosin *(l + c cos a)(1 + d sin a). (19)

Along the mean wind vector a - 90* (downwind) and 2700 (upwind), cos a =

0, and Sq. (19) reduces to Eq. (6). Therefore, the presence of crosswind

shear does not affect the calculation of downwind shear along the axis of

mean wind. If Eq. (7) is used for calculation of d, VD (a = 900) must be

substituted for VD(max) and VD(a - 2700) for VD (min). This is

necessary because the presence of crosswind shear skews the maximum and

minimum Doppler velocities toward the shear direction by angles 6D and

'u, respectively. These angles may be found by differentiation of Eq.

(19) with respect to a. The solution is complex, not explicit, and not

applicable to natural wind fields with variable wind directions. In
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general, however, the effect of positive downwind shear is a reduction of
aD (the higher-speed side) and a larger increase in &u (the lower-speed

side).

b. Crosswind Shear and Diffluence

The Doppler velocity of a wind field featuring only diffluence and

crosswind shear is given by Eq. (16) for diffluence alone multiplied by the

variation in wind speed, (1 + c cos a) from Eq. (8), appropriate for

crosswind shear:

y )-/2osn",

VD () V(sin a + r/F)(1 + c cos a). (20)

The c angles, indicating departure of the locations of zero Doppler 11W

velocity from normal to the mean wind vector, are Identical to the case for

diffluence alone, provided only that c < 1 as well as r/F < 1. This can be "1

appreciated through comparison of Eq. (20) with Eq. (16) and noting that in

both equations VD(a) = 0 only when sin so + r/F - 0. Therefore

the presence of crosswind shear has no effect on the measurement of

diffluence.

The reverse is not true. Diffluence does affect the angles 6D and

u that measure the skew of the maximum and miniaum Doppler velocitiesu

toward the shear direction. Differentiation of Eq. (20) with respect to a

locates these angles. The solutions are complex and implicit, of only

narrow mathematical interest, and will not be pursued here. In general,

however, the effect of positive diffluence is an increase of &D

(downwind side) and a nearly equal decrease of 6u (upwind side).

c. Curvature and Crosswind Shear
Jt1

Donaldson and Harris (1984) examined the interesting combination of

curvature and crosswind shear, in which both derivatives are readily V'.

recognized by a & signature in the VAD pattern, as given by Sq. (10) or

Eq. (11) and Eq. (14), and both derivatives contribute to the shearing

deformation. This earlier analysis, with slightly different notation, is

reproduced here.
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In combination with curvature, the crosswind shear hts a variable

direction because it is normal to the curved streamlines and directed toward

the center of curvature. However, the wind vector and its Doppler velocity

may be defined through the geometry of Fig. 4. The wind speed at any point
1/2

on the VAD circle is a linear function of h = , the distance from

center of wind field curvature to an arbitrary location observed by the

radar. The speed function may be determined by assigning V = Vo at the

radar and noting, through Eq. (8), that '(h) = Vo(l + c) for a = 0*;

and at this point on the radar scanning circle Fig. 4 shows that r = i-h.

Accordingly

-1 1/2 ,(h) = Vo[l + c(R-h)/r] = Vo[1 + c(r/R) (1 - p )1. (21)

The direction of the wind field is identical to the case of pure curvature,

so the Doppler velocity of the curvature-crosswind shear combination is

similar to Eq. (13), but with V(h) substituted for Vo:

-1/2 -l1 112V() = p-/2Vol + c(r/R) (1 p ) sin a. (22)

Differentiation of Eq. (22) with respect to a yields a complex expression

relating c, r/R, and 6, namely

.-l 2
(r/R)[(r/R)p- cos 6 - sin 81 (23)

^1/2 ^-l 2sin 6- p sin 6- (rIR)P cos

where p is p evaluated at a = a. The VAD function for this

situation is symmetric about the line joining the center of wind field

curvature and the radar location, so 6 = 6D and a single value of

6 is appropriate in dealing with Eq. (23).

A remarkable simplification of Eq. (22) occurs in the case of solid

rotation, wherein rotational speed increases linearly with distance from the

center of curvature. If the radar scanning circle is entirely within the

region of solid rotation (e.g., within the area bounded by the eye wall of a

hurricane), we may write Vo/R = Vo(1 + c)/(R-r), which reduces to
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c (solid rotation) u -r/R. (24)

Substitution of this relationship into Eq. (22) reduces its bracketed factor
1/2

to p , finally leaving VD(a) = V sin a. Within solid rotation,

the effects on Doppler velocity of curvature and crosswind shear cancel

exactly, and the resultant VAD pattern is identical to that observed with

pure translation.

Potential vortex flow, with wind speed inversely proportional to

distance from a cyclone center, is another regime of special interest. This

type of flow may be a better approximation to a hurricane wind field, beyond

the ring of maximum wind speed, than is a linear crosswind shear.

In potential vortex flow the product of wind speed around a circulation

center and distance from this center is constant. Consulting Fig. 4, then,

we see that the wind speed at any point on the radar scanning circle is

V(O) . VOR/h = Vo -1P 2  (25)

where, as before, Vo is wind speed at the radar location. The Doppler

velocity, with wind field direction identical to the case of pure curvature,

is given by Eq. (13) with wind speed function Eq. (25) substituted for the

constant speed Vo of Eq. (13):

p-1/2Vo-1/2i o-l~o
V D() = p VOp sin a = p Vsin at. (26)

Differentiation of Eq. (26) with respect to a reveals, as expected,

considerably greater deviation of the Doppler velocity extrema from the mean

wind vector, than in the simple relationship Eq. (14) for curvature with

uniform wind speed:

2sin 6 = 2(r/R)/[l + (r/R)2]. (27)

Several possible methods have been examined for distinguishing

curvature from crosswind shear, despite the similarity in their signatures

on the Doppler VAD pattern. In principle, these methods show promise in a

wind field comprised entirely of translation and first derivatives,

especially in cases with moderate to large va..-s of both curvature and
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crosswind shear. Any success with these methods would provide heretofore

inaccessible information on vorticity, which is curvature minus crosswind

shear. In practice, however, observed natural wind fields contain higher

order derivatives and small-scale perturbations that tend to mask the

somewhat subtle differences in these two first derivatives.

4. An Approximation for the Combination of All Four Wind Field Derivatives

When both curvature and diffluence are present the simple trigonometric

relationships of Fig. 4 for either curvature or diffluence alone are not

valid. The lines F and R joining the radar location with virtual stream'line

apex and center of curvature, respectively, are no longer straight, and the

angles y and 8 are no longer defined in terms of right triangles. Also,

these two angles are interdependent. An exact solution for the wind field

and its Doppler velocity could not be derived. Therefore, approximations

were sought relating 8 and y to radar parameters.

We felt, after due considerations, that

sin 8 = (k-F)/h and sin y = (R-h)/k] (28)

1//2
are reasonable approximations, retaining the definitions for h =Rp1 2 "

and k : F+1 / 2 used in the earlier analysis of single derivatives, with

p as before equal to 1 + (r/R)2 - 2(r/R)cos a and * = 1 + (r/F)2 +

2(r/F)sin . Each approximation converges to its exact independent form

as the other term vanishes. That is, (k - F) 4 r sin Q as F -' and

(R - h) 4 r cos a as R-*.

The angles 8 and y indicate the changes in wind direction owing to

curvature and diffluence, respectively. When both of these derivatives are

present, but with no shear, the Doppler velocity of the VAD pattern is

V D(a) V sin(a + S + y), (29)

where, as before, Vo is wind speed at the radar site. Having confidence

in the approximations of Eq. (28), we substitute them in Eq. (29) and

eventually obtain an expression for the Doppler velocity with both curvature

and diffluence present, but with no shear, in terms of the radar coordinates
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r and s and the dimensionless parameters r/2 and r/F of curvature and

diffluence:

VD(a) m= osin-a + in- 1 1(r/R)(r/F)-1(+l/2 - 1)p-1/2]+

(30)
sin- 1 E(r/F)(r/R)-l - ,1/2 4-1/2 ).

The next step in the problem is approximation of the two shears when

there is both curvature and diffluence. Consider first downwind shear.

Along the curved streamline that crosses the radar location, an expression

ti required for streamline length from radar to scanning circle. The

product of downwind shear Vod/r and the length of this curved streamline

segaent defines the wind speed at the points where this central streamline

intersects the radar scanning circle. Finally, a general expression is

required for wind speed at any point on the radar scanning circle, reducible

to the simple expression V(W) - Vo(1 + d sin a) for linear, parallel

streamlines as both curvature and diffluence approach zero.

The distance along a curved streamline from radar location to scanning

circle is somewhat greater than the radius r of the scanning circle. We

shall evaluate whether neglect of this incremental distance is a valid

approximation. All points along the central streamline (i.e., the curved

streamline passing over the radar site) are at distance R from the center of

curvature of the wind field. The length h in Fig. 4 also defines the

distance from any point on the radar scanning circle to the center of

curvature. Accordingly, at the intersection of the central streamline and

the radar scanning circle R - h. In general h Rp1/2, so at this

intersection p1/ 2 =1 =p 1 + (r/R)2 _ 2(r/R) co a. This can

be true only where ni 2 coo a. From the geometry of Fig. 4, cos A

(R - r co *)/h - 1 - (r/R) cos a at this intersection, where we can

substitute r/2R for cos a. Therefore cos B - 1 - (r/R)2 /2 at this

point. The distance of the curved streamline from radar to scanning circle
-1 -1 2is RB = r(r/R) cos (1 - (r/R) /21. At the fairly large value of

r/R - 0.5, RB = 1.01 r; and even at the limiting value of r/R 1, RB <

1.05 r. Consequently, the approximation of r for streamline distance from

radar to scanning circle Is acceptable for all permissible values of riR.
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By a similar argument, r is a suitable approximation, throughout all

permissible values of r/F, for distance from the radar location to the

intersection of the radar scanning circle with the streamline-normal curve

for diffluent streamlines.

The next order of business is a reasonable approximation for distance

downwind from radar location to aN point on the radar scanning circle, and IL

distance crosswind (in the left direction) to this same arbitrary point.

From Fig. 4 it appears that k - F approximates well the downwind distance,

and R - h is a good approximation for the crosswind distance. As the

foregoing discussion demonstrated, the length of these straight lines

depicted in Fig. 4 is not appreciably loss than the curved streamline or

streamline-normal. Also, since k - F - r sin c as F 4. and R - h + .

r cos a as R 4 a, these approximations merge smoothly toward the linear

values wherein curvature and diffluence approach zero.

It is now possible to express wind speed at any point on the radar

scanning circle in terms of radar coordinates and the dimensionless

parameters of the wind field derivatives. The increase in wind speed from

radar to scanning circle is the appropriate shear multiplied by the

appropriate distance. Accordingly,

downwind V(a) Vo + (Vod/r)(k - F). (31)

Similarly,

crosswind V(s) Vo + Vo(c/r)(R - h). (32)

Now, because the downwind and crosswind shears are orthogonal, the wind

speed at any point on the radar scanning circle is given by wind speed at

the radar multiplied by the product of the two shear-dependent factors

implicit in Eqs. (31) and (32). Also, substitution of Rp for h

and F# for k reduces all variables to radar coordinates and

parameters of the wind field derivatives. Finally, substitution of the

resultant speed function for V. in Eq. (30) provides a general

approximation for Doppler velocity when all four wind field derivatives are -.

present. The final expression is
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-1 1/2 -1 1/2_VDlC) Vo[1 + c(rIR) (1 - p2)].(l + d(r/F)-(* 1
- 1)]

sin(a + sin-1 [(r/R)(r/F) ( -1 1 )P-112p +

sin-l[(r/F)(r/R)-l (1 - p 1)* ). 
.

It is necessary to demonstrate that Eq. (33) reduces to one of the exact v

forms Eq. (13) or Eq. (16) when either diffluence or curvature is not present

and there is no shear, or to Eq. (19) when both curvature and diffluence are

absent but both shears are present. With zero diffluence, r/F = 0 and
1/2 1. Simple substitution of these values in Eq. (33) would result in

0/0 in two of its factors. In order to avoid this indeterminacy, basic

considerations are required. Recall that * = 1 + (r/F)2 + 2(r/F) sin a.

As diffluence approaches zero, F approaches very large values, at which

I = 1 + 2(r/F)sin a, I/2 1 + (r/F)sin a, and (r/F)-l(*1 /2 - 1) = sin a.

Similarly, as curvature approaches zero and R approaches very large values,

(r/R) (1 - p2) cos a. Therefore, for zero diffluence but finite curvature,

the directional factor sin (---) in Eq. (33) reduces to sin(a + sin 1

-1/2
[(r/R)p- sin es), and through a trigonometric identity this can

be written in a form equivalent to Eq. (12) and eventually simplified to

Eq. (13). Through a similar process it can be demonstrated that, with zero

curvature but finite diffluence, the directional factor sin(---) in Eq.
-1 -o1/2

(33) reduces to sin(e + sin [(r/F)* cos a]) and eventually simplifies

to Eq. (16). When both curvature and diffluence are zero the directional

factor reduces all the way down to sin e and the speed factors are
1~

greatly simplified, also. As a result of these simplifications, there are

the following exact solutions for the special cases of zero diffluence

and/or curvature:

With zero diffluence,

V(a) = Vo[1 + c(rR)-(1 - p E[l + dsin . p sina. (34)
D

With zero curvature,

D) Vo[1 + c cos 0J.[1 + d(r/F)-( 1  - 1)].l2(sin a + r/F). (35)

With neither curvature nor diffluence,

VD(a) - Vo(l + c coo aJ.[1 + d sin a] sin a. (19)

It is satisfying to note that Eq. (34) with d = 0 is identical to Eq. (22).
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which was derived along an approach somewhat different from the reasoning

behind Sq. (34).

The validity of the general approximation Sq. (33) may be tested for

any arbitrart combination of the dimensionless parameters (c, d, r/R, r/F)

of the four wind field derivatives (crosswind shear, downwind shear,

curvature, and diffluence). The method of testing first requires synthesis

of the Doppler velocity function VD (a) for a complete VAD circle by

insertion of the arbitrary parameter values in Eq. (33). The next step is a

Fourier analysis of the synthesized V (o) function, using the method

developed by Browning and Wexler (1968). The Fourier coefficients of

zeroth, first, and second order are a0 , a, and b1, and a2 and b2 '

respectively. In performing this analysis care is taken to assure that the

wind vector at the radar location is directed toward a - 900. With this

precaution, b estimates the mean wind speed around the VAD scanning
I

circle and a1 : 0 or very nearly so. Divergence is given by aO/r,

. stretching deformation by -2a2/r, and shearing deformation by 2b2 /r.

(The negative sign for the coefficient in stretching deformation is a result

*of our clockwise rotation of radar scanning angle a.) We can now insert

these Fourier estimates in the basic wind field relationships Eqs. (1), (2),

*" and (3), multiply all terms by r, and divide all terms by VO, using b1

as an estimate for V0 0 to obtain

ao/b 1 = d + r/F, (36)

-2a 2/b I d - rlF, and (37)

2b /b : (r/R) + c. (38)
2 1

The final step in the testing program is a comparison of the left sides

of Eqs. (36) to (38), obtained by Fourier analysis, with the appropriate

' combinations of the arbitrarily selected wind field parameters on the right

." sides. Results of testing over a wide universe of parameter values

indicated errors of less than five percent for r/i = 0.6 or less and for r/F

and d of opposite sign.

Whenever curvature and/or diffluence are present, the Fourier

coefficients are underestimated. These errors tend to cancel in the ratio

, of coefficients on the left sides of Eqs. (36) to (38). However, wind

"- speed, as estimated by b1 may be greatly underestimated; by 20 percent
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or moe, for example, with r/ a 0.8. On the other hand, the mean magnitude

of the two extreme of Doppler velocity Va a (VD(max) - VD(min)J/2

usually considerably overestimates wind speed in the presence of curvature

and/or diffluence. Consequently, it was found empirically that the best
1/2

estimate of wind speed is (b V*)1 . Within our universe of parameter
i/i

value calculations, (blV ') averaged only one percent high, and more

than 80 percent of (bV ) 1/2 values were in error by three percent or

less.

5. Application to Hurricane Diagnosis

The techniques developed in the foregoing discussion are very well

adapted to estimating the wind field derivatives in hurricanes and may aid

in detection of changes in hurricane intensity before evidence of such .1

trends becomes apparent through local wind speed measurements. In

application, the coordinate axes are aligned with the observed wind

direction so that a a 900 is mean downwind, and the Fourier harmonics are

calculated. The sum and difference of Eqs. (36) and (37) provide Fourier

estimates of the parameters of downwind shear and diffluence. Also, the eye .

locations of threatening hurricanes are usually frequently monitored by

aircraft and/or satellite, so an estimate is usually available for B. the

distance from radar to circulation center. If we assume curvature is ,

inversely proportional to R, we can solve Eq. (38) for the parameter of

crosswind shear. Accordingly,

df - (a0 - 2a2)/2b1 , (39)

(rI)f = (a0 + 2a2)/2b1, and (40)

cf - 2b /b - r/R, (41) a
f 2 1

where the subscript f denotes wind field derivatives estimated from the

Fourier coefficients.

The above equations were used to examine the trend of the wind field in

Hurricane Gloria in its 1985 passage through New England. Hurricane Gloria

was under surveillance by the AFGL 10 cm Doppler radar at Sudbury, HA for
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more than nine hiurs during the morning and afternoon of 27 September 1985.

For 3.3 h the coverage of Doppler velocities within a horizontal plane

around the radar site was sufficient to provide information for calculation

of the wind field derivatives. At the beginning of this period (1059 EST)

the eye of Gloria entered Long Island and by noon had crossed Long Island

Sound into Connecticut. The radar observations were comprised of a series

of volumetric scans, each of 7.3 min duration. Each scan consisted of a

series of stepped elevation angles, with each elevation covering a complete

circle of azimuths as the radar antenna continuously rotated about a

vertical axis. The wind field was examined through VAD patterns that were

constructed from data at r = 40 km and elevation angles of 1.00 and 2.20,

giving heights above radar of 800 m and 1500 m. There were several

relatively small data gaps, owing to insufficient reflectivity, in some of

the VAD patterns. These data gaps were filled using a least-squares

polynomial interpolation fitted to a function incorporating the first three

Fourier harmonics. Data suitable for Fourier analysis at the lower height

of 800 m occurred during a 3.3 h period from 1059 to 1416 EST, as distance

of the hurricane center from the radar decreased from 251 km at first

landfall to 103 km when in central Massachusetts. At the 1500 m altitude,

only about two hours of data were available, from 1107 to 1318 EST. Fig. 5

portrays, for both altitudes, the variation in wind speed using

(b V ) 1/2 as best estimate, and Fourier-derived estimates of the

dovnwind shear, difflu2nce, and crosswind shear obtained by multiplying the

dimensionless parameters of Eqs. (39) to (41) by bl/r.

It seems remarkable that lower-level wind speed increased by only 15
percent during a major decrease of 60 percent in distance to the hurricane.

Wind speed actually decreased slightly after 1340 EST. The negative sign of

crosswind shear at the lower altitude throughout the observational period is

also surprising, especially the large drop to very low values after 1340

EST, because the normal hurricane wind profile has increasing speed toward

the eye, with a maximum usually in the eye wall. It is important to note

that these observations started at the time of first landfall of the eye on

Long Island, and very likely they signal a progressive but not necessarily

gradual decay of the hurricane circulation. Recall that the assumption made

in deriving crosswind shear in Eq. (41) was that curvaturc is inversely

proportional to distance from a circulation center. If circulation
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deteriorates outward from the eye, the curvature term is diminished and sq.

(41) gives a corresponding underestimate of the crosswind shear. This

hypothesis is supported by the velocity structure around the pressure center

of Hurricane Gloria after 1400 1ST, when it entered the unambiguous velocity

range of the radar. Very little, if any, evidence of a rotating circulation

was detectable.

Topography is another contributing cause to the negative values of

crosswind shear. In the crosswind direction, the ground Is higher and

rougher toward the hurricane than opposite to it. Also, hourly mesoscale

surface maps prepared by Roland Boucher of AFGL show higher wind speeds at

stations farther from the hurricane than those nearer it, in the vicinity of
our 40 km radius of radar observations. Crosswind shears at 1500 a also

averaged negative, but with less magnitude than at 800 m; very likely an

indication of less topographic influence at the higher altitude. However,

the growth toward a regime of large negative values of crosswind shear at

1500 a occurred at least half an hour before this trend was apparent at 800

m, suggesting a downward deterioration of circulation within the hurricane.

Also wind speeds at the higher level began to flatten as early as 1200 EST

while speeds at the lower level were still rising slightly as the hurricane

neared.

The downwind shears are all negative, indicating wind speed decrease

owing to surface frictional loss. The average value of downwind shear at

800 m is -12 x 10-  -
. At 1500 m the negative downwind shears average

about half the magnitude of the corresponding values at 800 m, indicating,

as expected, less frictional loss at the higher altitude. The diffluence

values are all positive at both altitudes. At 800 m the average value of

diffluence was about half the mean magnitude of downwind shear, but at 1500

a diffluence exceeded downwind shear magnitude on the average. There are

interesting fluctuations in diffluence, however, which suggest a periodicity

that is not apparent in the trend of downwind shear.

Two classes of difficulty may interfere with this technique for

diagnosis of a hurricane or similarly configured extra-tropical storm. If

there Is reason to question the accuracy of Eqs. (39) through (41) because

the curvature parameter is too large (e.g., r/R > 0.5) it is a simple

adjustment to conduct observations with a somewhat smaller value of r, the

radius of the radar scanning circle. On the other hand, if it is desired to
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maintain the greater sensitivity to the wind field derivatives provided by a

large value of r. or if diffluence and downwind shear are not of opposite

sign, it is possible to refine the Fourier-calculated wind field derivative

parameters by entering them in the general approximation Eq. (33),

re-calculating the Fourier coefficients, and re-calculating the parameters

by Eqs. (39) through (41). It was not necessary to do this iteration for

analysis of Hurricane Gloria, so no experience has been obtained on the

number of steps required to achieve suitable accuracy. We expect, however,

that one step would be sufficient for practical purposes.

The other difficulty is more fundamental: There may not be sufficient

precipitation in all quarters around the radar to provide the data needed

for a Fourier analysis. In this event, sparse-data techniques may be

possible. If a zero-Doppler locus appears on both sides of the radar,

diffluence may be estimated by measuring c and applying Eq. (17). If both

the maximum and minimum values of Doppler velocity appear, their values can

provide an estimate of d through Eq. (7) and their angular locations give

6. If r/ can be estimated from outside information, it can be combined

with I to give a rough estimate of c through Eq. (23). A 300 running mean

has been used to estimate these sparse-data indices in natural wind fields,

which, for our purposes, are always contaminated by higher than first-order

derivatives and localized perturbations. We feel that the accuracy obtained

with a 30" running mean is quite acceptable for estimating c and VD(max)

and VD(min); but errors of 100 or more may occur in estimating , owing

to the slight variation of Doppler velocity with radar scanning angle near a

maximum or minimum. Also, the presence of downwind shear alters the

validity of Eq. (23). Nevertheless, if there are insufficient data to

calculate the shearing deformation the 1 measurement is better than

nothing, and would seem worthwhile to accomplish, particularly for values

of I considerably in excess of its expected error. It should also be

noted that the sparse-data calculation of downwind shear Eq. (7) is

generally an underestimate and can be erratic. However, if 1 + c < 30",

the underestimate averages only seven percent, with a maximum error of ten

percent.

To suzmarize, the foregoing techniques for recovery of wind field

derivatives provide a means for monitoring the intensity of hurricanes and
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other circularly configured storms at distances remote from the radar site.

The application to forecasting is promising. The observation, through Kq.

(41). of cf - 0 at landfall and trending negative indicated decay of both

circulation and wind speed well before confirmation by other, more direct,

radar measurements. After implementation of the IKIRAD system, these Od

techniques should be especially useful in assessing the threat to coastal

areas by offshore hurricanes and intense extra-tropical storms.

6. Sumary

The four first-order spatial derivatives of a wind field are curvature,

diffluence, downwind shear, and crosswind shear. These derivatives are most

conveniently expressed in natural coordinates referred to the streamlines.

Divergence, vorticity, stretching deformation, and shearing deformation are

comprised of sums and differences of pairs of the wind field derivatives.

All of the properties except vorticity may be calculated by Fourier analysis

of the Doppler velocity function measured by a radar scanning a complete

circle in azimuth at constant range, following the VAD analysis technique

proposed by Browning and Wexler (1968). The recovery of each of the wind

field derivatives, however, is not a straightforward proposition, and this

question was explored in depth.

Simple models of each wind field derivative in turn were considered

with a Doppler radar scanning in the VAD mode inserted into the wind field,

in order to synthesize characteristic Doppler velocity functions of radar

scanning angle. To preserve streamline integrity the models for curvature

and diffluence do not have constant values throughout the wind field.

Instead, the model for curvature is related to radar coordinates by a center

of streamline curvature in a fixed location with respect to the radar. A

novel approach was used to model diffluence, by postulating a virtual (but

fictitious) streamline apex at a fixed distance upwind from the radar for

diffluence or downwind for confluence. The synthesized Doppler velocity

functions for each of the wind field derivatives reveal unique signatures

for diffluence and downwind shear, but qualitatively similar signatures for

curvature and crosswind shear.

The scope of the discussion was expanded to a consideration of the

Doppler velocity function produced by several pairs of the wind field
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derivatives acting together. These exercises do not reflect realistic wind

fields, because of the assumption that two of the derivatives are absent.

They are, however, instructional for revealing trends in signature

interaction. In particular, the Doppler velocity pattern for a radar

scanning entirely within a radius of solid rotational flow is

indistinguishable from the sinusoidal pattern in uniform linear flow.

For the natural, realistic situation wherein all four wind field

derivatives are present, an exact solution could not be found for the

resultant Doppler velocity function. However, a suitable approximation was

derived, which reduced to an exact solution when either curvature or

diffluence, or both, were eliminated. The validity of the approximation was

tested over a wide-ranging set of parameter values of the four derivatives.

For each set a Doppler velocity function was synthesized and then analyzed

for the Fourier harmonics, which were then compared with the appropriate

sums and differences of the derivatives. Results of the test showed that

errors in recovery of the wind field derivatives were less than five percent

except for unusual cases with diffluence and downwind shear not of opposite

sign, or fairly high values of curvature for which distance from radar to

center of curvature is less than twice the radius of the radar scanning

circle. The test also revealed a substantial underestimate of wind speed by

the magnitude of the first Fourier harmonic whenever diffluence and/or

curvature were present. However, the square root of the product of this

first harmonic and mean magnitude of the Doppler velocity extrema

significantly reduced the error to a few percent. Consequently, there is

confidence in most cases for the recovery from natural wind fields of

downwind shear, diffluence, and the sum of curvature and crosswind shear, as

well as wind speed. Moreover, if unacceptable errors are suspected, means

are available for checking and correction.

Several methods have been examined for distinguishing curvature from

crosswind shear. The methods appear promising in synthetic wind field

models with no local perturbations or derivatives higher than first order.

For natural wind fields, more development is required to define the

efficacy, if any, of these techniques. Nevertheless, the sum of curvature

and crosswind shear, as given by shearing deformation or by sparse-data

signature, shows great promise for remote and early detection of trends in

hurricane intensity, in combination with outside information on the location
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of the circulation center. For example, during measurements conducted in New

England in Hurricane Gloria (1985), the sum of curvature and crosswind shear

showed decay after landfall of both circulation and maximum wind speed around

the eye region nearly three hours before confirmation by other, more direct

radar measurements. This type of diagnosis, conducted at a radar located on a

coast, should be helpful in providing advance warning of the threat by

destructive offshore cyclones.
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B. Three-Dimensional Cloud and Precipitation Mapping

1. Introduction

AFGL has been developing nowcasting techniques for locating cloud and

precipitation as guidance for use in satellite-to-ground communication

links. As one phase of this program, STX has developed analysis techniques

that characterize cloud/precipitation in terms that readily lend themselves

to forecasting procedures. In this section various analysis procedures that

have been explored and/or implemented are discussed and the rationale for

selection or rejection is presented. Particular attention is given to type

and degree of data preprocessing required for effective analysis.

The basic premise is that any cloud/precipitation analysis/prediction

system will have as input timely digital radar reflectivity data and

satellite visible an6 infrared imagery. These data may be ,ed separately l"

or together. This report focuses on the use of radar data since they have

better time resolution for the 0 to 30 min nowcast problem. However, all of

the analysis software that has been developed will operate on data from

either source.

2. Data Preprocessing

a. Radar Data Coordinate Transformation

The raw data received from satellites and radars are in quite differer:

roordinate systems. The radar collects its data in a three-dimensional

spherical framework, along radials emanating from the radar itself.

Dat4 from the GOES satellite are organized in a distorted framework on a

i.,l. plane, the distortion being caused by the oblique viewing angle of

.&.<~ite sensors. It is therefore essential that the data from these

... ' s converted to a common grid if they are to be used together in

.pm A rectangular Cartesian grid centered on the radar was
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selected, since it lends itself most easily to manipulation and display on '.

the scales being considered, i.e., less than 500 km.

Development of software to convert radar data to Cartesian coordinates

was assigned to STX; the satellite data conversion problem was addressed by

AFGL. ST] implemented two software packages, both based on the Mohr and

Vaughan (1979) interpolation algorithm. One is slow and relatively

cumbersome but readily available, having been developed at the National

Center for Atmospheric Research (MCAR); the second, developed by STI, is

real time, more efficient, and tailored to the AFGL hardware configuration

and the needs of the project. The first package was adopted to allow the

generation of data sets to be used for testing in other phases of this

effort while the real time software was being developed concurrently.

The Mohr and Vaughan (1979) interpolation algorithm can be divided into

two sections: preprocessing, and data ingestion and interpolation. In the

preprocessing phase the user defines a rectangular 256x256 point Cartesian

coordinate system onto which interpolated values will be placed. For each

grid point, the spherical coordinates (range, azimuth, and elevation) are

computed. These are then sorted and subsequently stored on disk in the form

of level files. Each file contains the spherical and Cartesian coordinates

for all grid points between two consecutive elevation scans of the radar.

Thus, as the data from a particular elevation scan are read from the

processor during the ingestion and interpolation phase, only two files need

to be searched for data placement as opposed to the entire Cartesian

volume. Also, because the spherical coordinates are known for each grid

point it is unnecessary to compute the Cartesian coordinates foE" each data

point, as is the case for most conventional interpolation techniques. This

results in a substantial saving in terms of number and complexity of

calculations. Once calculations are completed in all level files the

resultant interpolated data are sorted into the horizontal planes of the

rectangular framework and then output to disk. Both the NCAR and STI

packages process data in this manner.

The NCAR software is a generalized package that accepts data from a

variety of radar processors, converts the data to Cartesian coordinate

systems, generates a variety of one-, two-, and three-dimensional displays,

performs statistical analyses, allows data manipulations, and performs

multiple Doppler radar data synthesis. Although not in real time, its
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implementation provides analysis and display capabilities not previously %

available at AFGL. Its capabilities are documented in Mohr and Vaughan

(1979). Software was developed by STX to rewrite the AFGL data to the %

format required for the interpolation routines. In addition, interactive %

software was written and incorporated as an integral part of this processing

program to interface the output with the Adage 3000 image processor, the

display device used by the Air Force. Data may be interpolated onto at most

a 128x128 grid, the dimension, resolution, and location of which are

specifiable by the user. These interpolated data are stored in Adage memory

and then archived on the VAX disk in the common data format outlined in the

RAPID System Development report (pp. 99-111, below). For larger images, it

is very easy to process subsections of the radar data, then merge the images

in the Adage and ultimately store the merged image on the VAX 11/750 disk.

Despite use of very efficient bilinear or nearest point interpolation

techniques as the radar data are ingested, real time interpolations are not

attainable with the CAR software because it was not designed for real time

operations. Therefore it was necessary for STX to develop a new software

package based on the same algorithm but with streamlined data flow and

adapted to AFGL data and processing equipment. It was decided that real

time interpolation should be performed on the PE3242, with the resultant

Cartesian fields being shipped to the VAX 11/750 for subsequent analysis.

This was made possible by enhancing PE3242 capabilities through acquisition

of additional memory and a large disk with an intelligent controller, and

establishing an ETHERNET link between the PE3242 and the VAX 11/750. One of

the ports for the AFGL Doppler processor was connected to the PE3242,

permitting transmittal of mean Doppler velocity and radar reflectivity data

and housekeeping data for further processing. The data transfer rate

between processor and computer is close to 50 kbytes per sec or 15 mbytes

per 5 min volume of data. Because the PE3242 has more memory, is faster,

and has more disk storage capability than the VAX 11/750, it appeared

reasonable to accomplish real time interpolation on the PE3242 and then

transfer the interpolated data to the VAX via the ETHERNET.

STX designed and implemented a software package on the PE3242 that

performs real time interpolation of radar data based on the Mohr and Vaughn

(1979) algorithm. The software for data transfer from the PE3242 to the VAX

11/750 was designed but not implemented. The entire software package was
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written in FORTRAN for ease in implementation and debugging. Debugging in a

non-real time environment has been completed.

b. Evolution/Vertical Advection Considerations

It is now necessary to address the question -- what is the minimum

scale that we can hope to address in a forecast mode? To answer this

question one must consider the temporal and spatial scales of the

meteorological phenomena being observed and of the collected data. It is

well known that there are significant convective cells with scales of 2 to 5

km and lifetimes of 6 to 30 min (Foote and Mohr, 1979). However, the data

have temporal resolution of no better than 5 min and spatial resolution as

* poor as 3 km or more at long ranges. As a consequence it is not reasonable

to expect to be able to track individual convective elements. Using an

approach designed to track small convective cells, Harris and Petrocchi

(1984) concluded that automated tracking of these features was unreliable,

because of the vertical motion and evolution of the precipitation.

As an illustration of the effects of vertical advection and evolution

but on a larger scale than addressed by Harris and Petcocchi, the 32 dBz

contours at 5 km above sea level are plotted in Fig. 1 for four successive

4 scans separated by 6 min for Hurricane Gloria, 7 September 1985. The

original data were collected every 300 m in range, 0.6 deg in azimuth, and

0.8 to 2.2 deg in elevation and then were interpolated to a Cartesian grid

with 2 km horizontal resolution using bilinear interpolation. The contours

in this figure were extracted from the interpolated data by the Freeman

chain code technique outlined below. Note the degree of small scale detail

in these contours and the degree of evolution that occurs amongst these

sets. It should be quite obvious that working with these contours alone

* will not allow us to generate reasonably detailed forecasts. One approach

would be to consider a three-dimensional analysis/forecast approach that

would allow some assessment of vertical advection but probably not of

growth. Another approach would be to derive a more conservative field,

possibly through vertical integration or through some compositing of the

" reflectivity data.

The significantly simpler approach of deriving a more conservative

field was adopted. The radar data were composited in a manner much like
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Fig. 1 Radar Reflectivity 32 dBz Contour

(Contour Is for 5 kmu height as measured by AFGL/LYR 10 cm radar at (A) 1052 EST,
(B) 1058 1ST, (C) 1114 1ST, and (D) 1121 EST on 27 September 1985.)
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that used in the KRIR system; namely, by retaining the maximum reflectivity

factor throughout the depth of the observations above a horizontal grid

point. This resulted in the contours in Fig. 2, which correspond to those in

Fig. 1. Note the vastly improved degree of conservation amongst these plots

as contrasted to those of Fig. 1. There is still a significant amount of

fine-scale structure which is, of course, not nearly as conservative.

Reduction of some of this structure will be discussed next.

c. Data Filtering

Once the data have been transformed into Cartesian space and any desired

composition for integration has been performed, it is still necessary to

preprocess the data further to remove noise, smooth boundaries, and eliminate

small scale features. This involves passing filters of different types and

shapes across the data. Several that have been implemented will now be

discussed. For a more complete description of filters and their effects see

Pratt (1984).

1'. Median Filtering

The first step in this smoothing process is to apply a median filter,

sometimes as often as two to three times in succession, primarily for noise

suppression. In general, a filter of some specified geometric shape (window)

but with an odd number of elements is passed across the entire image. As it

is applied to the data, the filter replaces the center value of the window.

Some of the more commonly used window shapes for a median filter are shown in

Fig. 3. The windows used in the RAPID system are the 3x3 box to remove noise

spikes often seen in radar data and the lx5 line to eliminate missing scan

lines often occurring in satellite imagery.

X X

XXX X X

.XX XXXM X

XXX X X

X X

Fig. 3 Windows Commonly Used with Median Filters
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Although median filtering i highly effective for noise suppression, it

also affects "good" data. Pratt (1978) states that in general, regions that

are unchanged by a single pass of the median filter will remain unchanged in

subsequent passes. Thus, generally only edges will be affected by median

filtering, since edges are where the signals display the greatest change.

This is illustrated by Fig. 4.

'K'

Filter= X X X
X X I

Original 1 Pass 2 Passes
Feature with Filter with Filter

000000 000000 000000
010001 000001 000001
1 11 0 11 1 11 0 11 1 1 111 1

1 11 01 1 1 11 1 11 1 11 1 11

Fig. 4 Effect of Application of 3x3 Median Filter on Image Values

In a two-dimensional filter such as the 3x3 box filter, edges are

generally preserved but thin lines are destroyed and corners are clipped.

The application of a plus-shaped filter would preserve horizontal and

vertical lines and corners but diagonally oriented lines or corners would

still be lost. In other words, small-scale (relative to size of filter)

perturbations of a feature will be smoothed by a median filter, as seen in

this figure, which is exactly the result desired for noise reduction. The

problem with a median filter is that its response function is basically

unknown, so that there is uncertainty as to how the filter is affecting the

size spectra of the data structure. However, if the filter is applied

judiciously, it is thought that the effects will be minimal on the scales

being addressed in this problem. This remains to be verified.

2'. Lowpass Filtering

Another filter used to smooth edges is the lowpass filter. The purpose

of a lowpass filter is the same as that of a median filter; i.e., to
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preserve low signals and suppress relatively high ones. The key difference

between the two types of filter lies in the fact that a lowpass filter is an

averaging filter and thus replaces the center value of the filtering window

with the average of its neighbors, not the median. Thus, the lowpass filter

has more of a blurring effect on the data. The filter is applied to the

data by multiplying the values in the window by the corresponding filter

values, adding the products, and multiplying by normalization factors. The

value in the center of the window is replaced by this average value if it is

greater than the average. Typical filters are presented in Fig. 5.

1 11111 1 11211 0 1 210 

* 112 42*l242 1 112421 
9 1 11 16 112 11 *I24 8 I

48 112 42 10s 1 2 1 I
1012101"'

Fig. 5 Comonly Used Lowpass Filters

The form of the lowpass filter that has been adopted is

0 I 0 1lOI 0
-*1120211 /

1 0 2 10I,:
16 10 12101

There are several reasons why this particular filter was selected. A

larger (more than 3x3) filter was required for smoothing considerations but

the filter size also had to be kept as small as possible for efficiency.

Also, the filtering is done in the image processor which cannot easily

handle division. Therefore, operations are greatly facilitated if a power

of two is used as the divisor, which reduces the division to a shift-left

operation. (An integer divided by 16 is equivalent to a shift-left by 4

bits.)

This filter is generally applied to the data once, so as to minimize

overfiltering. This lowpass filter has been applied to the data represented

in Fig. 2 and the resultant contour is presented in Fig. 6.
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d. Resolution Degradation ,a
:JR

Filtering data effectively degrades their resolution to a scale

somewhat larger than the grid resolution. Another technique for resolution V

degradation is simply to throw out every cther data point. While this is a

less controlled method of degradation than using a well designed filter, it

has the distinct advantage that the number of data points to be used for

subsequent processing is reduced by a factor of four, which obviously

facilitates processing. This step would only be required if the data had

originally been interpolated onto too fine a grid. This is the current

practice since "too fine" has yet to be determined. Fig. 7 shows the

contour of Fig. 6 after resolution degradation. ,I

./

e. Feature Editing .

Many times there will be a multitude of small features because of the .'

presence of ground clutter or small precipitation elements. Since these

should not or cannot be tracked, methods were sought to eliminate such

regions. Thus a technique similar to that used to extract the feature of

interest once the data are properly cleaned up has been implemented.

For a given threshold value T, a value equal to or less than that to be

used for feature extraction, the image is scanned until a region is found

having values greater than or equal to T. If the boundary size of the

region is smaller than some predetermined value (for a 256x256 image with 2

1m resolution, 50 appears to work well), then the region is considered to be

a contaminant or a feature too small to be retained and is eliminated. This

is done by filling in the entire region with a value of T - 1. The search

then continues, until all undesirable regions have been found and filled in

with a new lower value. At this point only the regions containing the

features to be tracked remain in the image with data values equal to or

greater than that threshold. The image is now ready for the extraction of

the features.

3. Deta Representations

There are several ways to represent the data and derive characteristics
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that could then be used for predictions. We will now outline those that

have been considered and will present reasons for pursuing or not pursuing

each. It is assumed that data are available in rectangular Cartesian

coordinates and, if necessary, are available at a multitude of layers

through the troposphere.

a. All Data Values

This would be the brute force approach and would involve monitoring and

predicting the values of the data fields everywhere within the processing

realm. Three-dimensional advection and propagation would need to be

assessed in order that reasonable results might be obtained. This would be• .4

a mammoth undertaking involving much more computing capability than is

available. The results would be much more detailed than is required for

solving the current problem. Also the probability of attaining an accurate

forecast is thought to be small, because of the complexity of the problem.

Even if the amount of data to be processed were reduced to a couple of

planes of degraded resolution data the problem would still be complex and

probably intractable.

b. Binary Data Sets
,.

If one were to threshold the data such that data with values below the

threshold were given a value of 0 and those above a value of 1, processing

would be simplified. However, one would be left with a rather large data

set that would still require rather complex analysis procedures. Also,

there Is little to be gained over the more compact and more easily handled

contour representation to be examined next.

c. Boundary Extraction

A method for contour extraction was developed that employs the Freeman

chain code. The image data we are working with, satellite or radar, are

generally described by an array of values in Cartesian space that reflect

some unit of measure (e.g., temperature in an IR image). A contour value is

selected that will encompass the region of interest so that all values
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within the contour are greater than those outside. The binary data set

previously discussed would be sufficient for this analysis.

The picture is scanned in a left to right, top to bottom manner until a

point on the boundary of the region is located. This is then referred to as

the starting point or origin of the contour. From this point the boundary

of the region is found by keeping the region within the boundary always to

the left of the path being followed while searching for the next nearest

neighbor to the most recently located boundary point. The directional code

presented in Fig. 8 is used to represent the path to the nearest neighbor

for each boundary point.

0 7 6
\ I'/"

1--- Z ---5

/l\-

2 3 .

Fig. 8 8-directional Freeman Chain Code

The code leading to the nearest neighbor for each newly located

boundary point is saved in an array; the origin and final length of the code

are saved also. Taken together, these three elements will completely

describe the boundary of any closed region. As an example, consider the

rectangle (region marked by *'s) in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Region to be Contoured Denoted by * Plotted in Cartesian Space
(Coordinates are labelled to left and across top of figure.)

This rectangle would be completely described by knowing that:

1) the origin is (1, 1);

2) the length of the code stored in an array is 16; and

3) the array contains as its elements

( 3, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 7, 7, 7, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ).

4. Feature Notion

a. Cartesian Framework

One of the proposed algorithms uses the concept of orthogonal vectors

to boundary points for mapping one boundary to a second one. The Freeman

chain code is used to generate a sequence of orthogonal vectors for the set

of boundary points using the pairs of previous and next chain codes of each

point to give a resultant orthogonal vector. Each orthogonal vector is then

extended from its origin on the first boundary until it intersects the

second boundary. This intersection point is mapped to the vector origin.

For example, given a boundary point where the direction leading to it _

is a 1, and the direction to the next neighbor is 3, the direction of a

vector perpendicular to the angle between the point and its two neighbors 4.
''a

can be determined to be 0 or 4. Once vectors for all points along one

boundary have been found, the first contour is aligned with the second

contour by means of minimizing the areal difference between the two images

or by overlaying the areal centers. '.
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Theoretically this system appears quite feasible, and in some types of

mapping, such as with strictly convex contours, will be quite effective.

For IR or radar data, however, the algorithm has been found to be not very

useful, because of the general overall "curviness" of the contours involved

as well as the smaller irregularities along the boundaries. One of the

major difficulties is the multitude of vectors that cross one another, as

shown in Fig. 10. Averaging or thinning of the orthogonal vectors tends to

alleviate but not eliminate the problem of crossovers. Another difficulty

is the slowness of operating on such a large set of data points (average of

300 points on a boundary).

b. Freeman Chain Code

1'. Matching Straight Line Segments

One of the algorithms showing great promise in mapping and tracking is

one that involves breaking up contours into straight lines id then matching

these straight line segments for successive scans. A matchinE algorithm has ..

been developed that uses this idea of line segments to break the data down

and simplify them before performing some kind of matching. Classification

of Lhe data in this manner reduces the number of data points with which we

need to work from about 300 to 15 to 25.

To break up the chain code (i.e., classify it piece-wise), a means of

classification was developed. The method currently employed is a

segmentation of the chain code into a sequence of straight or

pseudo-straight lines. Two techniques have been tested for this type of

classification. Both methods are based on Freeman's definitions of what

constitutes a line in chain code. The first requires strict adherence to

his three rules while the second reduces his criteria to the first rule.

For details as to Freeman's rules and how they have been implemented see

Appendix A.

Once a-raight line segments are identified in chain codes for two

successive data fields, a process of matching segments from the first field

with those from the second is applied. Details of this matching process are

contained in Appendix B.
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2". Curve Fitting Chain Code Segment*

The goal is to take segments of the chain code for one data field

regardless of shape and to find the best match in the code for the next

time. This technique therefore focuses on looking for identical shapes,

which is a major part of pattern recognition. The assumption in this

technique is that during advection and evolution, contour segments retain

their shapes. Quite obviously this will not always be the case. However,
this issue will be addressed further a little later. In this technique the

chain code for the first data set is divided into segments of specified

length, usually 10 to 25 percent of the total number of codes. This segment

is then compared with every possible segment of identical length in the

second data set. For each coqparison, the mean difference and the mean

square of the differences are computed regardless of location in space. An

example of one such computation is contained in Fig. 11 where these two

parameters are plotted vs. starting segment number for the second data

field. From this figure there is a very obvious minimum of the mean squares

of the differences at segment 157 where there is also a minismt of the mean

end in fact a crossover of the man curve from positive to negative, lot

all attempts at curve matching produced such neat results. In some cases,

because of considerable evolution, no match was possible. However, in all

cases where the fit looked reasonable to the eye and mind, the beat fit

appeared to be that identified with the minimum man square. By applying a

maximum acceptable value for the minimum mean square, one was able to focus

in on those regions of best fit. This is the criterion used for the

presentation in Fig. 12.

c. Notion Determination

Both matching techniques outlined above have as products old and new

positions of line segments. For each segment the following can be

determined:

* Absolute location

* Length.
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From these characteristics, one can then determine:

* Absolute motion of the segments
* Relative motion of the segments to assess evolution

* Global motion of the feature.

These attributes will be used by AFGL radar meteorologists in

developing techniques for nowcasting precipitation locations.
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Appendix A - Straight Line Segmentation of Chain Code

Two techniques for determining whether a chain code sequence is a

straight line will be presented. The first method employs Fr..man's

definition for the chain code of a line. He stated that in order for a

chain code to be a line it must meet the following criteria:

1) At most two basic directions are present and these can only differ

by 1 modulo 8;

2) One of these values always occurs singly;

3) Successive occurrences of the principal direction occurring singly

are as uniformly spaced as possible.

Wu (1982) provides the algorithm presented in Fig. A-1 for determining

whether a given string of code represents a line according to the criteria

suggested by Freeman.

Another more relaxed method for determining straight lines in the chain

code employs only the first of Freeman's criteria; i.e., that the chain code

will describe a line if the chain contains no more than two directions and

these directions differ by 1 modulo 8.

The chain code (C) for a contour is broken into a series of sequential,

connected line segments by iteratively applying one of the above algorithms

to each point of the chain code, decreasing the length of the chain until a

valid line is found beginning at that element, and then noting this maximum

length and the primary direction of the line for each starting element of

the code. For the rectangular region denoted in Fig. 9, the maximum line

lengths found for each element of the code would be stored in an array

MAXLKE as (length, direction) given C = (3, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, 7, 7, 1,

1, 1, 1,l 1) ,3 .

WAXLU (0) 3, 3
MAMLEN (ll = 2, 3
MAKLN [21 1 1, 3
NAlLEN [31 -5 5
MAILER [41 = 4, 5
MlXLE (51 ) 3, 5
MAIL (6) a 2, 5
MAIMLE (71 - 1, 5
MAXLE [81 - 3, 7
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>2 How many different symbols in it?1

No Do these two symbols only differ by one?

Yes

No Does one of them occur singly?

Yes

IDoes the symbol occurring Yes
singly appear only once?

SNo

REJECT Compute k., n . n , ... ,n , k 2PASS
Not k1., is position Aiere syi~ol2  Chai

chain occurring singly is first present. codeo
code n1, n 2, n 3, are lengths of ln
line successive symbols occurring singly.

kis length between last symbol
and last symbol occurring singly.

Compute M max (n,, n 2, .)

No k<- M and k2 <- M?

4Yes 
a.

Form new string C:
if kic - N and k 2 - C-kinn ... n k2
if k = -Mand k <N: C-k n n2 .. n 2

121 1 2 p
if kc < M and k = M, C n n .n kP
if kc < N and k2 2 <m, C-n n. .n

Fig. A-i Flow Chart of Algorithm to Determine Whether a Sequence of Chain
Code Qualifies as a Straight Line (After Wu, 1982) '
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KAILEN [9) - 2, 7
KAXLE [101 - 1, 7
KALEI (111 - 5, 1
MAXLEI 1121 4, 1
KAXLEM (131 - 3, 1
Km 141- 2, 1
WIAXLE [151 - 1, 1.

Now we must search the KAXLEN array to find the longest segment left (not

marked USED). In this case, the first segment found would be the one

starting at element 3. This element is saved, along with the length and

direction of the line, as (start, len, dir):

LIME 3, 5, 5.

Then we mark the elements of this line segement as USED in the MAXLEI array:

AXLEN [01 - 3, 3

AXLEN [1) - 2, 3
MAXLEN (21 - 1, 3
MAXLEN (31 = 0, USED
NAXLER (4 - 0, USED
MAXLEN [51 - 0, USED

MAXLER 161 = 0, USED
MAXLEN (71 = 0, USED
MAXL9N (81 - 3, 7
NAXLEN [9] 2, 7
MAILEN [101 1 , 7
MAXLEM (111 5, 1
MAXLEN (121 4, 1
MAXLEN (131 3, 1
MAXLR [14) - 2, 1
MAXLER (151 a 1, 1

and continue searching the list MAXLEN recursively until all elements art

marked USED.

The result for this example (sorted in order of starting element) would

be (start, length, direction):

LIllE 0, 3, 3

LIKE 3, 5, 5

LIME 8, 3. 7

LIME 11, 5, 1.

This line tells us the starting location, length, and direction of each line

segment in the chain code list.
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Appendix B - Segment Hatching for Feature Mapping

A detailed description of the technique for matching straight line

segments is provided. In Fig. B-1 a second contour is quickly described for

the purpose of matching with that in Fig. 9.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 +---+---+-------+--- +---+------- +

I I I I I I I I I-"
2 ,----i---,---f---E---*---C---M-. +..

I I I I I I I I I ,
34 +--- --- E---C-- - l---5--- --- 4----+
2 +a 3

I I I I I I I I I
5 +---+----+---+-- -.--- +-------+------

Fig. B-i Region of Data with Contour Boundary Defined by the Chain Code (3,
3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 1, 1, 1. 1. 1, 1, 1), with Origin (1, 1) and
Length 17

Applying the technique described in Appendix A to segment this new

contour, we get values for (start, length, direction) of

LIl312 0, 3, 3

LIllE2 3, 4, 5

LIrK2 7, 3. 6

LIK2 10, 7, 1.

Of course, since a boundary is a continuous object, the starting location is

basically arbitrary. In this ease the upper left-most pixel is defined as

the origin, but it could just as well have been the lower right-most.

Therefore the code and associated data are treated not as a linear list. but

in a circular fashion; e.g., a circular queue. Since the chain code is a

directional code. the shape and orientation of the boundary are preserved no

matter where the starting location of the code is designated to be.
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There are several methods for comparing two such lists of line data as

LINZ 0, 3, 3 LIiE2 0, 3, 3
LINE 3, 5, 5 LIfh2 3, 4, 5
LIE 8, 3, 7 LrKl2 7, 3, 6
LINE 11, 5, 1 LIIM2 10, 7, 1

Starting locations, line lengths, or directions can be compared. Consider -

the following match for the directional codes:

Segment
Number Line 1 Line 2
1 3 3
2 5 5
3 7 6
4 1 1

and, remembering that the list is circular, by examination we can see that

we get the best (i.e., longest continuous) match between the two lists at

segments (4, 4), (1, 1), and (2, 2).

For two large contours, which are broken up into closer to 20 line

segments, the search is reiterative; i.e., the longest match is found,

saved, and its elements marked as USED, the next longest match is found, 7

etc., until no more matches can be made. -.

From this algorithm, we have a mapping between segments in the first

feature and segments in the second feature. Each segment has several Z

associated characteristics, including a segment length, orientation,

starting code offset, and, for a given point in the segment, distance from

some point of reference.

lie

.
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C. RAPID System Development

1. Introduction

RAPID is an acronym for the AFGL Remote Atmospheric Probing Information

Display system. The main computer for the system is a VAX 11/750 with 450

mbyte fixed disk and 1600 bpi tape drive. Peripherals to the system include

an Adage 3000 image processor, Sunmnagraphics digitizing table, Dunn

Instruments MicroColor digital camera, and HP7475 color pen plotter. The

VAX is connected to the AFGL/LYR P93242 via ETHERNET and to the AFGL/FlYS VAX

11/750 via DECnet.

STX is responsible for maintenance of system software, data management,

and development and management of general purpose applications software for

the RAPID system. Tts activities in these areas are summarized in the

following sections.

2. VAX Software Installation

The .YR VAX 11/750 was upgraded to operating system VMS V4.4 and the

FORTRAN compiler was upgraded to Version 4.5. Generally, the upgrades were

transparent at the command level and consisted mainly of fixes from bugs

found in the previous versions.

Two software packages, DECSlide and DECGraph, were installed. These

new packages will be useful in creating slides, viewgraphs, and other

demonstration materials. However, neither package can be used currently

because both require terminals with REGIS graphics capability, which is

available only on the DECHATE II that has not yet been connected to the VAX.

3. VAX Disk Reorganization

Thy LYR VAX disk was reorganized to allow faster and easier access to

all data and programs located on the system. A stand-alone backup and

restore was then performed on the VAX disk in order to compress the data and

eliminate fragmentation, making disk I/O more efficient. All files are now

categorized as DATA, ANALYSIS, DISPr.AY, CONVERSION, or UTILITY files, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.
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+--RADAR... -- +--ADAGl
I +--VAXI
+--SAT- -. -+--ADAGI
I +--VAX
4--HELP

+----AALYSIS-- +--NISC
+--PROD--- .-.+--ADAGE

I +--VAX
+--RADAR

+--SAT----- -+--LYS
I +--OLD
+--HELP +--UWSSEC

4--CONVERT-- - I
+--PE--- - SCRI

+--RADAR-- - +--LYR
I +--MOHR
I +--OTHIR

+--SAT-- - - - +--LYR
I +--LYS

+--OTHER
I +--UWSSEC C"

+--HELP
DUAO-+---- DATA-- - -+--MISC

+--PROD--- - +--OVERLAY
I I --SNAPSHOT
+--DEMO

+--RADAR
+--SAT
+- -HELP
+--PROD--- ----OLD-MCIDASI I

+----DTSPLAY-- +--PAINT-- -+--EKXE
I +---GEN
I +--UCODS
I +--UTIL

+--TOOLS-- -. INTERACTIVE
+--HELP
+--MISC

+--- .UTIL-- - +10-IO- -.--- +--BITPAD
+--DISK
+--OTHER
+--P8
+--PLOT
+--TAPE
+--TRILOG
+--UCODEMEM

Fig. 1 Configuration of f.YR VAX-11/750 Directory Structure for

Locally Created Software and Data
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4. Locally Developed Software

a. General Purpose Libraries

Several libraries were created and all resident software was 4

categorized, documented, and placed in one of the common libraries. Object

libraries now on the system are:

DISPLAY: [TOOLS]IK.OLB - locally-written software that performs

various functions in the Adage 3000. Includes routines that

set/get register values, load color tables, save/restore display om

memory to/from disk, set the crossbar switch, etc.

ANALYSIS: [PROD.VAX]ANALYZE ON VAX.OLB - locally-written software

that performs data analysis in VAX memory. Includes routines that

locate contours and extract boundaries, describe the contour "

boundary in terms of a Freeman chain code, find the relative maxima

and minima or the center of area of a contour given its chain code,

or return the coordinates of the point for a given code of the

chain.

ANALYSIS: [PROD.ADAGE]ANALYZE 031 ADAGE.OLB - locally-written

software that performs data analysis using the Adage image

processor. Includes routines to generate a contour silhouette or

outline given its chain code, filter data for noise removal and

smoothing, reduce or replicate displayed data, clear the display, -

subtract two images, calculate the histogram of a displayed image,

etc. Many of the routines in this library are written in Icross,

and run directly in the bitslice processor instead of on the VAX.

UTIL: (IO]IOLIB.Or.B - locally-written software that performs various

I/0 functions between VAX and peripherals, including disk, tape, S.-

and image processor.
,".

UT!L:[MISC]DRALIB - locally-written software that performs

graphics primitive operations; e.g., line drawing, circle and
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ellipse generation, character generators (three fonts available).

All are generated in integer or byte arrays, which can then be

displayed on the Adage or saved to disk as needed.

All software described above was fully documented, both in the source

code and separately in a general progresor's guide to using the routines.

b. Image Processing Calling Standard

A common calling standard was devised for all modules that access the

bitslice processor of the Adage. Nodules that Invoke Icross programs (which

run in the Image processor) are written in a high-level language such as C

or FOUAIF and run on the VAX host processor.

The host nodule first checks a designated region of Adage scratchpad

memory to see whether the required Icross routine t already loaded into the

processor. If not, the routine is loaded, and the name of the routine is

written to that area of scratch. Any input parameters are written to a

predetermined location in scratchpad memory as well. Then the Adage program

counter (PC) is reset and the processor is started. The Icross routine

reads its parameter list from scratchpad, performs the requested functions,

and writes any output parameters to scratchpad. Once done, the routine sets

a flag for the host module to read, which signals that it has completed.

While the processor is running, the host module is in a loop checking for

this flag, and once the flag is set. the module stops the image processor.

reads the output parameters from the scratch area. and returns to its

calling program.

c. HP Plotter Software

Additional software was written for use with the Hewlett-Packard color

pen plotter acquired in 1986. This includes software to plot line graphs

and contour features. The software is generally for use with chain code

data and will plot features such as segments of chain code in a grid with

intervals along each axis marked and labeled. Such plots aid greatly in

analysis of data and also in the development of mapping techniques.
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4. Demostrat ie program

it UVAD demonstration program was written to illustrate the work belng

done on the RAPID system end same of the special techniques developed at the

site. Tbe demonstration program is meau-driven and provides a visual

display on either of the Ase display monitors. The following features are

available:

A £ series of vlewgraphs that gives a brief system overview

(objective, approach, support, and applications)

A * sequence of time lapse images recorded during Hurricane Gloria

that show the hurricsue's evolution through radar refloctivity mnd

satellite visible data

* Several other viewtraphs, including a data pipeline schematic, a 

illustration of the layout of Adage memory, and a forecast

processing flowchart 1P

* An interactive demonstration of the contour location and following

technique.

Also, special software was developed for generating vlowgraphs in a

choice of colors and character fonts on a 256x256 pixel display.

S. Dots Nanagement

a. Satellite/Radar Common Header Format

From discussions with AFGL personnel as to requirements for header and

data storage of satellite and radar images, a standard image data format was

designed. This format is intended for use in all future processing of LYS

satellite and radar data.

both radar and satellite images data files now consist of any number of

sets of 256 byte image headers paired with variable sie images. The reason

for such a global standard format is to permit general purpose software to "R'",
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be written to reed/write/display all local data without regard to its type.

Yh final RAPID Satellite/ladar Comm Header Format i shown in Fig. 2.

A progrm me developed to convert satellite data files from the old

staudard LYI format to the revised standard. All existing data files were

processed by this program, with the new data file header@ reflecting the

format changes. All progrems that access these data files ware also

modified accordingly, so that the information could be Ingested correctly.

Es

b. Namory Napping

ADAGE display mmory was partitioned for future interfacing of

satellite and rad data. There am several reasons for the selected

sapping scheme (see Fig. 3). Since the RAPID system io supposed to allow

simultaneous processing of radar and satellite data, a capability was needed

to store data from both sensors in Adage display memory at one time, without

the problem of disturbing or overwriting one another.

Satellite data are collected only once every 30 sin and radar data once

every 5-10 min. Thus there needed to be three to six times as many

'quadrants' reserved for radar data as for satellite data. Radar data is

volumetric in nature. It was decided that three elevations would be

sufficient to describe precipitation systems. These would be stored for

each time interval, and the simplest, most logical method of doing this

would be to store the three elevations in three different byteplanes of a

single quadrant.

If 60 min of data were to be stored in memory, it would take three

areas to store each type of satellite data. Thus, three visible satellite

images will be stored in a single quadrant, in three different byteplanes;

similarly with It data - three time intervals in one quadrant in three

byto ,lanes.

Ton quadrants reserved for radar images will permit storage of 1-2 h of

data, depending on the frequency of collection. Radar data will be stored

with a resolution of roughly 2 km; satellite date with a resolution of 4 km

for It and 2 km for visible. Therefore, to get a window of 512x512 km of

data, we need quadrants of size 256x256 each for radar and visible

satellite, but only 12Sx128 for IR.
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starting Lengt.
arte (byten) akit beacriet ion
0 2 IYPE Image type; S/i/PiO
2 2 lOPT Data type; VI/IIt/t/VR
4 2 Dry" Data type; T/G3/PPI/MCC
6 2 BoS Sensor ID
G 2 SATTD Satellite ID
10 2 YEAR TV; year of data
12 2 DAY DO; Julian day of data
14 2 HOURS IH; hour of data
16 2 MIUTES IW; minute of data
18 2 BecIDS S2; second of date
20 2 ULL upper left corner coordinate,

line number
22 2 ULE upper left corner coordinate,

element number
24 2 SLIM size of image in lines
26 2 ISLES number of elements per image line
28 2 ULATDIG DOD; 0 latitude of UL"
30 2 UATHIE NN; minutes latitude of ULE
32 2 ULATUSC 38; seconds latitude of UILS
34 2 ULOMMG ODD; " longitude of ULL
36 2 ULOIM H; minutes longitude of ULL
38 2 ULONSBC SS; seconds longitude of ULL
40 2 LiES line resolution, y-scale, km
42 2 ERKS element resolution. x-scate, km
44 2 NUMSCALK scale value numerator
46 2 DIUOMSCALE scale value denominator
48 2 SHIFT linear shift factor
so 2 PR? radar PRF factor A
52 2 WAVELENGTH radar wavelength (scaled)
54 2 CONSTANT radar constant (scaled)
56 2 LEVL radar level
so 2 AT.TLOCD9G sensor location. * latitude
60 2 1ATLOcKHIf sensor location, minutes latitude
62 2 LATLOCSBC sensor location, seconds latitude
64 2 LOV1LOCDBG sensor location. " longitude
66 2 LOIILOCIIM sensor location, minutes longitude
68 2 LOffLOCSZC sensor location, seconds longitude
70 58 (reserved for future use)
128 126 COUKUT cowsents

Fig. 2 RAPID Common Data Header Format

(Total length of header is 256 bytes. Every entity is 2 bytes long and
is either short integer or character data.)

1 0
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ttk thee feters tn mid, it m iocided that all data would be

stoe I.a the first peoo of memory, as sho in I Fig. 3.

0 254 384 512 764 1023

I I I I I
I I I I I

1 1 1 3 1 5 I I

I I I I I r
I I I I I a-

I 2 a 1'
I I I I I
I I I I I "

I I 4 I 8 I
l I I1 I
I I A I I

I I I
A%

76-- 10 ----------

I I II
I I El I

I4 I 0 - I

I I C II
I I I I

Fig. 3 Nap of Page 1 of Adage Display Memory Configuration; Bach
Labeled Area is a Quadrant

Storage in each of the quadrant*s t described as follows:

1-10 are the storage areas for ten 256x256 radar images,

reflectivity or velocity. Bach byteplane (0. 1. and 2) will store a

different height for the time represented by its particular quadrant.

A is storage for three 256x256 visible s^tellite Images, a different

time scan being stored in each byteplane of the quadrant.

3 is storage for three 128x128 IN satellite images, similar to A.

C contains all "file cabinet" Information (see below).
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o my be used for high resolution or large-scale data displays;

e.g., as 512x512 he visible satellite data.

2 is reserved for future use.

The second page of display memory is reserved for use as a general work area.

c. MAPID File Cabinet Organization

Since a large amount of data will be stored in memory simultaneously ,

and will possibly be accessed by 
several separate programs, a method for

keeping track of what and where data are presently stored in display memory

had to be devised. The RAPID system file cabinet was developed to record in 0

the Adage itself the type and location of all data currently stored in

display memory, to serve as a directory that can be accessed by any program

at any time. For each image stored in display memory there will be an entry

in the file cabinet. The entry will be stored in the same byteplane as the

image it describes; thus there will be a separate file cabinet for each of

the three byteplanes available. Bach entry will contain the information

shoam in Fig. 4.

Starting
Byte Unemonic Description

0-18 (sae as in RADAR/Satellite Data File Header)
20 LCORIRR upper left corner coordinate, line number

relative to original image data array
22 BCORKR upper left corner coordinate, element number

relative to original image data array
24 [RANGE size of displayed image in pixel lines
26 gusGE number of elements per displayed line
40 LEES image resolution, y-length scale in km
42 922S image resolution, x-length scale in km
44 XWINDOW element origin within display memory
46 WlIDOW line origin within display memory
48 INUMBER nth image number of this series

Fig. 4 Organization of RAPID File Cabinet

(Total length of each file cabinet entry is 256 bytes. Every entity is

2 bytes long and is either integer or character data.) 4
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6. Analysis Software - SHOMSAT

Originally developed to display and process McIDAS satellite data,

program SHOISAT was modified to allow the user to manipulate the satellite

images interactively. SHOWSAT was designed to be used as the main driver

for the RAPID system program, which will control the concurrent display and

analysis of satellite and radar data.

All display, processing, and analysis can be accessed through the main

driver of this program. The program is completely menu-driven; options

currently available are described below.

a. Data Selection

Data can be read from any data file storing data in the RAPID Standard

Data File format. The data file being accessed can be changed at any time

from the main program menu, so that both radar and satellite data can be

displayed within the same session.

Images to be displayed can be selected in several different ways. One

can display the next stored image or call up any desired image by specifying

either its relative image number in the current data file or the time/data

of the image data.

Depending on the type of data read from the file as well as what has

already been stored in Adage display memory, the program will decide where

in memory the image should be stored, and then place an entry with this

information into the File Cabinet.

Data that have been previously stored in memory can be redisplayed.

There are options to allow the user to display the last Image of a given

type (TR, VIS, RIWL, VIL) retrieved from disk or to change the viewing

window or byteplane to scan display memory for a particular image.

At any time, the entire memory or any portion thereof can be saved to a

disk file and can also be restored for further processing.
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b. Display

The overlay byteplane will contain various maps, grids, or other

markers that can be displayed with the data as the user desires. Thus there

is an option to turn a particular portion of the overlay plane on and off.

This allows the flexibility to display, for example, either a map of New

England or the latitude/longitude grid or both with an IR image.

Two standard color lookup tables were created that display the data .

either in pseudocolor or grayshades. Either color table can be loaded from .

the main menu of SHOWSAT. Colorbars have been generated and can be

displayed to show the correlation between the colors of either lookup table

and unit measurement (e.g., *C for IR images) for all data types. To

enhance grayshade images visually, the color lookup table (rather than the

image) can be manipulated by histogram shrinking or stretching techniques or

black/white binary thresholding.

Finally, SHOWSAT supports viewable image enlargements by a zoom factor

of 0-15 in both x- and y-directions.

c. Analysis..

Approximations for cloud types and precipitation levels based on IR and

visible satellite data can be calculated and displayed, with the different

types/levels colorcoded, using software developed based on the Liljas (1982)

classification scheme shown in Fig. 5.

Filtering, noise removal, and contour extraction can be accessed via a

secondary menu. In addition to these features the menu will enable

generation of contour plots, saving of the Freeman code for a given contour

to disk, and mapping of one chain code to a second code.

7. University of Wisconsin/SSBC Data

A magnetic tape containing satellite data from 27 September 1985 N.

(Hurricane Gloria) was obtained from the University of Wisconsin/Space

Science and Engineering Center. The tape contained satellite imagery of the

storm centered at Sudbury. However, since it was written in IBM format, the

data had to be converted to a readable VAX/ASCII format. Once in ASCII
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Fig. 5 Indications of Cloud Types and Precipitation Intensities Derived
from VIS and Ii Satellite Data
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format, the tape was converted to a format standard to LYR. A program to

process the data image-by-image and save it in the standard data format was

developed.

8. Reference

Liljas, N., 1982: Automated techniques for the analysis of satellite

cloud imagery. uowcasting, K. A. Browning, ed., Academic Press, pp. 167-176.

D. Wind Shear Prediction

1. Introduction

A very important wind shear hazard for aviation operations is the

microburst - a small, intense downdraft usually associated with convective

storms. The vertical flow in these downdrafts is deflected by the earth's

surface, resulting in a low-level divergent horizontal air flow. Where this

divergent flow meets the enviromental flow a region of intense shear of the

horizontal wind often results. If encountered by aircraf Iin air terminal

approach or departure patterns, this combination of horizontal shear and

strong vertical motion can be deadly.

Several observational programs have been designed specifically to study

downburst (NTKROD, JAWS, CLAWS, and FLOWS). From these programs it has

become quite obvious that Doppler weather radar is a valuable detection and

possibly a forecast tool. Because of the magnitude of the resultant

outflows, characteristic velocity couplets have been observed coincident

with independent corroboration of downburst occurrence. Other potential

forecast aids have been identified by Roberts and Wilson (1986):

collocation of reflectivity maximum with downburst, descending reflectivity

core, collapsing storm structure, organized convergence near and above cloud

base, rotation, and reflectivity notch. However, many of these features are

seen only occasionally or under special circumstances and not with any great

consistency. The only truly consistent observation and the one that adapts

most easily to an automated detection technique appears to be the divergent

couplet seen in the Doppler velocity data.

.7l
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An Important observation from these studies is that downbursts are a

fairly short-lived phenomenon, with the detected couplets lasting as little

as 5 min and as long as tens of minutes, with the vast majority being in the

5 to 15 min range. Time scale is important for determining detectability

and forecastability by the NKIRD system in light of Its anticipated 5 min

data updates.

The goal of this effort is to develop a downburst nowcasting algorithm

usable within the IKXRAD system. Based on current knowledge of downburst

characteristics as seen in radar data, it is apparent that this algorithm

must be based on the detection of the divergent (couplet) signature in the

velocity fields.

2. Downburst Definition

Fujita (1981) was the first to define the scale of the low-level

outflow from microbursts, the most severe of the downdraft phenomena, to be

between 0.4 and 4.0 km. With that definition and a multitude of

observations collected in the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) Project,

Wilson et al. (1984) compiled a more complete definition in terms of radar

observables; in particular, the velocity couplet. They found that the

maximum velocity differences across the divergent center must be no less
-1

than 10 m s and the initial distance between maximum approaching and

receding centers must be no larger than 4 km in order to classify a

particular couplet signature as a downburst. This translates to a minimum

shear of 0.0025/s. MIT-Lincoln Laboratory (Merritt, 1986) uses a
-

requirement of 8 m s velocity difference across the downburst with a

minimum separation of 1 km between peaks. Quite obviously there is probably

no one set of universal thresholds and local fine tuning will most likely be

required. Therefore the concern in algorithm development is the basic

design and not in the specific thresholds to be applied.

3. Real Time Radar Application

The radar systems being deployed by NRXRAD will be collecting radial

velocity and reflectivity factor data with resolutions of 250 m In range and

1 deg azimuth. Data will be collected in planes at constant elevation angle
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such that mach of the troposphere is observed in 5 min. Since downburst

divergence signatures are seen only in the lowest -.5 km of the

atmosphere, only the lowest elevation scan is likely to be useful. This

means that any algorithm used must utilize data only from one elevation scan

and must be usable with updates only every 5 min. These temporal and

spatial limitations on the data will severely hinder any algorithm

performance over a broad region.

4. Proposed Downburst Detection Technique

P.

As noted, the Doppler radar sees downbursts as velocity couplets. The

shear of the radial velocities across these couplets is always positive;

i.e., the velocities always increase with range. Of course noise, ground

clutter, turbulence, etc. may make this statement somewhat less than

accurate. Filtering of the data, however, usually minimizes these effects.

The algorithm as devised by ST[ procedes as outlined in Fig. 1. it is

assumed that the data input are mean radial velocities and radar

reflectivities organized along radials centered on the radar. These data

are then averaged over a specified number of gates to remove "noise"

effects. Velocity differences are hen computed according to
:a.-

del V(i) V(! + K) - V(i - I)•

If del V(t) is greater than zero its value is retained. Once all the shears

are computed they are checked radially for contiguity. If the shear across

the contiguous segment is not less than a threshold shear, that segment is

retained for association in azimuth. Once all shear segments are compiled

for a plane, they are checked for contiguity in azimuth. Segments must

overlap in range by a prescribed amount in order for association into

regions to occur. Regions are retained if there is at least one velocity
-1

difference across the couplet that is greater than 10 m s , the UCAR

definition.

Table 1 gives the threshold values used in this algorithm. These

numbers are considered to e reasonable in light of previous studies. No

attempt has been made to optimize these parameters.

a,-
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Fig. 1 Processing Procedure for Compiling Shear Regions Associated with
Downbursts
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Table 1. Acceptance Criteria for Downbursts

Segment - 0.4 km < Length < 4.0 km
- 10 m/s < Velocity change across length

Downburst - 5 < Segments in a feature
- 1.0 km < Feature area
- 10 m/s < Velocity change across feature

5. Status of Work

The downburst algorithm has been applied to data collected by the 10 cm
Doppler radar belonging to mIT-Lincoln Laboratory and located in Olive

Branch, KI and to data collected in JAWS by the National Center for
J

Atmospheric Research 5 cm Doppler located near Stapleton Airport, Denver.

In all cases, the downburst was detected automatically with the algorithm

with no false alarms. The downbursts were detected when first positively

identified by eye and followed through their lifetimes. Examples of output

are included in Figs. 2 and 3.

Of the downbursts in our data set, it was found that the downbursts did

not persist long enough for one to determine a reliable track. However,

because the downdrafts are dynamically tied to the convective storm, it

would be reasonable to assume that any storm tracking algorithm would give a

reasonable estimate of downburst motion.

6. NEXRAD Implementation

In the NEXRAD inventory there is a divergence algorithm (algorithm

number NX-DR-03-024/l0). Although it is designed to detect divergence at ."

the top of convective storms, its basic design is similar to that needed for

downburst detection. Basically, the algorithm looks for segments along

radials in which the velocities are constantly increasing. These segments

are then associated in azimuth to form divergence regions. Thresholds are

applied to the magnitudes and lengths of the radial shear segments and to

the area of the shear regions and the raximum shear within regions. If

values do not pass the various thresholds they are rejected. As can be seen

this is very much like the algorithm used in this study.
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Fig. 2 Output for Downrburt Detection Algoritlh

(Data collected by IT-Lincoln Laboratory at 1815 [.S" on 26 June 1985.
Doppler radar located at Olive Branch, MI.)
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Since the 3513tA algorithm is already in existence, consideration

should be given to its modification in terms of regions of application and

thresholds for use as a dowmburst detection algorithm.
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R. Severe Storm Tndicators

1. Tornado Intensity Estimation

a. Introduction

Nesocyclones are rotating regions often observed within thunderstorms

associated with severe weather. These circulations produce characteristic

signatures in Doppler radar data that are readily detectable by automatic

techniques in terms of size, shear, and rotational velocity (Hennington and

Burgess. 1961; Zrnic" et al., 1985; and Wieler, 1966). From Doppler radar

observations it has been determined that roughly half of the oh:rved

mesocyclones have associated tornadoes (Burgess, 1976), with mesocyclone

identification occurring an averago of 20 minutes before tornado touchdown

(Burgess et l.., 1979). Thus the observation of a mesocyclone does not

necessarily mean that a tornado exists or is likely to exist.

In an effort to improve the predictability of tornado occurrence, a

method has been devised to predict which moiocyrlones will be associated

with tornado*. It also gives an indication of the maxinum tornado

le



intensity. The method to based upon the Rxcess Rotational Kinetic inergy

(3M31) of the mesocyclone, a parameter first presented by Donaldson and

Desrochers (1985). RRK represents the mesocyclonic rotation kinetic energy

in excess of that required for mesocyclonic identification, namely E =

pr (Vr-Sar)2 /4. p is the air density at the observed height,

V is the rotational velocity of the vortex of radius r, and S is an

arbitrary shear threshold defining mesocyclonic rotation. S was selecteda
as 0.005/s for this study, after the value suggested by Donaldson (1970) and
later supported by Burgess (1976).

In previous work Donaldson and Desrochers (1985) examined the Xill

assnciated with a single violent tornado-producing mesocyclone and found

ERE offered warning potential. In this report we expand the study to Len

storms in order to generalize results. Half of these storms were tornadic,

approximating the distribution of tornadic and non-tornadic mesocyclones

seen in nature. This sample contains three categories of storms:

non--tornadic, strong tornado-producing (M2 - F3), and violent

tornado-producing (F4 - FS). None produced only weak (FO - Fl) tornadoes.

b. Standardizing the Analysis

To account for the varying resolution over which storms were seen,

vortex size and rotational velocity were corrected for radar resolution

according to the theoretical profiles of a Rankine combined vortex (Brown

and Lemon. 1976), making ERKE independint of range. Comparison among storms

was further facilitated by comparing all values of ERIE to that of a

Climatologically Nature Mesocyclone located in the lower troposphere

(Burgess et &1.. 1982). This is an average mesocyclone in its strongest

stage of development and is characterized by a diameter of S.5 km and a
-l

tangential velocity of 23 3 m s , with a correapondlng ERKE of 540

megajoulps/m This energy will be used as a new energy unit, namely I CNN.

c. Algorithm Considerations -

Before discussing the investigation into FRKE we need to point out a

particular problem and its solution. A common complication to the

mesocyclone circulation was the observation of one or more vortices within
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the mesocyclon. after it entered its mature stage of developmsit. We refer

to these as "intraneus vortices." They are seen on scales ranging from 0.5

to 5 km in diamter. When they are large, autmatic identification of the

mssocyclone circulation sometimes becomes difficult.

The smaller intraneous vortices have ben wel1 documented as Tornadic

Vortex Signatures (TVS) (Drasm and Lemon, 1976; Brown et i., 1978). The

definition of a TVS by these authors is resolution dependent and, although

TYS size varies considerably, they are generaLly much smaller, usually less

than 1 km in diameter, and have much maller 1e t than a typical mature

m"socyclone. for example, the VA Singer tornado was one of the most intense

ever observed by Doppler radar, but its associated TVS had a maximAm KRKZ

magnitude of only 0.4 CMI.

In this study intraneous vortices were observed in nearly 200

quasi-horizontal antenna scans but only one-third satisfied the TYVS

criterion; namely, containing shears greater than 0.05/s in adjacent beems

(Burgess at al., 1979). The remaining two-thirds had average shears of only

0.017/s and diameters of 2 to 5 km. About half of the latter group had

RERKs greater than those of their surrounding mesocyclones. One example of

a large intraneous vortex is shown In Fig. 1. Here an intraneous vortex

(indicated 'y A,B) 3.9 km in diameter Is seen on the edge of the larger

mesocyclone (about 8.5 ka diameter indicated between AC). It had REgK of

1.1 CM compared to 1.7 for the surrounding circulation. Although this

intraneous vortex was quite large, It had vertical continuity with a TVS

located at 1.5 km and coincided in ti,," and space with a reported tornado.

It is therefore thought to be part of the tornadic circulation.

Mesocyclone characteristics needed for 9I29, namely, size and

rotational velocity, are byproducts of mesocyclone detection algorithms.

These algorithms rely on a monotonic velocity change in order to detect a

circulation. The intraneous vortex in Fig. 1 occupies a significant portion

of the mosocyclone and disrupts this linearity needed for positive

mesocyclone detection. Metocyclone detection algorithms will therefore

detect this intraneous vortex and will not me the surrounding mesocyclone.

Because our existing algorithm becomes confused by the coexistence of

mesocyclones and intraneous vortices, vortex size and rotational velocity

were determined in this study through manual analysis. This allowed for the

introdiction of analysis modification to reduce this confusion and to
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Fig. 1 Rxample of a Large Intranoous Vortex within a Nesocyclone

(Doppler data are from Piedmont, OK storm (30 April 1976) at 1602 and
2.9 km height.)
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improve the delineation of parameter estimation. One such improvement was

the isolation of the rotational component In velocity couplets suggesting a

mix of divergence (or convorgence) and vorticity.

The concept of Wl= can be applied to ansocyclones, intraneous

vortices, or some combination of these. Since automatic discrimination of

mevocyclones and intraneous vortices would be problematic for existing

alsorittm, it was decided to adopt a simple scheme; namely, the detection

of monotonic velocity changes. This will automaLlcally focus on intraneous

vortices when they exist and on mesocyclones otherwise. However. we

excluded those intraneous vortices seen as TVSs because generally their

ma 1 size did not obstruct significantly the monotonic velocity across the

mesocyclone.

d. Case Studies

It is instructive to examine the i=l life cycle associated with the

non-tornadic, strong tornado-producing, and violent tornado-producing

categories of our data set. Although each storm displayed individual

qualities, distinct similarities exist within each storm classification. An

example from each classification is presented in Figs. 2-4 in the order

listed.

In the upper portion of each figure is plotted the maximum RRKR as a

function of the ending time of the volume scan. The lower portion displays

RRKZ weighted mean height (h3) for the detected circulation as a function

of time.

The Del City storm (Fig. 3) depicts characteristic evolution of our

tornadic mesocyclones. When the -o-socyclone circulation was first

identified in the storm its RRKR magnitude was only a fraction of a CNN, and

h was above 10 ka, somewhat higher than most other storms studied. As

the mesocyclone evolved, its KRKK increased to greater than 1 CM and h

descended into the lower troposphere prior to tornado formation. As

observed in most of our other tornadic storms, KRKK then persisted above 1

CM, a pattern not apparent in the non tornadic mesocyclones. For example,

the Ada storm in Fig. 2 peaked in KRKK magnitude quickly when h was at

7 km. Then, as h descended, its ERKE stabilized at about 0.5 CM .
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Two of the storms (Del City and Binger) produced more than one

mesocyclone. The second of each is labeled as N2 in Figs. 3 and 4. In both

storms the second mesocyclone had a shorter lifetime than the first, a

characteristic noted by Burgess et al. (1982) for such multiple core

mesocyclones, and both attained ERK similar to the first. It is

interesting that in both storms the most intense tornado formed in

association with the second mesocyclone.

Comparison of SRMC among the tornadic storms suggests that it is

somewhat proportional to the intensity of tornadoes produced. Consider for

example that the maximum ERIU of the Binger storm (Fig. 4) was nearly four

times that of Del City (Fig. 3). The Binger storm produced an F4 tornado in

addition to a number of less intense ones, while Del City produced an F2 and

an F3 tornado. ERKH magnitude prior to each tornado does not correspond

well to the observed tornado intensity, however. This is readily apparent

when comparing EM of the Binger storm with that of Del City; the very

large ERKS prior to Binger's first Fl tornado, for example, was about twice

the value attained during the entire Del City storm. ERKE does, however,

seem related to a potential in tornado severity that is realized by the most

intense tornado of a storm.

e. Technique and Results

From the above discussion a simple relationship follows for

distinguishing tornadic from non-tornadic mesocyclones. Nesocyclones are

predicted to be tornadic if satisfying the following criteria:

1) attainment of ERKE of at least 1 CNN at a height below 5 )an; and

2) persistence of 1) for at least 5 min (two sample volume scans).

The height criterion here is not h discussed earlier but is the lowest
H

height where ERKE equals or exceeds 1 CN. This simplification results in

the same forecast as for the weighted height but lead time is increased

slightly because the necessary forecast criteria can be satisfied in less

time than two radar volume scans. Analysis was performed on ten storms,

with results summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that while the above

criteria are arbitrary, they work very well in distinguishing mesocyclone

type in nine out of ten cases. The Foster storm (19 Nay 1977) which

produced two F2 tornadoes was the one failure, but reduction of the ERKE

threshold to 0.7 CNN allows corrected classification of this storm.
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Increasing the ERKE threshold in criterion 1) to 2 CM produced a

predictor for tornadoes of violent intensity. This yielded correct

forecasts for the two violent F4 tornadoes of the sample with no false

alarms. The Piedmont and Binger storms were so very energetic and

persistent that an incorrect forecast would have been difficult indeed. The

same forecast would have resulted even if the ERIE threshold for violent

tornadoes had been raised to 3 CM.

In all of the storm cases, inclusion of intraneous vortices in the RIE

estimation did not improve tornado forecasts over thoso whn only

mesocyclones were considered. In a few ca4.s they provided continuity and

hence enhanced confidence in the forecast. A good example is the Fort Cobb

storm (refer to Table 1). In this storm the mesocyclonic circulation

decreased after the formation of the first tornado (M2) and for about 20 min

there was no mesocyclonic ERJKE. While in the other storms no tornadoes

existed once the mesocyclonic shear fell below threshold, in the Fort Cobb

case a second F2 tornado, larger than the first, was formed shortly after

the re-detection of the mesocyclone. During the period when the mesocyclone

was weak, the intraneous vortex had an IRK9 about 1 CNN and substantiated

the forecast for a strong tornado.

Operational forecasts of an event require some lead time if inforat ion

is to be of any value. Using the criteria for mesocyclone discrimination we

have determined the warning time for Lhe first tornadoes, most intense

non-violent tornadoes, and violent tornadoes of the storms. The results are

.* given in Table 1. ERKE is generally not effective at warning for the first
S.

tornado of a storm. Fortunately, these are usually not the most intense of

a storm. In three of the storms the first tornadoes were of Fl intensity

and in the remaining two of F2 intensity. Warning time Increases

considerably for the most intense tornado of a storm, and is of remarkably

long duration for the very large and violent Binger tornado.

f. Conclusion

ERKE works well as a discriminator of tornadic and non-tornadic

mesocyclones and offers useful warning time for the most Intense tornado of

a sLorm. In our limited sample ERKE worked exceptionally well for

predicting the occurrence of violent tornadoes. These storves were clearly
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distinguished by DRKE from the remainder of the sample. This is fortunate

because the F4 and F5 tornadoes, although rare, kill and injure r,,oe people

than the more comon strong or weak tornadoes.

2. Automated Nesocyclone Detection

Nemocyclones can be detected automatically if their velocity field can

be recognized and isolated from extraneous data in the Doppler velocity

field. A four-step process for this was designed by Hennington and Burgess

(1981) consisting of:

1) Computation of azimuthal shear and organization of those contiguous,,

shears of the same sign into runs referred to as Pattern Vectors (PV);

2) Synthesis of PVs from a single elevation scan into two-dimensional (2-D)

features;

3) Vertical matching of 2-D features to form three-dimensional (3-D)

features;

4) Classification of 3-D features (e.g., mesocyclone, elongated shear area,

etc...).

This format was adopted by Wieler and Donaldson (1983) for a more

comprehensive algorithm that combined both mesocyclone and TVS detection,

designated the Kesocyclone Tornadic vortex Detection Algorithm (NTDA). Work

on automatic mesocyclone detection was continued and efforts In 1986 were

directed toward improvement of PV construction, classification of 3-D

features, and implementation of an automaled tornado intensity algorithm.

PV construction was found to be significantly deficient for

mesocyclones. Investigation into the MTDA performance on the Piednont, OK

storm (29 April 1978) revealed that only a fraction of the possible pattern

v ctor's was detected by the algorithm. This imposed limitations on the

accuracy of 2-D and 3-D feature synthesis, and on the resulting

classification of 3-D features.

The routine for PV construction is in itself simple. As the radar

scans in the azimuthal direction a search is made at a constant range from

the radar for a change in the sign of the azimuthally-oriented velocity

gradient. A PV is completed and a new one is begun every time the velocity
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gradient changes sign. A completed PV is retained for further use in the

MTDA if it satisfies certain criteria for shear and velocity; namely, that

the total shear and velocity difference across the PV ts at least 0.002/s

(Gerlach, 1985) and 15 m s-  respectively.

The NTDA operates as a controlled module of the Modular Radar Analysis

Software (RAS) system (Forsyth et al., 1981). Difficulties observed in PV
construction result from KRAS time-saving procedures. NRAS was designed to

pass Doppler data to the PV routine only when the signal strength is above a

predefined threshold. Whenever the signal strength falls below threshold,

PV analysis becomes dormant. As the algorithm was previously configured, PV

construction then became faulty since there was no provision in MRAS for

completing PVs at the point where the signal strength dropped off. Only

when signal strength increased again above threshold, as the radar scanned

and collected new data, could PVs be completed if shear of the opposite sign

was encountered. If the sign of the PV velocity gradient coincided with

that of the new data, the new data would be considered a continuation of the

PV and the PV would not be completed until the velocity gradient changed

sign. The result of this was a bogus PV that perhaps extended through

hundreds of degrees of azimuth and had a length of hundreds of kilometers.

Because of the potentially large size of these PVs their shear was generally

much less than required for PV retention and were discarded. Also lost in

this process were some potentially valuable data.

Low signal return is common within and adjacent to mesocyclones due to

their location near flanks of severe thunderstorms, where one side of a

mesocyclone (usually the south to southeast side) is often bounded by clear

air. Detection of a mesocyclone will be particularly prone to the PV

problem when the radar is scanning toward a mesocyclone through the clear

air region. A

Modifications were made to the algorithm to complete PVs when the

signal drops below threshold. Also, this threshold-defining low signal

return was reduced from 10 dBz to 2 dBz to allow continuation of a PV

through a Bounded Weak Rcho Region (BWER). These modifications resulted in

a ten-fold increase in the number of identified PVs. Complete coverage of

the core region of T"esocyclones is now provided, which substantially

improves the continuity of mesocyclone features with height and time.

Criteria for mesocyclone classification were changed to reduce false

alarms and to increase mesocyclone detection. Previous criteria for
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mesocyclone classification were too general. The maximum PV shear at any P%
IP%

on* elevation in any feature was required to be equal to or oxceed 
0.005/s ?%

0%

and the 3-D feature to be somewhat circular in shap" and at least as high as

wide. In an effort to refine the criteria the following constraints were

added: A 3-D feature must extend over a minimur, of three elevations; total

depth of the 3-D feature must be at least 5 km; and shear betwe.,.n velocity

peaks must equal or exceed 0.005/s for two consecutive elevations. Testing

of this modification on the Piedmont and Del City (20 Kay 1977) storms

yielded extremely good results. The mesocyclones of these storms were

nearly always identified. Only in one time period did the mesocyclone go

undetected. This occurred for the first two volume scans of the Del City

storm when the mesocyclone circulation was quite weak in terms of shear and

poorly defined with height. The circulation was not sufficiently defined at

that time to satisfy all of the criteria required for mesocyclone

identification.

Modifications made to PV recognition and mesocyclone classification,

along with improvements previously made, have resulted in a dependable tool

for automatic mesocyclone detection. Estimates by the MTDA of mesocyclone

size and velocity are now generally identical with those from manual

analysis. ERKE estimation was incorporated into the algorithm with

similarly positive results. For example, in the Piedmont and Del City

storms the MTDA estimates of ERKE were generally within 0.2 to 0.5 CM of

those derived from manual analysis. Most differences are due to the

smoothing of data within NRAS to approximately 1 deg of horizontal

resolution to simulate that prescribed for NEXRAD. Smoothing tends, on

average, to underestimate ERKE; to compensate, the threshold for non-violent

tornadoes was reduced from 1.0 CMM to 0.8 CMM. No adjustment was needed in

the ERKE threshold for violent tornadoes, however. With these thresholds,

forecasts of tornado intensity in the Piedmont and De' City storms agree

with those from manual analysis. These results strongly suggest that

automatic tornado prediction is within reach.
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A. APGL Interactive Meteorological System Development

1. Introduction

The AJGL Interactive Meteorological System (AIM) has been under

developamnt for several years. SI scientists and software engineers have

been directly involved In the development effort, working with AFL in-house

scientists since the beginning of the project (Gerlach, 1985, 1984). AIS

has evolved into a system of distributed processors, each functionally

unique and linked by a local area network. Fig. I is a schematic

representation of the current system configuration. AIMs consists of three e.

general purpose computers--VAX 11/?50, SEL 32/27, and mtcroVAl IT; two image

processing workstations built around Adage frame buffers; a GOES mode AAA

receive subsystem; and various input and graphics display devices. The

system is connected to the AFGL main computing center and to the AFGL remote

radar site (Sudbury, KA) by external network links and is tied to the

Labtoratory-wide broadband network for terminal comunications between
-w

offices. For a more complete system overview, see Gustafson et al., 1987.

During 1986 STX was responsible for system development It tr'oe major

are":

1) Database and database management design and implementation;

2) GONS mode AAA Ingest;

3) Automatic acquisition of meteorological observation reports.

Work performed in these areas to described in the following sect-ions.

2. Databae. Management

The system-wide database management (DBD) function is performed on the

VAX 11/750 node. Information describing data files located anywhare on the

network tR maintained and processed here. As described in GCrlach (1985,

pp. 187-191) the AIMS DDE ts made up of three layers: interface layer, data

dictionary layer, and I/O layer. Data file descriptor information is

maintained within the data dictionary layer by a convorctal database package

modified to meet the specific requirements of AIMS. File descriptors are
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stored in a hierarchy of data dictionary files. Bach fie contains

information on a particular aspect of the data file and pointers to other

dictionary files containing ancillary information. When the DDK processes a S
data query, control flows down the dictionary hieT'archy and related files

are processed as necessary.

To make the dictionary processing as fast as possible the entire data

dictionary layer was placed in a separate, detached process that is always

active on the system. Processes oxLernal to this layer communicate via an

interprocess communication method known as mailboxes. Mailboxes are

analogous to postal mailboxes in that ,nss.ges can be depoi ted and picked

up at any time; the two processes do not have to be synchronized. Multiple

messages are placed in a mailbox queue; the receivitig process is notified

automatically each time a new message is deposited. In the data dictionary

application only a single mailbox is used for communications routed into the

data dictionary layer. Incoming requests are queued in the order they are

received. insuring that multiple queries are processed in order.

Inrormation returned by the dictionary layer is passed back through a .

separate mailbox created for each external process. This procedure

eliminates bottlenecks at the input mailbox and insures that the requested

information Is routed directly to the requesting process. When an external

process terminates, the return mailbox is automatically deleted. When no

requests are pending, the data dictionary process drops Into a hibernation

state where it remains defined to the system but does not use any system

resources. It remains In hibernation until notified by th. operating system,
that a new request has been deposit.d in the input mailbox. This method

Insures that each data req.uest is processed in an orderly way and that no

extra overhead is incurred in constantly activating and deactivating the

data dictionary process.

All details of cowmunicating with the data dictionary layer are hidden *

from the user or applications program by the utility layer. Data requests

are made through utility Interface routiri.s; all resulting mailbox

communications and data dictionary transactions are performed "

automatically. The user simply calls the appropriate utility routine and

the data are returned in a common block.

The DBM is built around the data dictionary files. Rach file is

organized so that it contains information on one aspect of the actual data.
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The data dictionary organiation can be illustrated through an example.

Tables 1(a)-i(S) contain listings of the data dictionary entries for a class a

of polar orbiting satellite data, a single AVYRt channel. The dictionary

hierarchy Is illustrated in Fig. 2. All search operations begin at the top

of the hlerarachy in the data TYPE dictionary (Table l(a)). The TYPE

dictionary contains information about the data file structures and pointers

to the SOURCE dictionary (Table 1(b)) which describes where the data ca e'.

from, and to the type-specific dictionaries in the next layer of the

hierarchy. Even if no specific type of data is specified in the request, 1

the TYPE dictionary is searched to find the pointers to all the

type specific dictionaries. in this example the POLAR dictionary for polar

orbiting satellite data (Table 1c) is the type-specific dictionary. While

the TYPE dictionary contains information generic to all data of a particular

type, the POIAR dictionary is specific to a single data file. information '

contained at this level includes entries that are common to most data types

(e.g., valid time, location, and extent) as well as entries that are

specific to the particular class of data (e.g., satellite ID, sensor

information, orbital parameters). Continuing down the hierarchy there are

dictionaries that contain descriptions of ancillary or related data files.

In this example there are four such dictlonaires: the SENSOR dictionary

contains information on the specific sensor channel, the EPHEK dictionary

points to a file containing navigation parameters, the LATLON dictionary

points to a file of latitude--longitude values that correspond to individual

pixels in the AVHRR data file, and the ZEMANG dictionary points t.o a file of

solar zenith angle values.

Each dictionary in the hierarchy is sorted on the most common search

parameter(s) in the list. This allows use of an ordered or binary search

algorithm when searching the dictionary for a specific entry. However,

since this restricts fast searches to only one main parameter (or key) and

possibly one or two sub-parameters, a technique was developed to expand this

capability to any parameter in the dictionary. The technique requires a

separate two-dimensional file known as a key file for every search parameter

in the list. Key files contain only two fields, the search parameter list

in sorted order and the corresponding record numbers pointing to the

dictionary file. When a query Is processed on a parameter contained in a

key file, it is the key file, not the full dictionary file, that is
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searched. Once the correct entry is located in the key file, the

corresponding record number points to the location of the full entry In the

dictionary file. This technique generates the extra overhead of maintaining

the key files along with the root dictionary; however, It to still much more

efficient than doing unordered (sequential) searches on the root.

On research systems like AIMS, the DBM must be designed to be

expandable both in scope and in content. Additional data are constantly

being added to the system; also, new data types may be brought in from the

outside or produced directly on the system. The data dictionary structure

on the AIMS attempts to meet expansion requirements in two ways. First, '

through the use of type-specific data dictionaries such as the POLAR

dictionary. These dictionaries, while designed for a specific type of data,

are still general enough to handle different types of data that are of the

same class. For example, the POLAR dictionary will handle AVHRR data as"

illustrated above and will equally well handle imagery type data (as opposed

to sounder data) from any of the polar orbiting weather satellites, such as

DKSP, TIROS, IIIMBUS, or even LANDSAT. Second, the entire dictionary

structure can be expanded to include a totally new class of data. The

expansion procedure is well defined and will not disrupt the existing data-

base. In outline, expansion is performed in three steps:

1) A new data structure is defined to store the data physically on

disk. The only restriction on the structure is that all records be A

of fixed length; packing is up to the user.

2) A type specific dictionary is created from a default template and

added to the DBK. Any ancillary files that might be required are

added to the third level of the hierarchy.

3) The new data type is added to the TYPE dictionary along with the

file structure (defined in step 1 above).

Once a new data type has been added to the DBM, applications can

immediately access the data. Required file access information as well as

data descriptor information is contained in the dictionary files. The

default template used to generate the type-specific dictionary (step 2

above) insures that the first items in the list always contain basic time

and location information (see for example Table l(c), items 1-9). By

adhering to the above expansion procedure, generic user-driven procesing

programs like contour, plot, or image display are able to operate on new
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data types with either minor or no modifications. Some applications may

need to be recompiled in order to add a new data type to an internal

validation list or to increase buffer sizes, but in general this should not

be necessary.

3. GOES Mode AAA Ingest

The existing AFGL GOES mode A ground station is being replaced with new

hardware and software to support the new operational VISSR Atmospheric

Sounder (VAS) communications format known as mode AAA scheduled for

transmission in early 1987. The SEL 32/27 minicomputer has been identified

as the processing facility responsible for ingest, storage, and transmission

of mode AAA data. The SEL consists of a CPU, 1 mbyte (KB) of memory,

input/output processor, one 160 and two 340 MB disk drives, 800/1600 bpi

magnetic tape drive, line printer, operator's console, and support for six

terminals. Also included is a Gould model 9130 High Speed Device (HSD) to

interface the ground station electronics and the SEL for 32-bit parallel

transfers of mode AAA data. AFGL personnel acquired and installed ground

station electronics consisting of an Aydin Monitor Systems model 1050

receive subsystem and an Integral Systems model 8402 down-link interface

(DLI). The DLI converts the serial GOES bus output from the receive

subsystem to the 32-bit parallel format compatible with the HSD.

a. Mode AM Requirements

AFGL requirements for mode AAA data specify support for the two

sub-modes of VAS operations. The first is the Multispectral Imaging (HSI)

mode that will provide simultaneous imagery in the visible at 1 km

resolution, one IR channel from the small detector at 8 km, and two

(possibly three) other IR channels from the large detectors at 16 km

resolution. The second sub-mode, known as the Dwell Sounding (DS) mode,

will provide radiometric information sufficient to construct temperature and

moisture profiles of the atmosphere. Through selection of different

detector/filter wheel combinations, 12 channels will be provided; seven in

selected CO2 absorption bands between 4.3 and 15 pm, three in H20

absorption bands between 6.7 and 12 pm, and two window channels at 3.7 and

11 um.
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The data ingest procedure will collect nearly all data from the two

large IR detectors and a subset of the broadcast from the small IR detector

and visible data. This subset will provide coverage for all of North and

Central America, parts of South America, and surrounding ocean. Exact

coverage will depend on the satellite selected. Fig. 3 illustrates the

approximate geographic extent of data to be collected for visible and IR

channels as viewed from GOES-6. Table 2 shcws the volume of data stratified

by channel planned for routine collection every half-hour (li only at night) *-

under the HSI mode. During daylight hours visible data account for nearly

94 percent of all imagery data ingested during a single collection period.

A four-hour online rotating archive of full resolution data from all

channels is planned to provide a temporally continuous set of imagery data

that will not be initially available with the EcIDAS Sony Cassette Archive

System.

Data routinely ingested and stored on the 32/27 will be available to

users either at the user's request or specified automatically as part of the

ingest/store/transmit sequence to eliminate user Intervention. Requests

will norvally define some subset of stored data and may require

preprocessing (e.g., degraded resolution).

b. Software Systems Specification

Prior to actual software development, specification of the required

developmental tasks had to be accomplished. To this end the following

initial task outline was generated, based on the above stated requirements:

1) Applications-Related Software

a) System main loop

b) FORTRAN-callable system services

c) Applications job initialization

d) I/O subsystem

2) Data Ingest

a) Automated scheduling of real time ingest sequence
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b) Override of automated sequence

c) Image/sounding definition

d) Ingest of navigation parameters

e) Ingest of imagery/sounding data

3) Data Storage

a) Database design

b) Database management

4) Data Transmission

a) Sectorize and/or average imagery data

b) Communication network manager

c) Data transmission routine

5) Hardware-Related Software

a) HSD handler

b) HSD/DLI diagnostic software

6) Terminal Communications

a) Terminal handler

b) Command line interpreter

7) Error Handler

8) Auto-Recovery

c. Determination of Operating System Characteristics

Given this articulation of software systems development into discretely

defined components, a determination of required Operating System (O/S)

features was made. It was concluded that it must be a real time operating

system, equipped to handle the asynchronous collection and dissemination of
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data and comands. It must accommodate multitasking to encourage the

modular approach to program design and to allow concurrent processing of

overlapping tasks. It must allow synchronized task processing and Intertask

communication through system service requests, since the various tasks

comprising an ingest/store/transmit sequence must execute in an orderly

manner and require the sharing of common data. Finally, the operating

system must be flexible enough to accommodate unanticipated system design

changes or expansion. Gould's Mapped Program Executive (HPX-32) was judged

to meet all these requirements and was therefore incorporated into AIMS.

d. Software Development

Of the eight development tasks enumerated above, three have been

completed, as follows.

1'. Applications-Related Software

The system main loop has three functions. First, it is responsible for

job loading; that is, loading a job from secondary storage, initiating

execution, and providing an environment for the job to retrieve input

parameters either entered at the keyboard or specified in software.

Secondly, it supports and simplifies interJob communication. Jobs that

activate other jobs specify an array containing the name of the program to

execute along with any input parameters to be passed. In this way,

applications need not be concerned with creating and maintaining complicated

data structures that would be required to accomplish the same function using

system services. This simplifies program design and assures consistency of

format for a keyboard-entered command and a software-coded command.

Finally. the system main loop monitors the scheduled satellite data ingest

sequence and works in unison with the scheduler to execute in an orderly

manner the programs that comprise an ingest sequence.

The system main loop handles these three functions continuously through

a software "endless loop" design in which the same code executes in a cyclic

manner. Each function is broken down into logical steps with one step

executed for each pass through the loop. Progression from one step to the

next is managed with state tables. The main loop was coded in Gould CSD
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Assembly to maximize speed of execution, minimize memory requirements for

resident task space, and to take advantage of the extended repertoire of

system services available for this language.

Before any applications programs could be written, FORTRAN-callable

system service subroutines had to be developed to provide the link between

the system main loop and the application. Subroutine IQ was developed to

retrieve input parameters originally specified when the calling program was

activated, either from the keyboard or from another program. Subroutine

SQ was developed to provide the calling program with a simple procedure to

activate another program and optionally pass iTIput paramt.ers.

Since all applications jobs require these subroutines, they were

incorporated into a module containing the entry and exit points for all

applications jobs. The entry point or prologue activates the applications

program as a subroutine. The exit point or epilogue makes a standard exit 0

call to the operating system. The epilogue also reports completion status

for programs that comprise a macro chain.

A primary subset of routines that collectively define a record-directed

input/output subsysLem will be incorporated as part of Lhe database

management system. The subsystem provides applications access to an I/O

module that can more fully exploit services of the MPX-32 Input Output

Control System (IOCS) than standard FORTRAN and simplifies the activation

call by reducing the number of calling arguments. The 1/0 subsystem has

been designed to execute in the real time environment and supports

synchronous/asynchronous unbuffered I/O, block addressability within disk

files, file generation and deletion, and interface routines to assign, open,

close, and de-assign files. Programs running under NPX-32 and performing

I/0 will each contain a file access lookup table (FALT) that is used by the -*

subsystem to monitor connected file status, thus reducing operating system

dependence and simplifying I/O requests. The I/O subsystem is accessed by

routiies coded in either FORTRAN or assembly and the object code exists in

subroutine library format to facilitate the catalog process with

applications software that requires its use.

2". Terminal Communications Software

Interactive program execution will be necessary during the debug and

test phase (and probably on an operational basis) for control over programs
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thaL comprise the ingest/store/tranamit sequence, to maintain the online NOM

database, and to monitor system performance. However, It is not desirable,%

that every interactive program developed be responsible for retrieving and

formatting input parameters because these functions add unnecessary

duplication of effort to program development. Consequently, a terminal

handler and associated command line interpreter were developed.

The terminal handler supports real time, asynchronous I/O between a

user terminal on the 32/27 and interactive programs. At the user level the

terminal handler executes as a utility. Once activated by entering the .-

utility name it prompts the user for input, accepts a repertoire of

commands, and terminates with a standard exit command. The handler combines

command language features native to the Gould and KcIDAS. Gould features

include command name abbreviation, parameter passing, and a choice of

delimiters in constructing a command. From McIDAS the two-letter command

structure has been implemented to provide the user with the environment for

rapid command entry and to reduce program activation latency. The

two-letter command is especially useful when time constraints are Imposed on

operations. The terminal handler supports use of the break key for options

to abort an executing program, issue a hold request, or resume execution of

a program in hold. In association with the handler, a terminal output

subroutine was developed. Subroutine TQ provides a standard interface

between programs and the terminal handler for output of ASCII messages.

Once input is complete, the terminal handler passes the ASCII command

line to a command line interpreter. The interpreter executes as an

applications job to validate the command name and decode any parameters that

may follow, converting ASCII decimal characters to equivalent binary.

Finally, the interpreter activates the application job identified by command

name via the system service routine SQ.

3'. Hardware Related Software

Foundation software to execute device functions on the HSD/DLI was

developed. Subroutine HSDSTART, a FORTRAN-callable assembly routine, resets

the DLI for normal mode of operation and Initiates mode AA block read

transfers from the DTT to HSD to Gould aw..ory. Subroutine HSDSTOP resets

the DLI to terminate 1/0. I/O performed at this level is device-dependent,
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utilizing the execute channel program system service to communicate

instructions between CPU and HSD via I/O command lists (IOCL). IOCL's are

developed to refer to either logical or physical addresses in memory.

Although faster to code, logical IOCL's must be converted to physical TOCL's

to satisfy KSD requirements. Considering the real time constraints of

ingesting satellite data, physical IOCL's were chosen to eliminate the

overhead generated by the operating system in performing the conversion.

Errors stemming from HSD and/or DLI transactions are posted on the

operator's console for notification and operator intervention.

Using this software, an interactive program was developed to ingest

from one to twelve unmodified mode AA blocks and store the blocks in

predefined files for later examination. Currently, the program is being

used to validate the mode AAA format as received from GORS-6 and also to

validate data formatting performed by the DLI.

a. System Configuration

The NPI-32 operating system was configured to satisfy requirements of

an interactive minicomputer-based satellite ingest system. The system clock

was changed so that software wait states can be specified to fractions of a

second. This capability is used by the system main loop to maximize

throughput when handling multiple requests. To exploit true full duplex

operations for improved terminal response, dual channel mode capability was

added on the 8-line asynchronous controller so that I/O is routed through

separate subchannels. This eliminates subchannel contention normally

present when I/O is directed through the same subehannel as in single

channel mode. The HSD was jumpered, installed, and configured with the

generic device driver provided by Gould. Finally, a static global memory

partition was configured to provide physichtIly contiguous memory to be used

for buffering the satellite data and also for location of IOCr.'s.

4. Automatic Acquisition of Meteorological Observation Reports

The capability to receive, decode, and archive meteorological reports

automatically has been developed for AIMS. Hourly surface reports for North

America, global synoptic reports, ship and buoy reports, and upper air
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measurements are disseminated by the National Weather Service over a

subscription telephone line known as the WB604 service. Raw reports are

received by the VAX 11/750 through an RS-232 communications port. A

dispatch routine manages data and control flow to various decoder routines.

Decoders extract specific parameters from the raw reports and format the

collected data into a predefined archive structure. The reformatted data

are then stored in a rotating disk file such that the individual reports can

be accessed randomly.

a. Acquisition Subsystem Overview

The WB604 data acquisition subsystem consists of three components (Fig.

4) and will accommodate as many decoders as real time constraints will

permit. The components consist of two independent, detached processes and

an interactive inquire utility. The detached processes. a driver and a

dispatcher, run continuously, receiving and distributing data coming in over

the WB604 line. The utility program is used to control the two detached

processes.

The interactive inquire utility provides an interface between the users

and the driver and dispatcher deLached processes. The following functions

are supported:

1) Starting/restarting/shutting down the driver and dispatch processes;

2) Querying and resetting internal status counters;

3) Enabling different modes used when debugging the decoders;

4) Modifying the configuration database.

The inquire utility has a user interface that follows the operating

system command language protocol. This makes the utility operate as though

it were a native command within the system command language. The inquire

function is used by both the system manager and general users to communicate

with and control the driver and dispatch processes. Since these are

detached processes, there is no other way to communicate with them.

The dispatcher process resides logically between the driver and the

decoders. The dispatcher has four primary functions:

1) Receiving the raw data records from the driver;

2) Interrogating the data catalog number to determine the data type;

3) Routing the data and invoking the correct decoder routine;

4) Handling queries from the inquire utility.
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Raw data are received one record at a time from the driver via a

communications mailbox. The dispatcher will wait until a record has been

completely processed by a decoder before the next record is accepted.

Included at the beginning of each series of reports is a catalog number that

refers to the type of data contained in the subsequent reports. The catalog k
number is checked against a validation list and the data are routed to

either the appropriate decoder or, if not on the list, ignored. The

validation list can be dynamically modified through the inquire utility so

that decoders can be added or removed at any time. For debugging procedures

the raw reports can also be routed to a separate data file for later

examination. Each decoder maintains statistics on the number of reports

handled, the number of reports successfully decoded, error conditions, etc.

The inquire utility is used to generate a report of these statistics by

instructing the dispatcher to query the specified decoders.

The driver process receives the data from the WB604 line via an

asynchronous communications port and passes each record on to the dispatcher

over the mailbox link. It checks for transmission errors and validates the

data. Error statistics are also passed to the dispatcher process.

b. Surface Report Decoder
.

The WB604 line transmits surface reports from over 1200 stations in the £.,

U.S. and Canada every hour. Hourly reports consist of temperature, dewpoint

temperature, surface pressure reduced to sea level, altimeter setting,

visibility, weather, and cloud cover for up to four layers. In addition to

the hourly reports, reports of accumulated values are received on a 3-hourly - N
basis for pressure change and tendency, precipitation amounts, and snow

cover. Six-hour maximum and minimum temperatures and 12-hour freezing level

data are also transmitted. A surface decoder has been written to strip out

these parameters and store them in two different data structures, one for

the hourly data and the second for the accumulated reports. Tables 3(a) and

3(b) give the formats for the hourly and accumulated structures

respectively. Each of these structures is stored in a separate rotatin"

file that contains the most recent 168 hours (one wcck) of data. The files

are set up such that each report is indexed on valid time and station

identifier.
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Table 3(a). Data Structure for Hourly Surface Weather Reports

Parameter description Size Range

Time offset from hour 6 (+/-) 30 min
Pressure 10 950.0-1049.9 mb
Visibility 8 0, 1/16-23/4, 3-50
Temperature 8 (+/-) 127 F
Dew point temperature 8 (+/-) 127 F

Cloud Layer 1-2
height 8 0-25500 ft
opacity 1
cover 2 X, SCT, BKN, OVC

Cloud Layer 3-4
height 9 0-51100 ft.
opacity 1
cover 2 SCT, BKN, OVC

Clouds obscured 1
Clouds missing 1

Weather
TORNADO 1
FUNNEL CLOUD 1
WATERSPOUT 1
T, RW, L, ZR,
ZL, IP, IPW, S, 3 each
SW, SP, SG, IC
A, F, GF, BS,
BN, BD, IF, 1 each
H, K, D, BY
Liquid precip. 1
Frozen precip. 1

Altimeter setting 10 29.50-30.49 in Hg

Wind
direction 6 0-36
speed 7 0-127 kts
missing flag 1
gust 8 0-255 kts
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Table 3(b). Data Structure for Acci-lated Surface Weather Reports

Parameter description Size Range

3 hr. pressure change 8 0-25.6 mb
3 hr. pressure tendency 4 0-9
3/6 hr. precip. amount 11 0-20.45 in
Missing precip. flag 1

Cloud Layer 1-4
type 4
amount 4 1-10

Snow depth 8 0-255 in
Max and min temperature 8 (/)127 F
Freezing level 8 0-25500 ft
24 hr. precip. amount 12 0-40.95 in

Missing snow depth 1
Missing max/min temp. 1
Missing freezing lvl. 1
Missing total precip. 1
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A separate file is maintained that contains a lis,. of all the reporting

station identifiers and their locations plus the index value used to locate

entries in the rotating report files. To access data in the report files

the record number of the specified report must first be calculated. This is

done by searching the station file for the specified station ID, obtaining

the index value, and then computing the relative address in the report

file. Report files are set up for direct (or random) access so that once

its address is known, a report can be extracted directly. The station file

is sorted on the station ID's so that a binary search algorithm can be used

to locate any specific ID, which makes the search process very fast. A

separate station file is maintained so that stations can be added or removed

from the list without affecting the report files. The only constraint

imposed on modifications to the station file is that the sorted order of the

station ID's must be maintained.

Applications programs have been written to access the report data in

several different ways. For any specified time the data can be accessed by

station, by state or province, by predefined regions, or by

latitude-longitude bounds. Fig. S(a) is a sample listing of reports from

stations in Massachusetts for a specified time, 1200 GIT, 29 October 1986.

Reports for single stations can also be accessed for any time interval

contained in the rotating file. Fig. 5(b) is a sample of reports from

Boston for the 48-hour period 1200 GMT to 1200 GMT on 27-29 October 1986,

with the reports sampled every three hours. Applications programs that

graphically display the data (e.g., contour maps or plots over a geographic

area) need to access all the data within specified latitude/longitude

bounds. Access routines have been written that locate all the stations

within the bounds and return the requested parameters. For each method of

accessing the data, a separate station file is maintained that is sorted on

the search parameter. Specifically there are separate files sorted on

individual stations names, states and provinces, regions, and

latitude/longitude. Each of these sorted files contains index values that

point back to the same 168-hour report file, so while many of the small

sorted files exist, only a single report file is required to support all the

access methods used on the system.
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29-OCT-1986 12:OOZ
ID HH T TD PRE WIND VIS WX LYRI LYR2 LYR3 LYR4 dPR PTT TXN SNO

ACK 12 49 48 1022.7* 2806 10 CLR
AYE 12 39 34 1022.2 0000 4FH 250S
BAF 12 M M 1021.3* 0000 3/4F -X 250S
BED 12 38 38 1021.7* 0000 3FH CLR
BOS 12 48 43 1022.0 2411 M M 0.5 46
BVY 12 M M 1022.0* 0000 8 CLR
CEF 12 35 31 1022.1 0000 11/2F 001S 250S 0.0
EWB 12 39 37 1022.3* 0000 6F CLR
FMH 12 41 37 1022.6 0000 6FH CLR 0.3
HYA 12 45 39 1023.7* 2705 8 CLR
MVY 12 45 41 1021.0* 2708 10 CLR
NZW 12 39 38 1021.8 1801 21/2F CLR 0.3 39
ORH 12 K K M M M M 0.0
OWD 12 39 M 1022.0* 0000 5F CLR

Fig. 5(a) Surface Observation for Massachusetts at 1200 GMT, 29 October 1986

27-OCT-1986 12:OOZ TO 29-OCT-1986 12:OOZ
ID HH T TD PRE WIND VIS WX LYR1 LYR2 LYR3 LYR4 dPR PTT TXN SNO

BOS 12 49 49 1015.1 0312 M M 0.2 0.13 47
BOS 15 no report
BOS 18 no report
BOS 21 51 50 1010.7 3508 5F 005B 0080 -0.8
BOS 00 50 49 1011.2 3606 5F 006B 0110 -0.5 52
BOS 03 50 48 1011.4 3307 4F 0070 0.2
BOS 06 50 49 1010.8 2308 4F 004B 0070 -0.5 52
BOS 09 51 50 1011.0 2411 4F 0030 0.2
BOS 12 52 50 1011.2 2510 5F 008B 0140 0.2 50
BOS 15 57 51 1012.5 2810 5F 050B 0650 5.5
BOS 18 61 51 1012.5 2714 12 022S 0500
BOS 21 63 50 1014.4 3211 15 030S 050S 1.9
BOS 00 59 50 1017.4 3011 10 035S 3.0 65
BOS 03 55 46 1019.8 3010 10 CLR 2.4
BOS 06 51 46 1021.0 2908 10 CLR 1.2 65
BOS 09 49 44 1021.5 2610 8 CLR 0.5
BOS 12 48 43 1022.0 2411 M M 0.5 46

FiS 5(b) Surface Observations for Boston over the 48-hour Period 1200 GKI -

1200 GMT, 27-29 October 1986, Sampled Every Three Hours
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5. Summary

The AFGL Interactive Meteorological System has been defined and

implementation is well under way. STX has been responsible for implementing

three major subsystems during 1986: database manager, GOES mode AAA ingest

capability, and automatic acquisition of WB604 meteorological reports.

The database manager is a centralized system residing on the VAX

11/750. It consists of three layers of software: utility layer, data

dictionary layer, and I/O layer. The data dictionary layer is a

hierarchical structure of data dictionary files each of which contains

information on data files located anywhere on the system. The DBM maintains

the data dictionary files and associated key files and performs searches on

the dictionary files in response to data queries from users. A commercial

database management package is used to handle the data dictionary layer of

the management system.

Development of an interactive minicomputer-based GOES mode AAA ingest

system has been undertaken. Definition of required tasks and identification

of an appropriate operating system have been completed. A software

environment to facilitate interactive program development and use has been

designed and developed. Mode AAA data are currently being ingested and

validated.

A receive and command structure has been developed to handle

meteorological data arriving over the WB604 data line. A driver process

handles ingest of data into the system and then passes the data off, one

record at a time, to a dispatcher process. The dispatcher validates the

data and invokes an appropriate decoder routine. Decoders strip out desired

parameters from the data stream and reformat them into an archive

structure. User interaction with the driver or dispatcher is accomplished

through an interactive inquire utility.

6. Reference

Gustafson, G., D. Roberts, C. Ivaldi, R. Schechter, T. Kleespies, K.

Hardy, R. D'Entremont, G. Felde, R. Lynch, 1987: The AFGL Interactive

Meteorological System. Preprints, Third International Conference on

Interactive Information and Processing Systems for Meteorology,

Oceanography, and Hydrology, New Orleans; AMS, Boston, 151-154.
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B. Microprocessor-Based Satellite Data Ingest System

1. Introduction e

Under a contractual agreement between the National Oceanic and N
Atmospheric Administration and AFGL, a redundant data path in the AFGL GOES

mode A ground station has been made available to a consortium of users known

as the Northeast Area Remote Sensing System (NIRSS). Included in the

agreement Is a requirement to develop a central processing facility to

ingest, store, and transmit over a dedicated communications line subsets of

the GOES imagery transmission. To satisfy this requirement an Intel

8086-based microprocessor with fixed disk mass storage was purchased and

assembled. AFGL personnel developed software to handle configuration of the '. I

central processor. STI software engineers parLlcipated in various phases of

the software system specification and development.

This report summarizes the concluding efforts to configure the final

system for sustained unattended operation. Also, a brief description of the

NEARSS operational schedule is provided.

2. System Configuration

Configuration of the final RAN-based sysLem was completed using the

Interactive Configuration Utility. Individual tasks were grouped according

to the function they perform as a multi-tasking unit. Three groups or

subsystems were identified. The network comunications subsystem Includes

the network manager, receive interrupt handler and task, transmit interrupt

handler- arid task, and USART initialization taRk. The ingest/store/transmit

subsystem contains the scheduler, clock task, ingest interrupt handler and

task, and protocol assembler task. The I/0 subsystem contains the

FORTRAN-86 and PLA-86 callable links to the iRMX86 Basic I/O System. Under

tRHX86 these subsystems are known as first-level jobs and were configured to

execute in unique environments. As required by the operating system,

initialization tasks were developed for each subsystem. These tasks define

the tasks to be synchronously o" asynchronously initialized under a

first-level job.
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An empirical technique was employed to determine optimal size values
for task stack, job memory pool, and I/O cache buffers. The technique

utilizes the iRNX86 Debugger to monitor these and other parameters during

system operation and record events in which system components use their peak

demand of the stated resources. Maximum values for each parameter were set

during configuration and adjusted to reflect lower thresholds if previous

settings were not detected. The debugger was run as part of the system for

ten days and optimal values determined for each parameter. The values were

increased by 10 percent and then specified during the final system

configuration.

3. Operations

Since October 1985, the microprocessor-based satellite ingest system

developed at AFGL has been providing DEARSS with near real time GOES mode A

satellite data. NEARSS receives half-hourly collocated visible (daytime

only) and infrared imagery along with image documentation and orbit/attitude

information required for precise earth locating of imagery. Images have a

resolution of nearly 8 km per picture element and a size of 512x512 pixels

or approximately 0.25 MB of 8-bit data. The standard broadcast for IRARSS

is transmitted in approximately 9 min at 9600 baud.

C. McIDAS Operation and Maintenance

STX has been responsible for day to day operations support of the AFGL 1

McIDAS. Routine activities included maintenance of the Sony satellite

archive, GOES navigation ingest and quality control, scheduling use of

terminal time, and maintaining and updating the surface and upper air data

archive. Scheduling of real time GOES imagery ingest and production of data

save tapes and hardcopy imagery were provided as required by project

scientists. The condition of McIDAS software was monitored to ensure system

integrity. System software saves were made and system regenerations from

save tapes were performed when software or hardware failures warranted such

action.

Equipment recently added to the McIDAS includes a GOES Mode AAA

Receiver Subsystem model 1050 and a Down-Link Interface model 8402. These
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components are required because down-link transmission from the Synchronous P

Neteorological Satellite (SMIS) is scheduled to change in 1987 from standard

mode A format to a new AA format.

The GOBS Node AAM Receiver Subsystem, built by Aydin Monitor Systems,
p

is a PSK demodulator, bit synchronizer, and frame synchronizer all in one

chassis. This unit will receive a 67.1 mHz signal from the antenna receiver

and will produce the following signals which are sent to the DLI (Down-Link

Interface):

Frame Code
VISSR Information Start
End of Block
Serial Data
Data Clock
ID 1
ID 2
ID 3
ID 4
ID 8
Header Start
Information Start
Error Check Start
Word End.

The Down-Link Interface built by Integral Systems will pack the

incoming AM serial formatted data into 32-bit parallel words and transfer

them to the SEL computer via a High Speed Data Interface.

Excessive head and drum wear over the past several years required that

modifications be made to the Sony Archive System VO-2800 recorders. The

excessive wear was traced to the way in which the operating time of each

recorder was controlled by a timer applying AC power to the unit. Timers

were required because of the many hours that data were being collected after

normal hours of operation and on weekends. When the unit's AC power was

turned off, the video tape would be left around the drum which would

continue to rotate since its power came from the Record Electronic Drawers.

To eliminate this problem a modification was built into the recorders

to eject the tape automatically whenever the tape counter reaches 900.

Thus, when the AC power is terminated by the timer, the tape cassettes have

been removed from the recorder. -.
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NcIDAS operators' Terminal 22 was moved from Room C242 to the

Meteorological Chart Room. C234. where it is used by forecasters to bring in

additional information to aid in weather analyses and briefings.

The Adage Video monitors (Conrac model 7211) were modified with a

low/high resolution switch. This modification enables the operator to

change monitor resolution without requiring removal of the monitor cover and

changing a series of jumpers.

The following major items of equipment required maintenance during

1986. The end item is listed, followed by the component(s) repaired or

replaced to bring the equipment back to operating condition.

a. Conrac Video Monitor model 7211

Resistor R20 (100 kQ)

b. KcXnAS Video Rack 3

Power/Kate power supply model UIiI-30G

c. Harris 80 KD disk

Low voltage power supply, disk controller, and channel board

d. NDS-800 Development System

3702A SPRON (Bootstrap program prom)

e. Sony Archive System Recorders model VO-2800

Mew heads and upper drum assemblies

f. ZKR Bit Synchronizer model 350

Transistor Ql (21 5771), R2 (1.8 kQ). and R3 (100 Q)

g. Textonix Spectrum Analyzer model 7L13

Repairs made by Tektronix, Inc.

h. Sony Archive System Record Electronic Dcdver 1

+ 12 volt power supply

i. Terminal 21 Conrac Video Monitor

Capacitor C9

J. Myriad/XK Integrated Circuit Tester

Repairs made by Hy-Tronix Instruments, Inc.

k. Sony Archive System Record Electronic Drawer 2

IC AH1 (74LS123)

1. Sony Player VP-2000

Midway pulley assembly

m. Leonessa Signal Processor model 140B

IC 8(7490) on board 1453
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n. Adage System 2

Blower fan in +5 volt power supply

o. I= Frame Synchronizer model 56A-B5S85A

Capacitor Cl (7200 jaf, 20v)

p. MicroVAX Tt System Disk

Blower fan assembly

q. Digital Video Storage System for Terminal 21

IC BC 030 (74LS 669) on DVSS Board
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VI. CLITKO)LOGY

A. Cloud Cover Realizations

1. Cloud Cover Simulation

a. Introduction

Cloud cover simulation models have been developed at APGL using

single-point probabilities of cloud amounts, cumulative probability

distributions of threshold cloud amounts along line. or over areas as

derived by Gringorten (1979). and a stochastic processing technique known as

the Boehm Sawtooth Wave (BSW) Model (Boehm et al., 1985). These models are

used to simulate the impact of cloud cover on the selection of sites for

ground-based laser (GBL) systems.

This report discusses the generation of additional cloud statistics for

cloud simulation model developments, current status of cloud simulation

models at AFGL, and an initial cloud simulation model validation procedure.

Also. presented are updated descriptions of support for research efforts on

cloud morphologies as derived from satellite digital data and expansion of a

rainfall rate database used for compiling rain rate recurrence statistics.

b. Specifications

A TC. specifications guiding development of the cloud simulators are to:

o Modify software originally designed for deriving spatial cloud

cover correlation decay from conventional data sources, to define

the parameter scale distance for the joint probability of a

cloud-free line of sight at two stations simultaneously;

o Implement onto AFGL computers (Cyber 180/860 and VAX 11/780) all

USAFRTAC cloud sinulation software for testing and validation

purposes;

0 erive spatial and temporal correlation functions fv'om sunshine

data to compare with similar functions derived using the cloud

simulation models, for model validation.
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Additional specifications supporting other cloud studies are to:

o Develop software for research on determining probable cloud-free or

cloudy intervals of cumulus clouds as derived from digitized -5

satellite imagery;

o Process rain rate data to provide statistics of rain rate -z

recurrences over selected sites.

c. Cloud Statistics

The data processing configuration for providing cloud cover statistics

from ground-based conventional observations originally described in Gerlach

(1985) was modified to provide, among other cloud statistics, the parameter

scale distance from the joint probability of a cloud-free line of sight at

two stations simultateously. The modified configuration is depicted in

Fig. 1, shaded portions of which represent the updated sequences.

This and subsequent data flow figures show how data sources combine

with developed software to produce end results. The diagrams show data

sources at the left, followed by the data transfer software developed to

format, compress, and transfer data to permanent files for interactive

processing. Names of permanent files are directed to the scientific

applications software developed to accomplish what is briefly described at

the right of each diagram. The backup tape numbers and tape labels (TV)

also shown record where all data for each project are kept for permanent

retention. Details of the updated data flow in Fig. 1 are discussed below.

Several additional stations reporting weather in DATSAV format from

other parts of the globe were acquired to provide a more robust statistical

data sample. Program COT2 was modified (COT 3) to derive a relation between

sky cover probabilities and line of sight (LOS) probabilities to compute the

parameter scale distance for the joint probability of a cloud-free line of

sight (PCFLOS) at two stations simultaneously. As specified by AFMI., steps

to achieve these computations using DATSAV data are as follows:

With frequency distributions of sky cover categorized in eighths, for

each designated station i for January and July stored in the form
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Pi(F) for F = 01)8,

compute partly cloudy skies P(C), as

P(CI) 0 (F)
F=O

and cloudy skies P(C), as

P(C)a P (F)
F=5 ek

Then compute probability of cloud-free (CF) and partly cloudy (C) skies using

P(CFiC i) = I Pi(FI( 8 - F ""-'-
F=O 8

and cloud-free and cloudy (C) skies by

7
P(CFiCi) = I Pi(F)( 8-F1...

F=5 8

Then compute probability of cloud-free line of sight (PCFLOS) as

PCFLOS a P(CFi,Ci) + P(CFiCi).

Compute probability of cloud-free skies given partly cloudy skies by

P(CF P(CFiCi)

P(C)

and probability of cioud-free skies given cloudy skies as

P(CFi Ci) - P(CFiCi)-

P(Ci)

With each pair of stations (I and J), find distance s" in nautical miles

using

a' (nm) a 60 cos- (cos(90-IAi)cos(90-LAj) + sin(90-TAi )sin(90-LAj )eos(LO j-LOiJ

where

LA1 and LO i  latitude and longitude of station I

LA and LO latitude and longitude of station 2.
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Survey each station pair to give estimates of the probabilities of each

combination so that S

a P(CLOCJ I(Cisc) A
N

where a

N is total number of pairs

b - P(CiCJ) .,

c - P(Ci.Cj)

d a P(Ci,Cj).

lote that a + b + c + d = 1.0.

Then find tetrachoric correlation estimates, P j (SKY)' for sky cover

using the approximation formula

Pij (SKY)' sin v/ad - Vbc RHO$SKY
[2 ad + ,bc.

This leads to

1.

which is used to find

A -(rm).

Then sky cover scale distance (r i. SKy), also known as the sawtooth 3D

scale distance, is given by the expression
= A (rim) or 1.852 A (Wm).

j (SKY) 256 256 -

Noreuver, with each pair of stations (ij), find line of sight (LOS) joint

probabilities
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where

t - P(CF1, CF) [P(CF 1id)P(cv 1 1C b)](:lj
iiTA d M

u - PCFLOS l  t

v = PCFLOS - ti

I 1- t - U - V.

Then find tetrachoric correlation between cloud-free lines of sight (CFLOS)

at two stations using again the approximation formula

sin Vtw vuV
pLJCz si 'w - RH L(LOS).

2 /tw + /uv
This leads to

3 - /
3 - l- 8Pi.i(CF)

which is used to find

A (runA=- (nim). .
S

Finally, TOS scal.e distance ri j(CF) is given by the expression

riJC?) - A (M) = 1.852 A (kin).
256 256

As shown In the notation, partly cloudy skies (C) were the result of

setting all conventional cloud cover observations less than or equal to four

eighths into one category; cloudy skies (C) were the result of setting sky

covers greater than four eighths into a second category. (Obscurations were

excluded from the analysis.) Results of these computations were

hand-plotted for all site combinations in a particular region; i.e., U.S.

Midwest, Hawaii, Alaska, etc. Typical results are plotted in Fig. 2 showing

RHO between sky covers at two stations vs. separation
S( SKY)

distance (s) on the left and correlation RHO vs. s on the right,

for midwest stations in January. Spatial sky cover correlation decay

derived from these computations provided standards for the derivation of

other weighting functions used to compute similar realizations introduced

into the Boehm sawtooth cloud simulation technique. Boeha et l. (1986)
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discuss in more detail the algorithms defined for combining spatial and

temporal cloud cover decay functions with sawtooth models to simulate cloud

cover.
.5

d. Cloud Simulation Software

This section discusses cloud simulation software currently residing on

AFGL computers.

The cloud simulation software was developed mainly by Harms (1986).

Twc simulators were designed to provide realizations of cloud-free lines of

sight (CFLOS4D) and cloud-free arcs of sight (CFARC) for multiple stations

correlated in time and space. ("4D" means four dimensions; i.e., x, y, and

z spatial dimensions and one time dimension.) The geometry peculiar to

these two models is portrayed in Fig. 3. Cloud-free lines of sight are

lines unobstructed by clouds that may, for example, extend from a

ground-based laser (GBL) to a geostationary saLellite relay mirror to a

target. Cloud-free arcs are arcs unobstructed by clouds that may extend

from a GBL to an orbiting relay mirror to a target. Both programs produce

downtime statistics for systems of one to multiple sites. They are

therefore highly important to the Air Force in selecting sttes for optimum

ground-based laser operations. STX was responsible for implementing the

cloud simulation software onto AFGL computers for model testing and

verification purposes. Fig. 4 shows the current configuration of software

available at AFGL for performing cloud simulations. A detailed description

of program operation can be found in Harms (1986). Each of the programs is

briefly Jescribed below.

Meaningful cloud cover simulation requires adequate definition of sky

-over climatology stratified by region, season, and time of day. Burger's

World Atlas of Total Sky Cover (Burger, 1985) is specifically designed for

this purpose. It contains mid-seasonal mean sky cover and scale distanc4

• : a.-i in contoured form over the world for four time periods of the

. fr .y, .' FOIJPIER has been designed to interpolate I.and-extracted

.. jm the atlas into hourly values for input to the simulation 4%

w.1 1 computie mean sky cover and scale distance parameters

- given sky cover data from other climatological
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4

archives. For example, given cloud cover frequencies in Airways form (i.e.,

Clr, Sct, Bkn, and OVC) or in octas or means and variances from tables or

other sources, hourly scale distances and mean sky covers are computed and

stored 'or model input. Option flags can be set prior to program execution

to inrocm Lhc program concerning the form of the data.

Program CFLOS4D, version 586, (month 5, year 1986) simulates cloud-free

lines of sight and produces downtime statistics for GBL systems for one to

multiple sites. .The line of sight is viewed from the site to a

geostationary satellite relay mirror. Parameter input to this program

consists of geostationary satellite longitude, random number primer, and

number of times and years each simulation is to run. Since stochastic

processes require many iterations to provide valid statistical results, as

many as 20 years of I min simulated observations is not an unusual input

request to this model. Site names, times, and locations are separate input

variables residing on independent data files. Typical output fr-om the

program showing downtime duration statistics computed for siLes KY[/K, KLSV,

KCPR, KHMN, and PHUL is shown in Table 1, where:

KYUN - Yuma, AZ Station 1

KLSV - Mellis AFB, KV = Station 2

KCPR - Casper, WY = Station 3

KHMM - Holloman AFB, N = Station 4

PHUL - Honolulu, HI = Station 5.

Program CFARC, version 586, simulates cloud-free lines of arc to an

orbiting satellite relay mirror to produce downtime statistics for GBL

systems for one to multiple sites. Parameter input to this program is the

same as that described for CFLOS4D except satellite inclination, height, and

revolution parameters are additional input requirements used to define

orbital elements peculiar to a variety of satellites. Latitude-longitude

coordinates of selected sit.es and their names are input through separate

files. Output from this program is similar in structure to that shown for

program CFLOS4D.
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Table 1. CFLOS4D Output Example

DOWNTIME DURATION STATISTICS FOR 1 TO 5 STTES 1%

FOR A 1 - YEAR RUN, RUN NO. I

Station No. 1 2 3 4 5

Duration (min)

] - 5 2424 2146 1843 1410 602

6 - 30 2155 1682 1149 830 273
.3'-

31 - 180 511 381 197 132 24

181 -360 88 59 10 5 0

361 -720 38 14 2 2 0

721- 1440 5 0 0 0 0

I SITE(S) WAS DOWN WITH A CLOUDY LTNE-OF-SIGHT FOR 21.64 PERCENT OF TOTAL

2 SITE(S) WAS DOWN WITH A CLOUDY LINE-OF-SIGHT FOR 14.02 PERCENT OF TOTAL

3 SITE(S) WAS DOWN WITH A CLOUDY LINE-OF-SIGHT FOR 6.47 PERCENT OF TOTAL

4 SITE(S) WAS DOWN WITH A CLOUDY LINK-OF-SIGHT FOR 4.53 PERCENT OF TOTAL

5 SITE(S) WAS DOWN WITH A CLOUDY LINK-OF-SIGHT FOR 1.06 PERCENT OF TOTAL

1731
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Program CFLTS is a modified version of CFLOS4D put together for special

testing purposes. For example, mean sky covers and scale distances from

Columbia, NO over a short time period in the summer were input to this

version to compare results with studies made using whole sky camera

cloudiness. Further modifications to this version were also initiated to

investigate the model's usefulness in mapping clouds ov.r extended areas.

Procedures and results of this areal cloud simulation exercise are explained

next.

Preliminary areal cloud mapping results were produced by first defining

a 30 nm x 30 nm area typical of an observer's sky dome area, that could be

stored in a computer as 120 pixels by 120 scan lines. The center of the

area was chosen to be located near Hawaii at 220N, 160*W. The sky cover

climatology for this location according to Burger's sky cover atlas for July

between 18-20 rST can be generated with a mean sky cover value of 0.5 and a

scale distance of .55 km. Inserting these two parameters into Burger's

formula for deriving cloud cover frequencies produced a rather dampened

bell-shaped distribution typical of the sky cover climatology for this

area. Then a portion of the model code that simulates cloudy lines of sight

ou, moving targets was activated, so that whenever the simulator obstructed a

pixel (target) with a cloud, the pixel was saturated (black); otherwise it

was left blank (white). Spanning the entire area in this manner for a fixed

time period of 1 min for 24 min produced pictorial cloud frames like those

shown in Fig. 5. Although clouds in this figure exhibit rather straight

line geometric shapes, it is thought that simply increasing the numtber of

short waves in the original model will cause the clouds to appear more

fragmented and therefore Y,,ore realistic.

e. Model Validation

This section describes a validation procedure conducted to compare

model results with observed periods of sunshine. Various methods have been

used by several investigators for validating the AFG. cloud models. STX has

been working with AFGL to derive spatial and temporal correlation functions

of sunshine data supplied by NOAA to compnre with similar functions used in

the models. The tape data consist of l-min observations of surishine coded 0

when the sun is shining and I when the sun is not shining. Strings of
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Fig. 5 One-minute Frames of Siimulated Areal Cloud Cover over Hawaii

(Typical July case ldOO-2000 LST. Mean cloud cover is 0.5 and scale
distance is 0.55 km.)
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nines are used to distinguish periods of missing data. The data are for six

stations in the southwestern U.S. for January and July between 0900 and 1300

KST. Site names and their yearly periods of record are:

Site NaMes 1early Period of Record

Flagstaff, AZ 1976-1977, 1979-1980

Tucson, AZ 1976-1980

Albuquerque, UN 1936-1940, 1977-1980

Roswell, UK 1976-1980

El Paso, TI 1976-1980

Santa Fe, NK 1936-1940.

The software configuration designed to process the sunshine data for

model validation is depicted in Fig. 6.

As shown there, the sunshine data on tape are processed first by a

formatting program called READSN to formulate the data onto disk file for

itt-wractive processing. Program COT4 was written to ,opute and output

spatial sunshine correlation decay functions between all combination pairs

of stations. Program TDIP3 computes temporal sunshine correlation decay at

each individual station for each minute of observation between 9 and 13 KST

(240 min). lnitiully, both programs utilized algorithm AS87 (Martinson and

Hamdan, 1975; Beardwood, 1917) to estimate these correlations. However, the

1-min data sampling rate proved to be too highly correlated for the

algorithm to handle. Therefore, new code was generated in both programs to

compute more trustworthy results of correlation using the bivariate normal

distribution function. The temporal sunshine correlations for each

individual station were waved on separate files for further processing. For

example, the file called R176 contained all I-min sunshine correlations f-om

Roswell, NM; EL76 ror E1 Paso, TX, etc. Because of the high data sampling

rate of 1 min per sample, these temporal correlatiOTs were of particular

interest to the validation procedure. Several steps are discussed next that

describe how these temporal sunshine correlations were compmred with

simulated temporal cloud cover correlations for model validation.
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Program PLOTT was designed to input the stored temporal sunshine

correlations (COR) to compare with simulated temporal cloud cover

correlatiL.zs (p) stochastically generated by the models. For this

comparison, we first define the equation used in the model for computing p

to be

-6T -6T p
2 2 TT

PAT w e + -2)e e(1)

where

T short relaxation time, taken to be constant at .31 hours

.

T - long relaxation time, taken to be constant at 13 hours .

2-
w = a weighting function, given by

2 1.0
1.4

10.25(r6) 1

where

r scale distance (km) for given station, month, and hourly

period; referred to as line-of-sight (LOS) scale distance.

Values of r6 were hand-computed for each given station for January

and July between 0900 and 1300 MST. When input to PLOTT these values were

used with a reduced version of Eq. (1) in the form

2 AT 2 AT -

PAT 
= w (.94766) + (1 - w )(.998719)

to compute temporal cloud cover decay given AT in min. Root mean square

errors between the simulated temporal cloud cover correlations and the

stored temporal sunshine correlations were then computed using

2
RMSE = ~ Zp -COR

239 -.
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.

Typical results showed rather good agreement between model predictions

and observed sunshine correlations Fig. 7 is an example of the results

plotted out by program PLOTT Lor R1 Paso, TX. The larger error between
.

model results and sunshine observations at 6T greater than about 230 min

is caused by an insufficient number of samples to be statistically valid.

2. Cloud-Free/Cloudy Intervals from Satellite Data

Satellite imagery of the earth's atmosphere in digital form provides an

interesting data source for investigating certain statistics of cloud

populations. Several software packages have been assembled by STX to

process satellite digital data for exploratory cloud research. The

configuration in Fig. 8, from Gerlach (1985), depicts software developed to

process various cloud phenomena from LANDSAT digital tapes and digitized

space shuttle photographs. Shaded portions of this figure show updated

software and newly acquired digital imagery of space shuttle photographs.

The three new cumulus cloud scenes are located in the vicinity of Cape

Canaveral, FL (CCD), Baja California (BCS), and Puerto Rico (PRV).

Techniques for defining cloud/no cloud (CMC) thresholds described in Gerlach

(1985) were used to distinguish clouds in these images from the earth

background. These thresholds are necessary for input to all subsequent

software for accurate cloud detection.

Program IMAGE, originally used to display CNC scenes, was modified to -

optimize the image display operation. The new version makes use of a color

graphics terminal (Tektronix 4115) with hardcopy capability to produce

images of digitd! data interactively. Fig. 9 shows a typical computerized

CUC image of cumulus clouds over Baja California (BCS). Products of this --

nature are used to study methods for determining cloud-free or cloudy

intervals as detected from low orbiting earth viewing satellites.

A nomogram has been developed (Snow and Willand, 1986) for use with

tropical and sub tropical cumulus cloud structures to specify the

probability of cli*K" or cloudy intervals of cumuliform cloud fields of any

length as long as the two parameters cloud cover C and recurrence interval L

are known. These parameters were determined from the CIC files but could be

specified in real time given a Ecanning radiometer of sufficient resolution

onboatd A meteorological satellite. In order to determine the sample size
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needed to specify the two required parameters C and L, two sampling error

programs, CAHKT and LAHMT, were developed. These programs utilize the CEC

digitalized Imagery similar to that shown in Fig. 9. By varying the size of

the sample used to calculate C and L from 10 to 400 pixels, the RKSE of

cloud cover (SC) and cloudy plus cloud-free intervals (SL) as a function

of sample size were determined and are shown in Fig. 10 for four space

shuttle digitized photographs. Three of these cases (CCD, BCS, and IDR)

show that a sample size of approximately one hundred or so adjacent pixels

is necessary before stable estimates of C or L can be obtained. On the

other hand, PRV shows that sample size of more than 200 pixels is necessary

before reliable parameters are determined. This difference is caused by the

fact that the clouds in the PRV scene were stratified and not the small

cumulus type found in the other three scenes.

Many more samples of digital satellite Imagery are required to verify

these results and to extend them to clouds in the polar or sub-polar regions.

3. Rainfall Rate Database Update

A joint effort between AFGL and the National Weather Records Center int

Asheville, NC has been underway to expand the data sample of an exisling

rain rate database used to compile rain rate recurrence statistics. These

rainfall observations have been processed by STX to derive rainfall rate

recurrence statistics stratified by season for rainfall rate duration times

of 5 and 10 min with rates that exceed 0.1, .25, .5, .75, 1.0, and 2.54 mm

min. The configuration of software developed for processing rainfall

data from Urbana, IL described in Gerlach (1985) has been utilized to

process rain rate recurrence stat lstics for these additional sites:

Freiburg, West Germany

Boston, KA

Key West, FL

Denver, CO

Seattle, WA

Omaha, NE

Grand Junction, CO

Yuma, AZ.
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The Germany data saples were for l-ain intervals observed over a

three-year period from January 1973 through December XO9. All additional

rainfall rate esasurements from U. 3. sites were I-min amp*es collected

from January 1970 through Decemloor 1979.
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PART TWO

1. IZCAL WMAIii PUIEDCTICE

A. Background

In 1982 MTI was called upon to assist the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory in achieving its goal to ieprove the numerical forecasting of

atmospheric moisture, especially with regard to cloud formation. The effort

was necessary because, although nmerical weather prediction (CWP) had mode

significant strides since its inception, the forecasting of water in any

form In the atmosphere was still quite inaccurate. The importance of

moisture as a predictant is obvious. In fact, most of one's rcmception of

what constitutes "weather" Involves moisture in one of Its states. Yet it

has remained elusive to forecasters because of several factors, not the

least of which is the difficulty in obtaining an accurate measurement of its

dispersion in the atmosphere. Water vapor is, all in all, only a trace .J

constituent of the atmosphere. Obtaining a quantitative asuessmont of its

three-dimensional distribution is dependent on a variety of unreliable

instruments designed to measure one or another moisture parnmaLer. Even

when the measurements are accurate, there Is still a need to analyze them in

a manner suitable for IWP. This analysis must take into account the

structure and scaling of moisture as depicted by the model doing the

forecasting. These may differ from the scales and dynamic structures of

other variables such as wind velocities and temperatures. Once properly

analyzed, the model must also predict with precision the physical and

dynamical procesaoo Lhat affect moisture. In the case of moisture, the

physics can be quite complex. taking into account changes of state and the

physical processes that effect them.

AFOL's efforts in improving moisture forecasting have been in

de veloping a global spectral immdel (G8N) tu .xperiment and tout various

Improvewoonts and innovations in the fleld of nimerical prediction. This was

a fundamental change in AVC-L's orientation of research, which had puwviously

focused on lmproving varioun aspects of numerical forecasting but without

invoking specifie, numerical models. Conditions that allowed this change of
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direction were governed by developmonto in camutational capabilities at

AML end indeed throuhout the scientific world. Wheras In previous years

only )arEt institutions with plentiful resourcee were able to undertake the

development and execuLlon of numerical models, the revolution In coamputer

technology In recent years led to a proliferation of nmerical models massm

mis let institutions.

In support of APOL's activity in numerical model developmet, II mas

asked first to develop an objective analysis and initialisation scheme and,

secnd, to construct a flexible, regional model that would work in tandem

with the G=E, yet would allow concentration in certain geographic areas with

greater resolution than available with the aII. These tasks were undertakem

by 3TX and have resulted in completion of an objective analysis procedure

and a regional model with a selection of numerical options.

3. Objective Analysis and Initialization p.

Because numerical models require initial conditions, an atalysts of

observations is necessary for numerical frecauLs. The main task of the

analyzer Is to represent an array of variables on a given mesh of grid

points by operating on a sot of dispersed observations made by a variety of

instruments. If the task Is to be performed manually, the wanlyst has to

use his personal judgment as to which observations to accept and how to

weight their impact on various grid points. Upon completion of his

analysis, the gridded data may still be unsuitable for a given forecast

model because of the sampling size and distribution of the observations vs.

the scales of the model. The process of adjusting the data to the scales of

the model is known as initialtzation and is an important part in the

preparation of data for forecasting.

Rsearch performed by SRX took two different tracks in formulating an

objective analysi procedure. The first built upon the #cporience of the

National Neteorological Center (IEC) by adapting its optimum Interpolation

(01) method to the AFGL. model. This led to the APOL Statistical Analysis

Progrsm (ARAP). which eventually included updates in the handling of

moisture. The other track led t.o a more theoretical investlation of Lhe

possibilities of combining the .nzlysis procedure with the initialization
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process. This could be accomplished by fitting the observations directly to

merml mode fumctlons that dei.ne the linearized state of the model.

Altbugh some intrigulng results were foUnd from the latter study, no

practical application was formulated at the time of its completion.

1. AAP

The 01 procedures of the AA code are based on the WC procedures

outlined by Bergumn (1979) and updated by Dey and Morono (1985). In fact,

the initial procedure was almost completely a copy of BerSman's methods, but

modifications were necessary in order to bring the analysis procedure in

line with the AP. model and make it compatible with the AUCL computer

system. The moisture uaalynls was updated as wall, in order to further

APL'. goal of bettor moisture forecasts.

The ASAP procedure t based on the updating of first-guess values of

winds, temperatures, humidity, and surface pressure by analyzing residuals,

i.e., differences between first-guess values and observations. The analysis

is performed at each grid point where a 6 h forecast Is used as the first

guess. Porrast.s are also interpolated to the observation sites to obtain

residuals. The residuals are hen evaluated as to their worth by taking

Into constderatl,,n various factors Including their distance from the grid

point, the instrument supplying the observation, the expected deviation from

the forecast, etc. Certain residuals are discarded because of unreliability

or because they exceed certain error checks or because they do not correlate

well with other observations in the area. Those that are retained are given

weights that ore computed from statistical considerations and the resulting

consumate residual added to the first guess to give an optimum grid value.

Winds and temperatures are related through geostrophy over much of the globe

and are, therefore, cross-correlated so that corrections to each of them are

made through observations n( the other. Moisture, ,wvv.¢, iyzed

univariately and can only use moisture ob.tw'vat ions for updating.

Despite the straightforward appearance of the proced-e, "evara"

experiments had to be conducted in order to arrive at Lhe final product.

Sergma (1979) himself admits that there are shortcomings to his method and
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some of these problems cropped up in the development of A/AP. For instance,

AMP does Its analysis on the o-lmyars where the first-guus values are

normally found. On the other hand, it took several iterations to determine 4

that the analyzed values should not. be vertically interpolated to new

pressure surfaces, once the surface pressure had been updated. In the end

the surface pressure analysis had to be discarded because of economy and an

interpolation (extrapolation) scheme substituted to derive updated surface

pressure values. That decision did not impact the forecast much, however,

because t.he initialization procedure destroyed most of the changes -

calculated during the surface pressure analysis. Many other adjustments had

to be made to the procedure in order to a] low proper economy while -

maintaining sufficient accuracy.

The moisture arialysis upgraded UIC's conventional analysis by allowing

more types of observations into the analysis. NC's sources of humidity

measurements in the upper ar ,.ise frovt rawinsondon, aircrart measureents, %

and satellite observations. ASAP allowed for humidity information inferred

from surface humidity and cloud analyses (3Dleph). xperiments held out

little promise for humidities inferred only from surface meamurements but

did indicate that cloud armlyoes ore of some benefit.

The ARAP package as furnished by STU seems to provide an analysis

comparable to those of other organizations. Comparisons with FGG 111-A

analyses showed that ASAP produced heights that were closer to observed

heights but wind velocities that were further from observed winds than TOMI

Irr-A. Humidity analyses did show marked improvement, but they seemd to

have little effect on forecasts of moisture. The LUOL Ge, like most global

models, seems to ignore initial distribution of hum idity, quickly

substituting a favored state, as pointed out by Smagorinsky s. (1970).

To overcome this shortcoming, an upgrading of model physics and dynamical

structure is required.

"6

2. Fitting Functions

After an objvtive analysis hai been performed, gridded dat.a must still

be prepared for a model by initialization. This rule applies ms well to
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ASAP, where, it was noted, Initialization made a separate surface pressure

analysts, superfluous. initialization balances the fields of mass and motion

so as to avoid Initial high-frequency waves that can produce unwanted S.

computational modes in the forecast. Objective analysis does not normally

take into consideration the model structure when trying to determine the

values at the grid points. It ts therefore necessary to readjust, the values

so that the surface pressure and o-layer heights are in balance with the

winds at the outset. But it seems, then, that the two processes can at

times be at odds with each other. STI looked into the possibility of

combining objective analysis and initialization so that what was transferred

to the grid points contained information relevant only to the scales of the

model.

The development of the method proceeded through several stages. FirsL,

the idea of fitting randomly dispersed observations to a set of analytic

functions was tested in one dimension. Baer and Tribia (1976) had carried

out a similar study. Their study and STI's study concluded that .

distribution of data, rather than quantity of data, was the vore important t.

factor in providing an accurate fit. With that in mind, an attempt was made

to fashion a set of functions that could best verve the purpose of

streamlining the combined objective analysis/initialization package. The

first choice was a set of Hough functions, which are the normal modes of the

linearized shallow water equations, because these were used by UNC to serve

as a mechanism ror initialization during the early 1970's (Cooley, 1974). U.

MISC, after performing an objective analysis, projected the gridded data onto

Hough functions, which are frequency dependent, and eliminated the high

frequency modes. S.X attempted to circumvent the two-step procedure by

fitting the observations directly to the Hough functions. Only the

largest-scale (external) modes were used for the study. It was soon

recognized that the fitting; method itself was a major issue that had to be

faced before developing the full ,'-ocedure. p

When dealing with gridded data, the orthogonality of the Hough

functions could be exploited, and appropriate coefficients for the functions

could be obtained readily. But when the data are randomly distributed, the

Hough functions (vectors, in the finite sense) are no longer orthogonal, and
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it Is not clear how best to represent the data in terms of expansions of

these Hough vectors. The most straightforward method is a least-squares

fit, which indeed was attempted. But this fit was found to be very

sensitive to distributions, uneconomical, and inherently ill-conditioned.

When the fitting was changed to account only for residuals and the resultant

fits added to first-guess values at the grid points, the results improved

somewhat but the fitting procedure was still too sensitive to distribution.

A better and more economical method of fitting was found by initiating what

Holmstr6m (1963) termed a "finality" procedure, where sequential

contributions from previous Hough vectors are subtracted from the current

one, akin to what one does, by analogy, in long division. This procedure is

well-conditioned but depends signiricantly on the ordering of the vectors.

One would hope that the low frequency vectors contribute the most and should

thus appear first, but there is no assurance that this is always the case.

In any event, the procedure worked well under limited testing with high

quality observational data. e

As a further demonstration, STX attempted to carry out a similar -

experiment with the model's normal modes, which are currently used for

initialization at EEC as proposed by Rallish (1980). But a new element was

inserted to help draw the analyzed values even closer to the large scale.

After the analysis, the gridded data were initialized by Ballish's method to

remove any remaining high frequency tendencies. Then the data were

reintroduced as a first guess and the procedure begun anew. It was hoped

that after a rew iterations, the data would converge to the meteorologically

significant "slow" mode, i.e., the large scale structure defined by the

model. This idea was first proposed by Williamson and Daley (1983) in the

context of an 01 procedure.

Thus an experiment was conducted, where a 12 h forecast was produced by

the GSK to serve as an initial guess field. The spectral fields were

connected to gridded data and Lo first-guess values at observation sites to

obtain the residuals. The residuals at the observation sites were projected

onto eight vertical modes from the model's normal mode structure. The

projected residuals were then fit to the horizontal mode functions by

Holmst,'m's finality method. The normal mode functions were then expanded
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at the grid points to give the analyzed residuals which were added to the

first-guess field. A normal mode initialization was performed on the field

and the resulting updated field substituted for the first-guess for the next

iteration. The procedure, however, did not converge and the departure from

the observations increased at each iteration. Even worse, the first-guoss

values were closer to the observations than the final analysis, rendAring

the analysis nearly useless. Although several areas for improvement were

defined, the study was ended In order to allow for concentration on ASAP and

the development of a regional model.

C. Regional Model Development

Once the studies on objective analysis and initialization were

completed, STX was asked to formulate a limited-area model that could be run

In conjunction with the OSM to forecast went-her phenouena, espAclally

moisture-related phenomena, in concentrated geographical areas. The model

was also to be flexible and modular, allowing its user to choose from among

several temporal and horizontal differencing schemes and physical

parameterizations.

STI began to fashion its relocatable limited-area model (RLA) by

translating a generalized set of equations to code. These are the basic

equations of motion, thermodynamics, continuity, and moisture processes in

finite difference form but with flexible treatment of the differencing

scheme, time-stepping, and physical parameterizations. A pre-processor was

developed that defines the domain, initial conditions, and location-dependent

temporal constants. It always defines the domain as a rectangle drawn on

some projection. There are four possible projections: mev.,ator, Lambert,

polar stereographic, and latitude-longitude. The first Lhree are conformal

and only one map factor is necessary. The last requires a latitudinal and

longitudinal map factor. Thus, the generalized equations in the model

contain two map factors which are set equal to each other in the conformal

mappings. The initial conditions are derived from the GSM or any spectral

field by expanding the variables (wind velocities, temperature, moisture,
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and surface pressure) at the appropriate grid points. The expansion is

streamlined by converting the spectral coefficients to coefficients of

polynomials in sine of latitude and expanding the polynomials at the grid

points. The variables may all be expanded at the same points, or, in the

case of staggered grids, different variables may be defined on different

grids. In the model, all equations are in terms of a staggered grid, with

unstaggered grids a special case of staggering.

Once the Initial field and its companion time-independent variables are

defined, the model begins its forecast. The objective of designing a

modular construction was based on the necessity of condt,,.ting various

experiments with the model as a research vehicle. In the past, it was

common practice to contrast various physical parameterizations by repeating

forecast.s while changing parameters. It was felt that both the numerics and -

the physical parameterizations should be subject to various options in a

well-designed set of model experiments. TheT model was therefore built with

ts selections to facilitate numerical experiments. To this end, the model

has been developed to where it will allow second-order, fourth-order, or

fourth-order compact horizontal differencing; Brown and Campana (1918),

leap-frog, or semi.-implicit time stepping; and low- or high-order diffusion

and smoothing. The physical processe were modeled after those found in

UNC's qumsi-Lagrangian nested grid model (QNIG) as described by Nathur

(1983). The processes included dry and moist convection and boundary layer

fluxes. Provision has been made to allow substitutions with other physical

pJvRameterizations, if desired.

To act as a baseline for comparison, the QGNU was obtained and adjusted

to run on the AFGL computer system. Provisions were 11ade to take initial

conditions from the RrAH and use them for the QNGN and vice versa.

InLer-comparisons could thus be made between the two models. It was found

that small domains, though beneficial when working with limited computer

fmcilities, produced unrealistic results with the QKGH, because the QNIG

used an extensive boundary region where it heavily damped all variables. In

small domains with about 500 grid points, most of the dorain was taken up by -'.

boundary points and could not be realistically compared with the RAN "

forecasts. Expanding the domain and/or increasing the number of grid points

helped substantially in the comparison of the two models.
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Results from several tests of the EAM showed that its numerical

options did not function well 'mder all combinations. For certain

horizontal differencing schemes, only certain types of smoothing or

diffusion allowed the model to remain stable for the duration of the

forecast (mostly 24 h). The fourth-order compact scheme in particular

retained stability only when accompanied by high-order smoothing at each

time step. This, in turn, oversmoothed the field and made it depart

significantly from Lhe GSM and other RLAM forecasts. It would be

advantageous to discover a set of circumstances for which all combinations

would remain stable. Experiments could then be performed to assess the

differences between forecasts made with particular combinations. Yet,

despite this drawback, the ElAN has shown itself to be an efficient vehicle

for numerical experimentation in local regions. It would be of value, in

fact, if elements of ASAP were introduced to improve the Initial depiction

of moisture and to see whether any improvements in moisture forecasts result.
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11. ESSOSCALB VOUSCAST lUG

A. Introduct ion

To meet requirements for accurate and timely reporting of airfield

weather conditions, the Air Weather Service (AMS) initiated a plan to

modernize its base level weather support for the 1980's. The plan was

impleeted through a prosrm knom as the Automated Weather Distribution

System (AWDS). MIDS was designed to replace the manual, labor-intensive

weather support function with one in which environmental data and products

would be acquired, stored, displayed, analyzed, and forecast through

modernized computer and dedicated cosmunication system. Once fully

implemented, AWDS would provide support to base weather stations worldwide

and to deployed Air Force and Army tactical units.

The shift in focus of JIWDS from a primarily human to a

computer-oriented environment raised concern over the potential of

saturating the user (meteorologist) with more information than could be

handled efficiently. This concern was rooted in communication advancements

that have made meteorological data from a number of sources routinely

available on computer systems and advancements in interactive graphics

display systems that facilitate a seemingly endless number of ways data can

be plotted, displayed, analyzed, and manipulated. This potential is

realized more fully on an operational basis when a forecaster is faced with

a complicated weather scenario that requires preparation or updating of

short-range terminal forecasts for one or more locations.

With this concern in mind, a research and development study was

undertaken at AFGL between 1982 and 1984 to examine the potential benefits

and/or problems introduced with computer-driven interactive graphics and

video display systems in the preparation and monitoring of short-range

terminal forecasts. STI focused on research into the kinds of data,

displays, and capabilities applicable to the AWDS scenario and on a broader

scale to interactive weather forecasting facilities in general. The work 5"

effort was considerable, culminating in a number of so-called Nesoscale

Forecasting Experiments (NFK) conducted between 1982 and 1984. These

experiments were designed to assess: 1) the value of certain mesoscale

objective plot, analysis, and forecast assistance procedures in the -
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preparation of sbort-tug terminal forecasts; 2) the value of certain

remotely sene.d data in short-rage terminal forecasting; 3) the relative

difficulty in formalatims certain forecasts (oemets) using an interactive

graphics system; and 4) the perf ormance of forecasters. In weather episodes

exhibiting substantial mesoscale, variability, in generating both nuerical

(deterministic) and probabilistic terminal forecasts using en interactive

graphics system.

This retrospect describes STI research against the F-hove objectives.

In addition, a related study that evolved from this research is included for

completeness.

S. Man-casputer Interactive Data Access System (EcIDAS)

The basic resource for techunique development in aesoscale forecasting

at AMOL was the Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (Nc IDAS),

similar in hardware and software to the one developed at the University of

Wisconsin. The APOL NcIDAS consisted of a mode A geosynchronous satellite

ground station, Harris 6024/5 minicomputer, Idetik digital video storage

system, Suomi/Sony cassette archive, and two workstations each consisting of

an alphanumeric terminal and a video/graphics display monitor. The AVOL

NcIDAS was well suited to simulate aspects of an interactive ainicaputer-based

system envisioned for AUDI because it had access to most of the data that

would be available through AWNS and because of its interactive graphics and

video display capabilities. Conventional observational data were routinely

Ingested from the FAA W3604 data line and then decoded and archived for

later use. Geosynchronous satellite information consisting of visible

(daytime only) and Infrared Image data end ephemeris data was available in

real time normally every half-hour. Automated plotting and contoured

analysis of conventional surface and upper air data was performed using

NcIDAS graphics capability. On each terminal an electronic cursor

controlled by joysticks permitted Interactive data retrieval and graphics

* modification. once loaded onto the system, satellite imagery was available

for precise geographical and political gridding, enhancement and contouring,

sequencing to form animated time series loops for cloud tracking or

translation purposes, and as a bae for overlays of conventional data to

form Integrated displays.



C. waseale Forecasting axeriment (M)

The procedure established to ssess aspects of interactive systems
data sources, end weather-user effectiveness was to conduct a forecast test

experiment addressing a particular set of short-,g terminal forecast ing

requirements using research meteorologists. Two esseale Forecast ing

Riperiments (ME) were established; the first was conducted in the suer of

1962, the second in the smmer of 1963. Results of the 162 end 1963 tests
were reported in Chisholmanmd Jackson (1964); an initial assessmsnt based on

the 1902 WE was reprted earlier in Chisholmat alg. (1963).

In order to conduct the tests most efficiently, episodes used in the

forecast sessions were chosen from cyclogenesis and cold front cases :
archived during the 1961-1962 and 1982-1903 winter and early '-pring storm

soeons in the Northeast U.3. The episodes typically displayed rapidly

changing weather conditions, such as significant wind shifts, changes in

cloud cover, alterations in coiling height, and onset (or termination) of -

precipitation. Such short time scale variabilities constituted the most

rigorous bases for evaluating the sensitivity and practicality of newly

developed end exist ing mososcale forecast ins methods.

The W2 tests were conducted so that the tims available for forecast

preparation was constrained to real time li~ts. The forecasters had a

singular task and objective: to prepare terminal forecasts for two locations

using as many of the resources available to them through McIDAS. for the

purpose of evaluating new and standard products and data sources. One

forecast experiment was conducted each week (typically in two 40-hr periods

per forecaster, with three forecasters working as a tm to evaluate the
weather situation but independently preparing their forecasts). At the

conclusion of each case, each forecaster completed evaluation forms in Which

the products used and forecast aspects of the case were assessed. These

form represented the basis for a critique of the experiments in light of

the purposes stated in the Introduction.

Forecasters were required to predict (on an hourly cycle) wind speed

and direction, total cloud mount, ceiling height and 6 hr precipitation

amount for periods of 1. 2. 4 and n hours ahead. The period n was chosen at p

each forecast time to verify at the nearest NOS valid forecast period. This
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was dem. so that oncould be used as en additional forecaster for certain

paemtecs end as guidace for the other participating forecasters.

Forecasts for two airfield locations were required for each case; the

specific locations were predicated on the availability of VOM bulletins

containing NOR, LMl-11 guidance, wad 3-D trajectory forecasts that were made

available for guidance purposes. Logan International Airport (W06), being

the closest candidate location to AVOL, was forecast in each of the cases

used in the test. The second location varied among airports in Conecticut,

No York, and Node Island depending on f actors related to the episode being

tested.

For wind speed and direction, a nuerical forecast was prepared. With

each of the other forecast variables, both categorical and probability

forecasts were prepared. Forecasts were entered through the cosputer-based

forecast entry and verification procedure known as the Nesoscale Forecast

Facility (OFF). This was a menua-driven interactive package designed to

accept individual forecasts through the use of formatted interrogation/response

mesagtes via the NcelMS keyboard/alphanusmric CRT terminal interface. After

each case, the numerical, categorical, and probability forecasts were

verified with the WV., and accumulated statistics were summarised and made

* available to forecasters for review. The error statistics calculated were

* mean absolute error and MR3 for numerical and categorical forecasts, and

the p-score. cumulative p-score, and Neidhe skill score vs. persistence for

* probability forecasts. The method of comparison for the study was

* persistence, measured directly and in sample (unconditional) climatology

f ore.

D. Hasoscale Forecasting - Technique Development

As stated earlier. IM focused on research into the kinds of data,

displays, end capabilities that should be supplied to interactive

facilities. The research effort produced a number of products that ere

evaluated over the course of both WIX test periods. They included a fine-

scale analysis routine using a five-pass Barnes method with approximately 55

In grid spacing for surface data gridding and contouring, and two data

handling procedures displaying surface observations in a time series

forest. These products were designed to enhance the resolution of small-

scale features. Also a numnber of existing software packages developed
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as terminal forecast aids were incorporated on EcIDA for evaluation. These

included a cold front decision assistance procedure and the Generalized

IExponential Markov (GUM) short-range forecast technique. The NcrDAS

database was expanded by inclusion of additional sources such as WI POUS

bulletins, Manually Digitized Radar (NDI), and ship and buoy reports.

Routines to analyze and display these data were also developed and evaluated.

A number of products were developed after the WE tests and thus could

not be assessed as to their value. However, they remain important as

candidates for planned future tests and are mentioned for historical

completeness. They included an objective analysis technique that advects

one and two hour old data and analyzes them using a time- and

space-weighting method; a routine to display vertical profiles of vertical

velocity, vorticity, and divergence using the kinematic approach; and the

modification of existing surface and upper air analysis routines to include

wet bulb temperature and wet bulb potential temperature, used to help

identify and forecast frontal zones.

1. Objective Analysis Techniques

Objective analysis routines for the AFGL1IcIDAS were developed at the

Space Science and Engineering Center of the University of Wisconsin. They

employed a technique proposed by Creasman simplified for Implementation on a

minicomputer. Although the method could be quickly executed on a computer,

it tended to smooth out small-scale variations in the data field. Two

factors contributed to this tendency: coarse grid spacing and the use of

only one iteration or pass by the interpolation routine through the observed

data. To reduce smoothing and thereby retain small-scale variation, a new

analysis routine was developed to address both of these factors.

Increasing the grid point density, and therefore the resolution of

features within it, was accomplished by modifying the grid generating

algorithm to allow for smaller grid lengths. On mcIDAS, all grids were

pseudo-mercator and grid lengths were defined in terms of degrees of

latitude. The existing analysis routine, capable of generating grids with

grid lengths no smaller than one degree of latitude, was replaced by a

routine capable of producing grids with grid lengths as small as one-tenth

of a degree.
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To eapleit this doer grid, a more eimsustive interpolation technique

s needed. The method proposed by Mermes was choen to take advantage of

the superior weighting function contained in it. lmplsemetation of the

technique included five posses through the data, i which the ecen radius

am reduced by 20 percent for each pass aftar the second. educing the scan

radius had the effect of increasing, with each successive pass, the might

or influence of observations in close proximity to any given grid point.

thus maximizing details oa a scale approximately a unit grid lemgth. As in

the Cresmemn technique a zero-value initial field was used and the first

pass was constrained to include a minimum of four observations in estimating

the grid point value. The remaining four passes constituted a successive

approximation technique based an the rough field average calculated in the

first pass to achieve the final grid point values.

Imlementation of finer scale grids and the five-pass games space-

weighting interpolation routine me accomplished through development of

software on EcIDAS. This program was evaluated dur.ng the 1962 and 1963

MU and found to be one of the most useful products, primarily in

forecasting wind speed and direction.

Objective analysis over coastal regions with NcIDU was subject to

inconsistencies duo primarily to the lack of observational data over coastal

waters. To alleviate the problem, software ae developed and implemented on

lcIDAS to routinely decode and store ship and buoy weather observations

trasmuitted over the W604 data line. Reported data included temperature,

dew point, sea surface temperature, pressure, wind speed and direction, and

total cloud amount. These data are reported four times daily at 0, 6, 12

and 16 GT with the text transmitted one and one-half to two hours after

observation time. With this now data source to enrich geographically the

existing network of surface observation stations, objective analysis

routines could include ship and buoy data if the observation time made it

appropriate to do so. Thus, development and movement of discontinuities in

weather patterns in coastal regions could be detected and monitored as long

as adequate maritime data were available.
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2. Terminal forecast Aids

To enhance the utility of the AMOL NcIDAS as a terminal forecast

facility, several available software packages wero implemented and

subeequently evaluated during the two flis.

A cold front forecast decision assistance procedure developed at AFOL

was coded and added to the IWE. A series of menu "pages" directed the

forecaster in the use of existing analysis and display programs to locate

accurately a front, identify significant weather occurrences, and trace

frontal development and movement. Subsequent pages provided forecast

guidance based on the data collected. In the experiments of 1982 and 1983,

the cold front decision assistance procedure was generally considered to be

too time consuming for those forecasters familiar with the interactive

capabilities of EcIDAS. However, the potential benefit of such a procedure

to forecast operations support was recognized in that the procedure could be 9

used to train forecasters unfamiliar with a particular region or in the use

of interactive systems.

The Generalized Exponential Narkov (GEN) short-range forecast technique

developed at the Techniques Development Laboratory (TDL) of the Vds was

modified for use on NcIDAS. The GIN technique is a fundamental statistical

weather forecasting procedure developed by Killer who defines GEI as "a

statistical technique for predicting the probability distribution of local

surface weather elements hour by hour. It uses only the current local

surface weather conditions as predictors. From these probability

distributions categorical predictions are made for each surface weather

element.- For its use in the NTs, GEN was adapted to generate wind, cloud

cover, and ceiling height forecasts which were verified at 1, 2, 4. and 6-hr

intervals coincident with NlE verification procedures.

Three factors had to be recognized regarding the application of GI to

the NFE tests. First. GUI is founded on a Narkov assumption (that is, the

future state is completely determined by the present state and is

independent of the way in which the present state has developed). Second,

it uses multivariate linear regression equations that were developed from

continous observational samples that spanned a 12-year period at a number of

locations and thus are climatologically and statistically sound. Third, in

the E test, it was applied to cases that represented "heavy weather' and

p'.
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did not therefore reflect the characteristics of the full sample from which
the GEM statistical operators were developed. It was felt however, that P

applying It to demonstrate the general performance of GEM vs. persistence

was proper and appropriate.

GEM was incorporated into McIDAs following the 1982 NFl. Thus output

from GEM was not available during the experiment. However, the output was

available to forecasters as objective terminal forecast guidance during the

1983 NFl and was evaluated concurrently with forecaster results and

persistence for a 10-case sample. Results compiled over the course of the

two experiments showed that although it yielded skill relative to

persistence probability, in general Gin yielded higher R1SE scores than did

persistence in its numerical form. Its guidance value was deemed to be

minimal in "heavy weather" episodes characteristic of both NFKs.

In 1985, the Eastern Space and Missile Center weather facility %

requested an evaluation of the GEl technique for possible use as short-range

forecast guidance for launch operations at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC).

Patrick Air Force Base, FL (COF) was chosen as the location to test GE

since it was the closest station to KSC that routinely reported the weather

elements necessary for application of the GEM forecast technique and

subsequent verification.

The available hourly observations at COF for July and December 1983

comprised the database used to evaluate GEM. Data taken from 12 GMT through

03 GMT were used to generate GEM forecasts 1, 2, 4, and 6 hr later. For

this application GEM generated deterministic surface wind vector forecasts

and probability forecasts of cloud cover and ceiling height in the

standard" NOS categories. Conversion from probability to categorical

forecasts was based on a simple maximum probability approach. The cloud

cover and ceiling probabilities and categorical forecasts and the

deterministic wind vector forecasts were verified against observed

conditions 1. 2, 4, and 6 hr after forecast times. As in the NfFEs, the

measures of skill used in the evaluation were $NSI for the deterministic

forecasts and the p-score for the probability forecasts. RKSE scores were

provided for persistence and the Heidke (or percent improvement) score of

GEM relative to persistence was also provided.

Results were similar to those found in the lFE test; that is,

differences between GEM and persistence were generally too small to be
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statistically significant. Where differences did exist, persistence yielded

smaller DMSK scores although with the exception of summertime ceiling

height, GEm probability forecasts scored better than persistence

probability. For purposes of the study, the results were inconclusive.

A forecast guidance technique to derive cloud cover and precipitation %

amounts was developed and implemented on UcIDAS. The technique represented

a combination of methods developed independently in earlier studies. The 7

first calculated a two-dimensional backward trajectory on a single level

(700 ab, for example) from objectively analyzed rawinsonde winds. Utilizing

a user-specified time range for the trajectory, forecast values interpolated

from an objectively analyzed grid and translated to the forecast location

could be generated at each hourly trajectory location and then displayed.

Any weather element suitable for gridding could be forecast in this manner.

The second method estimated cloud cover category and 1-hr precipitation

amount from collocated GOES visible and infrared imagery for an area

designated by the electronic cursor. The algorithms were developed from a

sample of non-convective storms in the fall and early winter of 1980 and

applied generalized techniques to normalize for sun angle. By combining

these two methods, one could utilize a calculated trajectory to specify six

one-hourly upstream locations at which to apply the cloud cover category and

1-hr precipitation estimation technique. The six one-hourly estimates of

precipitation amount could then be combined to produce a 6-hr quantitative

precipitation forecast (QPF).

In both 1982 and 1983 NFE tests, the product combining these two

methods was evaluated for use as well as the 2-D trajectory forecast

guidance model without satellite imagery. The combined product was found to

be useful in 6-hr quantitative precipitation forecasting, while the 2-D

trajectory forecast guidance model provided quantitative guidance on overall

timing, hour to hour changes, and development aspects of a particular

weather system. Obviously, the further the forecast time was removed from

00/12 CRT (the time of rawinsonde observations) the less reliable this

guidance became. One shortcoming in the effective use of this guidance

technique was attributed to evolving wind fields that diminished the

representativeness of the trajectories. With the combined product, its use

was restricted to daytime and even then to the central 75-80 percent of the

daylight regime due to the sensitivity of the algorithms to solar angle
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variations. Ievertheless, as rated by participating forecasters, the

combined product remained as one of the four most useful over the course of

both experiments.

3. Time Series Displays

In 1982, two new observation plot routines designed to enhance the

depiction of mesoscale detail in emerging weather situations were developed.

The first was a station model time series display that allowed the user

to select up to six weather stations and a time corresponding to the end of

the series. The surface station model consisted of a predefined number of

meteorological elements whose positions remained fixed relative to the

model. The parameters included temperature, dewpoint, surface pressure,

present weather, cloud cover, and wind speed and direction in symbolic

station model format. With proper selection of stations, the plotting model

could aid in locating and tracking (hour to hour) synoptic and mesoscale

features such as dry lines, lake or sea breezes, and areas of precipitation.

Results of the 1982 NFE showed that the station model time series .'

display was the most useful of the set evaluated for two reasons. First was

the ease of specifying the stations to be included and tailoring the display

to the current weather situation. Second was the wealth of basic

information it provided in a format that facilitated extensive subjective

interpretation in tracking one or more weather elements and identifying

their spatial extent. Specific application of this product included using

the display to resolve the location and movement of inland covergence zones,

frontal boundaries, and isallobaric centers which in turn were factored into

terminal wind forecasts. It was also used to attempt to reconcile

precipitation characteristics to define geographical distribution of

precipitation when satellite and/or radar data were not available and hourly

observations of precipitation intensity were inconsistent. It was also the

most widely used non-satellite product for tracking cloud amount conditions.

The second observation plotting routine developed was a time series

line/bar graph display. The line graph format was available for plotting

temperature, dewpoint, surface pressure, or wind speed and could accommodate

up to 24 hours of data and up to six stations on any one display. The bar
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graph format was designed to depict ceiling height and cloud cover,

accommodating observations for up to six stations at one time or up to six

observations at one station. Multiple cloud layers could be displayed and

cloud cover categories were represented with a simple line coding scheme.

The time series line graph display was found to be of some limited
1P

value in forecasting wind speed but its potential could not be fully

explored due to the forecasting problem addressed during the experiments.

On the other hand, the time series bar graph display was heavily relied upon

in trying to arrive at ceiling height forecasts.

4. Forecast Guidance Displays
a_

As an interactive aid to formulating short-range forecasts, software

was developed to analyze and contour United States Forecast (FOUS)

bulletins. These forecasts are derived from output of the Limited Area Fine el

Mesh Model (LFM-II) run by the National Meteorological Center (NMC). FOUS

forecasts are received through the WB604 data line from the 00 GMT and 12

GMT runs of the LFM. Three types of FOUS bulletins (FOUS 12, FOUS 50-57,

FOUS 60-78) were routinely decoded and stored in KcIDAS. Up to eight

forecast periods were stored for each of the three bulletins, the oldest

being overwritten by the most recent forecast.

The software developed collected the indiidual station forecasts

decoded by McIDAS and produced an analysis of the forecast data using

existing interpolation and contouring software. A two-pass Barnes technique

was used to interpolate the data to grid points using a scan radius of one

and one-half grid lengths.

FOUS 12 forecasts are based on the regression equations relating the

predictand to variables output from the LFM. Model Output Statistics (MOS)

forecasts from 67 stations were decoded and made available for analysis.

Station distribution for this bulletin is not ideal; certain areas of the

U.S. have very dense coverage while other areas have large gaps between

forecast stations. This shortcoming had to be considered when MOS analysis

was examined. The other FOUS bulletins do not suffer this shortcoming. MOS

parameters that could be contoured included 6-hr probability of

precipitation, 12-hr probability of precipitation, probability of
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thunderstorms, categorical forecasts of snow amount and cloud amount,

ceiling heights, visibility, and forecasts of temperature, dewpoint,

streamlines, and wind speed.

LFK guidance forecasts (FOUS 60-78) were available from 89 stations in

the continental U.S., adjacent coastal waters, and eastern Canada.

Forecasts of model layer relative humidities, vertical velocity, lifted

index, 1000-500 mb thickness, boundary layer wind speed and streamlines,

boundary layer temperature, sea level pressure, and 6-hr accumulated

precipitation amounts were available for contouring. The analyses could be

displayed for initial time and consecutive 6-hr forecast intervals through

48 hours.

Trajectory forecasts (FOUS 50-57) contain 24-hr forecasts of

temperature and dewpoint at 700 mb, 850 mb (except for stations whose

* elevation is above 850 mb), and the surface, along with a prediction of

George's K Index. Three-dimensional positions (latitude, longitude, parcel

pressure) are also given at six-hour intervals starting with the predicted

parcel origin point at initial time and terminating at the forecast station

24 hours later. In all, 73 stations well distributed around the continental

U.S. were available in the FOUS 50-57 bulletins.

The advantages of software developed on McTDAS to analyze and contour
FOUS bulletins over the facsimile charts sent by NHC included the ability to

analyze forecast parameters at more frequent time intervals, to contour

parameters not analyzed by NMC, and to be completely flexible in overlaying

different types of parameters. The software was also viewed as a limited

backup to the facsimile maps if chart transmission was interrupted.

In addition, a routine was written to plot the predicted trajectory

positions available from FOUS 50-57 bulletins. One of the problems

forecasters faced in using trajectory forecasts was the difficulty in

visualizing the path air parcels were predicted to follow. To alleviate the

problem, a graphical representation of the trajectories was developed in

which the 6-hourly positions were connected by line segments, solid lines

indicating rising motion and dashed lines sinking motion for all applicable

trajectories. For a given station the three trajectory forecasts could be

displayed on the same map background in order to view the three-dimensional

motions at the different levels. Forecasts of parcel pressure would be

shown color coded for each of the 6-hourly predicted positions and arrows
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would indicate the direction of the trajectory as well as the location of

the terminal point for that 6-hr period. Other parameters could be overlaid

on the predicted trajectory to enhance forecast guidance.

The capability to analyze and contour FOUS bulletins was made available

between the 1982 and 1983 experiments. Consequently, its use as a forecast

guidance product was evaluated during the second experiment only. Analyses

of LFE output were used minimally although sometimes it was beneficial

guidance for storm development, movement, and position for the later

forecast periods (4 and n-hr). LPN-based precipitation guidance (FOUS LIE

Guidance and FOUS 12 MOS) provided valuable assistance on the precipitation

potential of a storm system, guidance which forecasters could adjust to

information on actual storm tracking and intensity. The 6-hr QPF FOUS a

guidance was found to be more useful than guidance for other forecast
variables. The surface and boundary layer wind vector forecasts presented

in the FOUS bulletins (FOUS 12 NOS and FOUS 60's) were found to provide

useful guidance, especially for the 4 and n-hr forecast intervals. 3-D

trajectory guidance (FOUS 50's) was of limited value due to lack of

timeliness and/or horizontal resolution.

E. An Error Analysis of LFH Forecasts Using FOUS 60-78 Bulletins

With experience gained from the adaptation of FOUS bulletins to a

product evaluated as objective terminal forecast guidance, an independent

study evolved whose purpose was to identify systematic errors in the LFI-II

and to investigate what might be best defined as model bias. Chief

motivation for the study was the continuing need to evaluate short-range

forecast guidance in the preparation of terminal forecasts of wind,

precipitation, ceiling height, and total cloud amount. In broader terms the

results could serve the dual purpose of alerting forecasters to consistent

and systematic model errors and at the same time provide some indication as

to the areas where model physics and procedures might be improved.

Beginning in 1983, McIDAS was used to collect FOUS 60-78 bulletins from

89 stations received twice daily for valid model run times of 00 GMT and 12

GMT. Initially the parameters chosen for error analysis in this study

included mean relative humidity, sea level pressure, 1000-500 mb thickness,
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boundary layer temperature, and the boundary layer wind in vector form (the

boundary layer is defined as the bottom 50 mb of the model atmosphere in the

LFM-II). Forecast values for each parameter at each station were obtained

from the appropriate location in the FOUS 60-78 bulletin. Verification

values were obtained from the initial conditions In the relevant successive

FOUS 60-78 bulletins that were derived from the model initial analysis.

Parameter forecast errors were accumulated at each of the 89 locations by

simply subtracting the verification value from a parameter forecast value.

Because verification values were available on a 12-hr cycle, only the 12,

24, 36, and 48 hour forecast errors were analyzed. This procedure was

applied to forecasts beginning on 23 November 1982 through 31 March 1983.

By calculating the forecast errors in the manner described, a positive

number would indicate an overforecast (i.e., the forecast was too warm, too

wet, pressure too high, etc.) while a negative number indicated an

underforecast (too cold, too dry, pressure too low).

Errors at each of the 89 stations were further stratified into error

stus from 00 GMT model runs and 12 GMT model runs. This stratification was

selected to examine the sensitivity of the error fields to diurnal

variations. For computational simplicity, the analyses required that all

variables being evaluated at all 89 FOUS stations be available for the

pertinent forecast and verification periods. Any data that were missing

from a forecast or verification series eliminated the entire set.

Results from the 1982-1983 winter season showed that indeed there were

systematic errors in the model for all parameters considered. Sea level

pressure was, on average, forecast too low east of the Rockies and too high

west of the Rockies, particularly in the Southwest. The magnitude of the

errors increased with forecast length. The pressure error was reflected in

the boundary layer wind forecasts with the tendency to forecast too much of

a northerly component in the nation's mid-section. Bias for forecasts of

1000-500 mb thickness was relatively small and not strictly related to

forecast length. The model was too high (warm) in the central U.S. and too

low (cold) west of the Rockies. Model relative humidity was generally

forecast higher than observed in the northern Rockies and drier than

observed along the Gulf Coast, especially around Florida.

The bias for boundary layer temperature and for boundary layer relative
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-1
humidity (and to a lesser degree 1000-500 mb thickness) appeared to be

composed of two components, one of which varied diurnally, the other which

grew with forecast length. In general, the model was too warm along the

Gulf Coast and too cold in the vicinity of the Great Lakes.

In 1984, the study continued with data collected from 1983-1984 cool

season (1 October 1983 to 30 April 1984). As in the original study,

individual forecast errors for the period of examination were sumed and

average errors computed using the same methodology as described above. In

general, the systematic errors found in LN-II forecasts for 1983-1984 were

very similar to the errors found in the 1982-1983 study. Differences that

did exist between the two seasons were generally the magnitude of the errors

and not geographical location. The average errors from 1983-1984 were also

stratified by month (12 GiMT forecasts only) to see if error patterns change

coherently over the course of the cool season; however, few coherent trends

could be found for most of the variables, although many showed their maximm

errors in December.

The similarity of the bias patterns for the two seasons examined

suggested that it might be possible to develop a forecast correction -

technique. The goal of the technique, using the identified error

characteristics, was to adjust the model forecasts with the objective of

reducing the forecast errors. The technique was devised using 12 GiT

forecasts from the 1983-1984 cool season to test the feasibility of the

concept.

The technique employed was based on a dynamic error adjustment

procedure in which a correction factor was generated for each station,

variable, and forecast interval, based on the 10 most recent model runs to

determine an average error. The modification procedure was then simply to

subtract the correction factor from the variable's forecast value. An

objective measure of the value of the modification technique was performed

by comparing map average RMSE and standard deviations before and after the

correction. Results of applying the correction technique were mixed. Some -

forecasts were degraded while others (particularly the boundary layer

variables) showed a noticeable improvement at some forecast intervals.

The FOUS guidance error study continued into 1985 and 1986 with data

collected from 1 October 1984 through 30 November 1985. This phase of the
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study differed in soe respects from previous work in that lower

trqgo-P eric relative humidity me included s M additional Parameter in

the error alysis. Ale., the analysis wee broadened to include forecasts

from the warm season in order to determine if the error patterns changed

significantly over the course of a year. This was accomplishd by

stratifying the data into seasonal error imin with the seasons arbitrarily

defined an follows: winter from December 1964-February 195, spring from

March 1985-Usy 1985, sumir from June 1965-August 1945, and fall from

September 195-ovember 1985.

esults from this phase of the study were once again similar to

previous date collected for analysis. Sea level pressure showed a strong

tendency to be underforecast in the central U.S. and overforecast in the

western part of the nation. The magnitude of the errors found for all

seasons in 1904-1985 seemed in general to be smaller than that found in

previous years examined. This was attributed at least in part to

differences in the overall weather patterns that existed during each of the

seasons examined. Summrtime errors In general were smaller than the errors

found in other seasons. This wes not surprising since pressure patterns are

usually such weaker in smmer.

1000-500 mb thickness errors which were small in winter were larger in

each of the other seasons. In general, thickness was overforecast in the

central U.S. and underforecast in the western third of the nation,

particularly in the Rockies. The diurnal variation in the thickness error

pattern (i.e., larger negative errors for forecasts that verified at 00 OfT

and larger positive for forecasts that verified at 12 GMT) was surmised as a

reflection of the noted diurnal variation found for boundary layer

parmeters, specifically boundary layer temperature. When one considers

that thickness is a measure of the average virtual temperature of an air

colum, a tendency for large negative boundary layer temperature errors

should be reflected an a larger negative thickness error, other factors

being equal.

The Rockies appeared to be a favored location for the strongest biases

for many of the variables examined. In the case of 1000-500 mb thicknpss it

was thought that this might reflect a problem with the manner in which

station pressures are reduced to 1000 mb. Since in general thpr-s was a
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significant negative bias in this region (except in winter) it appered that

the ean temperature being applied for the reduction to 1000 ab my have

been on the average too low.

UNes relative humidity was generally forecast too mist in the

lockies. This pattern was also found for boundary layer relative humidity

and eves more pronounced for lower tropospheric relative humidity This

observation was thought as possibly linked to the improper treatment of the

moisture and temlrature structure associated with reducing the model

ataosphere to sea level in mountainous terrain. In the analysis all three

humidity parmeters exhibited a tendency to be underforecast in the vicinity

of the Gulf of Mexico. Seasonally, the worst dry bias was for boundary

layer relative humidity in sumer It appeared that evaporation from the

Gulf of Mexico may not have been adequately parameterized The fact that

the dry bias was largest in sumer and fall may have had something to do

with the higher water teaperatures found at those times of the year, i ,

the actual evaporation rate may have been larger than the one incorporated

into the model.

Boundary layer temperature was ovorforecast for all seasons around the

Gulf of Nexico. especially over the Florida peniasula This may have been

due to improper sensible heat transfer between the wars Gulf of Iexico and

the overlying model boundary layer The cold bias found in the Great Lakes

in winter evolved into a moderate sized warm bias in sumer One

explanation was that the model atmosphere was not gaining enough sensible

heat from the relatively warmer Great Lakes in winter and gained too much

sensible heat during the summer when the waters ware relatively cooler than

the surrounding land.

Finally, the diurnal variations seen during previous phases of this

study were also seen for all seasons during this phase of the study As

described in Schechter (1984) this may have been attributable to the way the

LFW parameterizes longwave radiational cooling, i 9 * treating the longwave

radiational cooling rate as a constant

In conclusion, a large number of LFH forecasts for various parameters

were analyzed for systematic errors using the rOUS bO 78 bulletins

Analysis results have shown that the LFi I has some bias in all of the

forecast parameters that were examined in the study The error patterns

varied both diurnally and seasonally Rxamining these analyzed error fields
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sn4 their seenomal mod diurnal variations, it wts possible to infer

petential causes for some of the biase. Not eurprisingly, some of the

causes of the model bias *em to be connected with boundary layer

parientorisatios sad model terrain considerations. The identification and

diagmols of model biases my help in improving future physical

perameterisat Lous.
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A. Introduction

Throughout the contract STx has developed and implemented software for

a variety of research investigations of meteorological phenomena in the a.

planetary boundary layer. In some instances the research data were derived

from the AFOL Weather Test Facility (WTF) located at Otis Air National Guard

lase near Falmouth, HA. The WTF provides instrumented towers and ground

sites both for gathering weather data automatically and for testing newly
a-

developed and newly acquired weather sensors. STI has been responsible for

maintenance and operation of the WITF.

The data retrieval system at Otis, called the Modular Automated Weather

System (KAkS), collects one-minute mean weather data from various

instruments, converts them to digitized form, and stores them on magnetic

tape at the wTF; for some years data were also transmitted to AFGL over

telephone long lines. Data are archived from sensors that sample wind speed

and direction, temperature, dewpoint, visibility, precipitation, and cloud

height. STX has provided a data processing program, KAWSe, to unpack the

archived data and transform them into meteorological units in a format ',

convenient for study. STI has supplied pen plots and printed displays to

facilitate data analysis. Data have been prepared using statistical methods

such as regression, time series, spectral analysis, and cross correlation;

plots showing scatter and lines of best fit have been also provided.

Editing programs have regularly been written to overcome noise and

system-induced spurious data points to produce "clean" data for study.

B. Slant Wind Shear

Since wind distribution in the lowest layers of the atmosphere is an

extremely important factor in aircraft operations, Brown (1982) studied the

capability of surface wind sets located along a runway near touchdown and

take off points, together with wind towers offset from the runway, to

specify true slant wind speed along the aircraft flight path. He used data

collected over the previous five years at the wTF. STi established the

project database from the KAWS one-minute mean weather values. These
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printouts were used to locate appropriate wind shear episodes for study.

Selected episodes were extracted from the master file via co uter sottware

end stored an por t disk file for further interactive processing. A

quality review of the data was them initiated to edit out faulty data caused

by sensor or transmission mafunctions.

With the database established, additional software was developed for

comuting and tabulating various types of wind shear statistics. For

instance, data populations. meow. standard deviations, variances, biases,

correlation coefficients. root moan square errors, standard errors of

estimates. covariances, and best fit linear equation coefficients of

averaged wind shear speeds and directions were computed. Probability values

for wind shear detection, false alarm ratios, critical success indices, And

wind shear detection statistics over different tine lag intervals were also

determined. These statistics were the basis for research on using offset

tower wind sets together with surface winds to specify the wind shear over

the approach or takeoff zone of an airfield.

In 1963 STI was involved in a follow-up study of slant wind shear. The

objective was to evaluate the relative effectiveness of two statistically-

based approaches using offset tower data in predicting slant wind shear at

intervals of 0. 5, 10. 15. 30, and 60 minutes. The two approaches exiined

were extrapolation techniques and screening regression determined

equations. ST] developed the software, using the data ensemble from the "

previous year. The screening regression equations developed in the study

were judged to be superior overall to the extrapolation technique in

predicting slant wind shear speeds (Brown 1983).

C. Weather Instrumentation Testing

Several prototype nephelometors developed under the Battlefield Weather

Observation and Forecast System (BUOFS) program were tested at the WTF. STI

software converted nephelometer analog outputs into extinction coefficients

and visibilities to compare with standard visibility sensors

(transamissometers). This conversion was added to the KAWSE program. During

the testing it was found that the transmissometer readings drifted

erratically. STI wrote software for the HAWSK program to recalibrate the

transmissometer readings and applied the correction to the succeeding data,
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A.

thos providing a more reliable basis for comparison between the nephelometer

ad the trmmaissimters.

D. rot Microphysics

In addition to evaluating weather instruments, T[ wan involved in

producing softwre for fog aicrophysics studies using TF generated data.

To investigate fog prediction and prediction of visibility during fog

episodes, spectrometer probes that measured the size distribution of fog

droplets were installed at the WrF and also at Hanscom AFB. A 1982 fog

field program saw additional probes added at Nobska Light in Woods Hole.

3M. Data from these probes were collected, averaged, and categorized

through the NAMSE program. Further software was devised to demonstrate

relationships mng fog droplet concentration, mean and median volume

dimters, liquid water content, extinction coefficients, and mean terminal

velocity. The scatter diagrams of the five-minute averages of liquid water

content compared with average extinction coefficient were found to be

logarithmic and the best fit of these two parameters was shown to lie along

an exponential curve. Curvilinear relationship was shown to exist between

liquid water content and droplet terminal velocity. By employing the

variance of the errors of estimate based on the least-squares polynomial

rather than the least-squares line, STI software produced a regression index

that successfully described the relationship of the two parameters.

A two-dimensional fog model obtained from the Navy was revised and

modified and both versions were tested on six advective fog case studies.

Plots were provided to illustrate the capabilities of the revised version

and to point out strengths and weaknesses in the basic approach of the

model's physics.

S. Atmospheric Attenuation Effects
.4

STI supported a study initiated to investigate probability prediction

methods for estimating the performance of electro-optical remote sensing

systems. Transmission data from ground-based remote instruments operating

at infrared (8-12), visible (3-5p), and laser (1.08p) wav.lengths
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were made available in digital form for investigating their usefulness for

tactical decision aids during snowfall conditions. The data were obtained

during the SMOW-OEE-A (Aitken, 1982) field program at Camp Ethan Allen, VT.

Software was developed to categorize these transmissions in units of

DD/km and to distribute the frequencies of their durations in time intervals

of one minute through 45 minutes or more. Also, software was designed to

provide power spectrum analyses and autocorrelations of the transmission *

data quantities over several time periods. A library of algorithms and

computer codes known as ZOSAEL (Duncan, 1979) was implemented to assist in

describing atmospheric effects on 3-0 sensors.

Many cumulative probability-duration relations of transmission during

given snowfall conditions were portrayed. Dyer (1984) demonstrated that

probability duration curves for systems operating at known band widths

within certain snowfall conditions can be approximated using a Markov chain.

F. Refractive Index Study

Over the past several years, the Air Force Electronic Systems Division

and Mitre Corporation have been investigating the performance of a tactical

tropospheric scatter radio link during different seasons and at various

geographic locations. AFGL has conducted atmospheric research to enhance

understanding and interpretation of test results. Troposcatter radio

propagation is based on scattering of electromagnetic energy from refractive

discontinuities existing in turbulence in the lower atmosphere. Energy

cascades from large to smaller and smaller eddies until dissipated in the

molecular range. This results in an energy to wavelength relationship in

the inertial subrange which can be defined completely by a constant, the

refractive index structure function C 2.
Nf

Turbulence data were recorded onto magnetic tape through an AFGL

developed data retrieval system (TURBO) from aircraft-mounted refractometers

flown over various parts of the United States and other parts of the world.

STI developed software to process these data tapes, separating out

refractivity from temperature, pressure, and signal voltages and displaying

representative samples of each. C1 2 was derived by two different methods

and shown for periods of level flight and separately for spiraling down
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periods. Turbulence profiles were constructed for each of the several field
tests undertaken by AFGL.

A new TURBO systemwas introduced in 1985 requiring STX to learn d

alter resident C language software. The sampled refractometer data were

input to Cyber programs that converted the voltages to frequencies. The

spectra obtained had to be corrected to remove filter characteristics of the

refractometer used to prewhiten the data. Three separate methods were used

to restore spectra in computer programs written to handle data acquired by

different refractometers flown over Korea, Arizona, Florida, and Chatham, MA.

Most data reduction was done on the Cyber mainframe but analysis

routines available only on the VAX dictated transfer of reduced data to that

computer for statistical evaluation and plotting.

G. Chemical Dispersion and Windflow Modeling

At the direction of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, AFGL has

been conducting research seeking to improve the mathematical models used to

predict dispersion of chemicals in the atmosphere following space shuttle

launches or possible chemical spills.

Since 1983, STX has adapted three models to operate in the AFGL

computer environment, made extensive changes in the software and peripheral

programs, provided appropriately formatted data, run tests, and aided in the

evaluation of results. The three models selected for in-depth examination

were the Shell Development Co. SPILL, the NASA REEDM, and the Army

Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL) model used to predict surface layer

windflow.

SPILL is one of the most complete Gaussian plume dispersion models in

existence. It is an unsteady state model representing the evaporation of a

chemical spill and the atmospheric dispersion of vapors. The model software

when acquired was incompatible with AFGL host computers and was lacking a

vital part. STX rewrote the code to run locally and reconstructed the

missing routines. The model remains an active part of the AFGL effort and

is available for use as a standard for further model development.

The NASA REEDM is used to assess the environmental impact of space

shuttle launches at Cape Kennedy, FL. It was planned to be used with
22
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appropriate changes to reflect fallout and terrain differences to predict

the consequences of space shuttle launches at Vandenberg AFB, CA. STI

reconstructed the model on the AFGL mainframe computer and replaced the

model's plotting routines with ones capable of running on in-house systems. S,

Four test runs were successfully achieved.

In 1984 emphasis shifted to a newly acquired ASL model which

subsequently has undergone significant changes at AFGL and has emerged as a

working surface layer windflow model which, when combined with a Gaussian

puff diffusion model, will produce for the Air Weather Service a prediction

system for toxic chemical spill transport over complex terrain.

Terrain data for Ft. Polk, LA, Vandenberg AFB, CA and Ft. Devens, HA

were acquired and tailored by STI for input to the windflow model. Data

errors were detected and corrected and an appropriate database was

constructed for each location to insure proper testing with the model.

Vegetation data were added to the Ft. Polk testing, with estimated roughness

substituted for vegetation in the other two test site cases. Thorough

testing took place using both Ft. Polk and Vandenberg data and results were

published. STI discussed Vandenberg testing and results at a windflow model

workshop attended by representatives of the three military services and NASA.

A prototype version of the model was tested in support "of Army Special

Forces operations at Ft. Devens. The model was run on the Air Force Weather

Detachment Z-100 microcomputer at Ft. Devens using current weather

observations or terminal forecasts as input. Field personnel were trained '-'

to use the model by STX. Subsequent operational testing under actual field

conditions showed that the model software and utility plotting programs were

easily utilized. Results demonstrated that the model can be used to

generate wind climatologies for remote deployment areas. Vertical wind

speed profile prediction can improve the accuracy of low-level wind

forecasts used to support paradrop operations.
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IV. RADAR METEOROLOGY

A. Introduction

Over the last five years the STX radar meteorology research program has

been directed toward development and improvement of algorithms for NEXRAD,

the next-generation weather radar. STX has concentrated on automated

detection and short-term warning of severe weather hazards at the ground and

in the lowest few kilometers above the ground, with the ultimate aim of

significant reduction in casualties and property loss by destructive weather

phenomena. Contributions have ranged from origination, development, and

testing of new techniques, to writing software for creation of algorithms,

to adaptive modification of existing algorithms.

The severe weather hazards addressed in these studies have included

mesocyclones, wind shear, icing, turbulence, and high winds associated with

hurricanes and intense extra-tropical cyclones. The prediction of motion of

such disturbances related to convective storms has also been investigated.

Mesocyclones, which are rotating regions located within some intense and

well-organized thunderstorms, are the parent circulations of the great

majority of tornadoes and all of the violent ones. About half of all

radar-detectable mesocyclones have produced one or more tornadoes, and over

90 percent of mesocyclones have produced some form of severe weather

manifestation at the ground, so their investigation is crucial for

improvement of warnings of severe storms as well as of tornadoes. Events

related to wind shear, for example, microbursts and gust fronts, may also

cause wind damage at the ground; however, the principal interest in these

phenomena is their extreme danger to aircraft during takeoff and final

approach. Heavy icing and severe turbulence are also hazardous to aircraft

in flight. The studies of these threats to flight safety have been directed

toward their more reliable and timely detection by radar, so that pilots may

effectively take evasive action.

B. Severe Storm Indicators

Over the lifetime of the contract, investigations of severe storm

indicators have centered on the mesocyclone. These studies have included a
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search for a mesocyclone precursor through rotational and convergent

inter-storm motions, and a search for a predictor of tornado occurrence and

intensity in the rotational kinetic energy development of the parent

mesocyclone. Also, an algorithm has been developed for automated

identification of mesocyclones from single-Doppler radar data. This

algorithm has the capability to detect tornadic vortex signatures, which *

trace the circulation of tornadoes when there is sufficient resolution of

the radar beam across the diameter of the tornado.

The relative motions among distinct echo cells of emerging convective

storms have been investigated by Donaldson and Snapp (1983) for their

usefulness as a precursor of mesocyclone development. This approach was

supported by the reasonable expectation that one of the pre-conditions for

mesocyclone development is a wind field displaying significant values of

convergence and cyclonic vorticity in the low-altitude environment

surrounding a storm during Its early stages of growth. Furthermore, small

echo cells could serve as imperfect but revealing tracers of the

environmental wind field prior to mesocyclone development. Accordingly, the

relative motions of pairs of distinctive echoes were studied in two storms

that later developed mesocyclones and two that did not. Convergence was

inferred by the approach toward one another of the two echoes in an echo

pair, and vorticity was inferred by rotation of the axis joining the echo

pair. Mean magnitudes of inferred cyclonic vorticity in the eventually

mesocyclonic storms were more than an order of magnitude greater than in the

storms that did not develop mesocyclones. Warning times were also

significant: In one mesocyclonic storm, unusually intense vorticity was

traced by rotation of an echo-pair axis 45 min before the mesocyclone

appeared. The echo pairs indicated strong convergence only in the storm in

which tornadoes were spawned by a mesocyclone.

These studies, conducted manually and to some degree subjectively, were

time-consuming and obviously not suitable for operational application. They

did, however, indicate that relative echo motions during the first hour of a

storm's lifetime may predict the probability of subsequent development of a

mesocyclone. Accordingly, Harris and Petrocchi (1984) developed a

reflectivity peak detection algorithm so that small echoes could be

identified automatically and their relative motions monitored in real time.
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The large number and short lifetimes of the reflectivity peaks compromised

the reliability of automated tracking results. However, the rate of change

with time of the number of cells and the average reflectivity mass within

the cells did provide an early indicator of the eventual evolution toward a

supercell storm 15 to 20 min before a mesocyclone was detected.

An algorithm for automated detection of mesocyclones in real time was A,

developed and successfully tested by Wieler (1986), following guidelines

proposed by Wieler and Donaldson (1983). The MTDA, or Kesocyclone-Tornado

Detection Algorithm, is very versatile: It will identify large mesocyclones

up to 10 km in diameter, as well as tornadic vortex signatures that are an

order of magnitude smaller. It also can handle both cyclonic and

anti-cyclonic circulations. This feature was built Into the algorithm

because a small fraction of tornadoes and an occasional mesocyclone do

rotate anticyclonically. After identification of a circulation, the

algorithm computes its horizontal and vertical extent, temporal persistence,

average shear, momentum, and rotational kinetic energy. The algorithm also

compensates for cross-beam degradation of resolution with range, which is

especially important for reliable identification and classification of smal

features such as tornadic vortex signatures. Many small, weak, and

ephemeral perturbations in Doppler velocity characterize natural wind

fields; these perturbations are initially discarded by requiring all

velocity differences in an azimuthal scan at a particular range to exceed

resolution-dependent thresholds of magnitude and shear. go significant

atmospheric vortices are eliminated by these thresholds. The MTDA can also

identify and measure divergence (or convergence) on the scale of the

mesocyclone. This is an important capability, because in many mesocyclones

the vorticity is co-existent with convergence near the ground and with

divergent outflow at the top of the circulation.

Further improvements in the KTDA have been made by Desrochers, after he

discovered that the algorithm was mishandling areas of velocity change in

weak reflectivity. This problem needed correction, because in many

supercell storms weak echo regions are coincident with mesocyclones. With

these improvements, the algorithm now works well in regions of weak as well

as strong reflectivity.

The MTDA provides information on the radius and maximum rotational
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velocity of mesocyclon. cores as a function of height and time. This

information can be used for quantitative classification of mesocyclone

intensity in an effort to predict the occurrence of tornadoes and their

destructive power. Donaldson and Desrochers (1985) discovered that

rotational kinetic energy of the mesocyclone core is the most reliable ,

predictor of tornadoes. They also found that shear must be combined with

energy, in order to eliminate a high rate of false alarms from large and

weakly rotating mesocyclones near threshold shear that never produce

tornadoes. Consequently, they devised a parameter called RM (Kxcess

Rotational Kinetic Inergy), which is the rotational kinetic energy of a

mesocyclone core calculated from its radius and its rotational velocity in

excess of the value required to maintain threshold mesocyclonic shear. Thus

the large and weakly rotating mesocyclones will have appropriately small

values of gm. In one tornadic mesocyclone, KE attained unusually large

values 20 min before touchdown of a violent maxi-tornado.

Desrochers et al. (1986) expanded the study of iRK to a sample of ten

smesocyclonic storms. Half of these storms were tornadic, approximating the

distribution seen in nature. Two of the tornadic storms produced

maxi-tornadoes of violent intensity (F4 and FS). The predictor of tornado

occurrence was a value of EM at least as large as the climatological mean

of all mesocyclones in the mature stage, penetrating below a height of 5 km

and persisting there for at least 5 min. Although these classification

criteria are tentative, pending the analysis of a much larger sample, they

correctly predicted whether or not a tornado occurred in nine storms out of

ten. The predictor for a violent F4 or F5 tornado was identical to that for

any tornado, but with 9M exceeding twice the climatological mean. This

predictor was correct for all storms. The first tornado in a storm, usually

of weak F1 intensity, generally occurred a few minutes before the tornado

occurrence predictor verified. However, positive warning times of 13 to 63

min were attained for the most intense non-violent tornado in a storm, of

strongly damaging intensity F2 and F3. The two violent tornadoes, which

were predicted perfectly, also occurred after adequate warning times of 20

min for one storm and an amazing 72 min for the other. This excellent

predictability of ERKS for the violent F4 and F5 tornadoes is indeed

fortunate, because this class of tornadoes, despite its rarity, kills and

injures many more people than the more common strong or weak tornadoes.
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C. Wind Shear Related Hazards

Aircraft are particularly susceptible to accidents during terminal

approach and takeoff procedures because of their proximity to the ground.

Several crashes have occurred when aircraft experienced alterations in lift '

upon encountering substantial environmntal wind shear. These wind changes

tend to be associated with convective storm outflow, seabreeze fronts, and

synoptic fronts. Detection of the location of these features in real time

could provide valuable guidance to air traffic controllers and pilots. With

this information they would be able to a.ter their flight procedures to

prevent mishaps. During the past five years STI has conducted considerable

research directed toward determining the detectability by Doppler radar of

these low-level shear phenomena and developing and testing automated 
.%J
5%

detection techniques where appropriate. 5'

The primary effort has been on the detection of the outflow from

convective storms since this appears to be the primary source for air

crashes. rujita (1985) has documented several cases where commercial

aircraft have crashed on takeoff or final approach due to encounters with

thunderstorm outflow. These outflows are the product of the downdrafts that

occur within all convective storms. Downdrafts deflected by the ground

produce a perturbation on the horizontal flow. Some storms produce only

weak downdrafts and hence only weak outflows which are less likely to prove ..

hazardous. However, a great many storms produce strong downdrafts that

Fujita (1985) calls downbursts. He defines a downburst as any strong

downdraft that produces damaging winds at or near the ground. He separates

downbursts into two categories: microbursts (horizontal extent less than 4

km across) and macrobursts (greater than 4 km). A microburst is attributed

to a single intense downdraft. On the other hand, the macroburst is more

likely the product of a number of less intense downdrafts that accumulate

cold air beneath the storm. This causes a pressure gradient force directed

outward from the dome of cold air with the strongest force usually toward

the inflow region. This force pushes the cold air from beneath the storm,

inducing gusty winds especially near the region where the outflow interacts

with the inflow. The boundary between these two flow regimes is called a

gust front. In future discussion, reference to the macroburst phenomenon
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will be in terms of its gust front because it is this portion of the

macroburst that is the primary hazard for aircraft.

A great many microbursts and lust fronts kick up enough debris, have

enough precipitation, or have sufficient refractive index gradients for

detection by microwave Doppler radar. In an effort to provide guidance to

the forecaster, STI has explored a variety of techniques for automatic

detection of microbursts and gust fronts. In 1981 more was known about the

radar characteristics of gust fronts than downbursts, because gust fronts

had been studied extensively, especially in Oklahoma (Bensch and KcCarthy.

1978; Gaff, 1976). With this backlog of knowledge and a number of readily

available cases from the JDOP program, efforts were directed toward

detection of gust fronts. First, a correlation technique developed by

Smythe and Zrnic' (1983) for determining motions within storms was

investigated to see if gust fronts ware observable in the resultant motion

fields. Two problems ware encountered in the use of this technique. First,

gust fronts usually have only a narrow region that yields radar returns, too

small to allow the correlation technique to produce enough motion vectors

for reliable gust front discrimination. Second, this technique determines

motions of patterns of reflectivity or velocity and these may have very

little relationship to the air motion. In fact, a comparison of the

correlation-derived motion fields with those derived from multiple Doppler

analyses showed discrrpencies in direction as high as 180 deg. Consequently

this technique was discarded.

A common observation of gust fronts from the USSL studies was the

presence of gradients of the radial velocity. We then decided to look at

techniques for the estimation of these gradients in real time. in the

VKXRAD inventory there are algorithms to determine regions of shear in range

and azimuth individually. It is unfortunate that individually they do not

depict the gust front completely and there appears to be no easy way of

combining their products. The approach adopted by ST[ was to compute both

gradients and place them on a rectangular grid for combination into a single

two-dimensional gradient of the radial velocity. Using this technique and

placing a threshold on the gradient magnitudes, it was found that gust

fronts were readily discernible throughout most of their length. The

gradient computation scheme used in this analysis has become the Combined
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Shear Algorithm in the UKIRAD library of Category I algorithms, that is,

those to be impleted in the prototype radar system. Some efforts were

directed towards automatically extracting the gust fronts from the gradient

data in term of a line or contour and in tracking and forecasting their

motions. While it was found to be possible to characterize the gust front

with either a line or a contour, the evolution of the detected feature was

great enough that the use of simple techniques was found not to be

applicable to the high degree of evolution of the patterns in the gradient N
data and these efforts were abandoned. 4 .

By 1985, considerable knowledge of the nature of microbursts had been

coapiled (e.g., Fujita, 1985; Wakioto, 1985) and it was apparent that we

might well be able to detect microbursts automatically with Doppler radar.

Kicrobursts produce very distinctive divergent signatures in the radial

velocity fields at the very lowest elevation angles. An algorithm,

discussed elsewhere in this report, was developed to detect this divergent

signature and was found to be quite successful on the limited data set

available. A similar algorithm was developed independently at the

KIT-Lincoln Laboratory (Merritt, 1986), with equally promising results.

Downburst and seabreeze fronts are not always observable by microwave

radar but it is thought that Doppler lidar might more easily detect these

clear air features. An effort was initiated to assist the Air Force in

developing a Doppler lidar program. Studies were initiated to explore the

capabilities of Doppler lidar as a detector of clear-air phenomena, and it

was found, in fact, that the CO2 system clearly had considerable

potential. Once the Air Force acquired the lidar STI assisted in its

assembly and testing.

D. Position Tracking and Forecasting

To this point discussion has been focused primarily on detection of

weather phenomena and not on determination of future locations, a necessary

ingredient in any forecast. To tackle this problem, one needs first to look

at the present and past locations of the phenomenon being analysed. There

are different perspectives that can be taken here. One could focus on the

cell concept. One definition of cells might be those regions that have
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reflectivity values above some threshold value. This is the approach

developed by AFGL for its automated cell identification and subsequently

adopted by IEIRAD as one of its primary algorithms. One could also define

cells as simply peaks in the reflectivity fields where there is some

threshold on the magnitude of the peaks relative to the surroundings. This

has the advantage of being able to follow cells from their inception and to

provide much more structural information for complex storm systems. Crane

(1979) introduced this concept as a potential tracking tool. STI examined

its application to real time processing and to the appraisal of changes in O

the internal structure of storms. In a study early in this contract (Wieler 4

et al., 1982), Crane's definitions of peaks (regions where reflectivities

are 3 dD above background) were found to be inadequate because more peaks

were found than could be reliably correlated in time, thus making the peaks

of little use as an analysis tool. As part of the attempt of automation in

the relative storm motion study discussed earlier it was decided to revisit

this technique of cell identification. Larger peaks (6 dB above background)

were sought. While these could be tracked visually through pattern

recognition considerations, simple automated techniques did not appear to be

possible, because of the large numbers and close proximity of the detected

cells.

Another approach to storm tracking is to attempt to follow a region as

defined by a contour and to monitor the shape and position of the region.

STX pursued this approach in its contributions to the AFGL efforts to

nowcasting cloud-free lines of sight, of which there has been considerable

discussion elsewhere in this report. Suffice it to say that with contour

definitions utilizing the Freeman chain code there appears to be

considerable promise for this technique as a real time tool. To date

efforts have been directed towards development of a software system

environment in which implementation and evaluation of analysis techniques is

relatively easy. A few selected techniques have been evaluated.

Besides developing and evaluating techniques for potential utilization

" in NEXRAD, STX has also implemented algorit.vns developed elsewhere. One

such algorithm is the icing algorithm that was developed at McGill

University. Aircraft icing is most often caused by small (less than 60

microns in diameter) supercooled liquid water droplets, too small to be
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detected by radar. However, there is reason to expect Icing encounters when

supercooled rain drops are present. Normally when ice particles fall from

their region of generation through the 0 C level they melt and produce a

"bright band" in the radar reflectivity measurements. Since supercooled

water and ice particles are not likely to co-exist, from the presence of a

bright band one can deduce that there is no super-cooled liquid water.

Conversely, the absence of a bright band within a precipitation region that

extends above and below the O level might well indicate the presence of

super-cooled liquid water and the absence of ice particles. This is the

basis of the McGill technique and the algorithm developed there. The

automated algorithm has been implemented but remains to be corroborated with

coincident radar and aircraft data.

As a continuation of a previous effort by STI and a further effort by

AFGL in assessing the utility of the variance of the Doppler spectrum as an

estimator of aircraft turbulence, an automated algorithm was encoded into

the AFOL real time processing package. This software and its accompanying

graphics software have been debugged and tested. ,A_.

I

K. Synoptic-Scale Wind Anomalies

Hurricane Belle (1976) was the first tropical storm observed by Doppler

radar. The maximum and minimum locations of Doppler velocity were not

opposite in this hurricane; Donaldson et al. (1978) explained this deviation

as an effect of curvature of the wind field. However, this explanation was

incomplete. Donaldson and Harris (1984) reconsidered the Doppler velocity

patterns observed in synoptic-scale wind field anomalies produced by intense

cyclones like hurricanes and concluded that crosswind shear as well as -

curvature contributes to the deviation from opposition of the Doppler

velocity extrema. Recently they derived a formal expression for the Doppler

velocity pattern, given by a radar scanning in azimuth at constant range and

elevation angle, of all four first-order spatial derivatives of the wind

field. These derivatives are curvature, diffluence, crosswind shear, and -"d

downwind shear. An original approach was used to model diffluence, in order

to preserve streamline integrity, by postulating a virtual (but fictitious)

streamline apex at a fixed distance upwind from the radar for diffluence or
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downwind for confluence. The inverse problem was solved for recovery from

the Doppler velocity pattern of downwind shear, diffluence, and the sum of

curvature and crosswind shear, as well as wind speed.

Donaldson and Ruggiero (1986) applied these results to an analysis of

Hurricane Gloria (1985). Their most important finding revealed pronounced

decay after landfall of both circulation and maximum wind speed around the

eye region nearly three hours before confirmation by more direct radar

measurements. legative downwind shears, owing to frictional loss over rough

ground, were also measured, and largely compensated by persistently positive

diffluence. This type of diagnosis, utilizing wind field derivatives

recovered from the pattern of scanned Doppler velocities, offers great

promise for remote and early assessment of the trend in intensity of

hurricanes and severe extra-tropical cyclones.

F. Other Activities

Throughout the five years of this contract STX scientists have been

active in terms of participation and attendence at formal and informal

technical meetings. Thirteen presentations have been made at such technical

conferences as the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd Conferences on Radar Meteorology,

12th, 13th and 14th Conferences on Severe Local Storms, 16th Conference on

Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology, VEXRAD Doppler Radar Symposium/Workshop

(1982), and a URSI Commission F meeting (1985). In addition, less formal

presentations were made concerning shear detection to the FAA and in the

orientation session for the Boston Area IKXRAD experiment. Ralph J. V

Donaldson, Jr. had the distinct honor of being elected Fellow of the

American Meteorology Society, of being chosen to co-chair a special AMS

Radar Meteorology Symposium/Workshop, and to teach a course on radar

meteorology interpretation to National Weather Service personnel. He was

also called upon to participate in an experiment by PROFS to evaluate its

products.
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V. SATELLITE METEOROLOGY

A. Introduction

At the beginning of the contract period, research in satellite

meteorology at AFGL was based on the capabilities of the Man-computer

Interactive Data Access System (NcIDAS) that had been purchased by AFOL from

the University of Wisconsin. Extremely advanced for its time, this system -'

had the capability to receive, store, manipulate, and display meteorological

satellite and observational data in a user-friendly interactive

environment. With these capabilities it was to become the primary analysis

tool for work in satellite meteorology at AFGL. Unfortunately, while McIDAS-

had these advanced capabilities it was by no means a simple task to use

them. When received from Wisconsin, the McIDAS was limited to receiving and

viewing GOES images and associated functions. When it became desirable to

expand the usefulness of McIDAS to include new techniques or new data it

quickly became apparent that the documentation received with the system was

wholly inadequate to understand, much less modify, the McIDAS. For this

reason STX became significantly involved in the understanding and expansion

of McIDAS capabilities.

The initial task in understanding the McIDAS was to document the

existing software. Working closely with AFGL in-house scientists, STX

software engineers began the painstaking task of walking through the source

code for the various routines and figuring out what functions they performed

and what other routines they interfaced with. While this task was difficult

enough, it was further complicated by the fact that the Wisconsin software

normally contained no comments, had obviously been written in a hurry, often

contained obsolete code or even outright errors, and tended to follow no

programming convention known to man. Add to this the fact that due to the

limited amount of mass storage on the system (i.e., a single 80 mbyte disk)

all source code had to be maintained on punched cards and had to be

interpreted one deck at a time in order to produce even a listing of a

program, and one can get some idea of the magnitude of the job. However, if

the McIDAS was to be of any use beyond the limited functions that it had

arrived with, the task was a very necessary one.

o,
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The result of the documentation effort was six volumes produced jointly

by the STX and AFGL staffs. Five of these described the individual routines

contained in the five main program libraries that made up McIDAS and the

sixth described all the various data structures that were used on the ,E
system. With these manuals it became possible for a scientist and an

applications programuer, working together, to begin to do serious work

utilizing the true capabilities of NcIDAS. Three separate research projects

grew out of these early efforts to understand how to use the McIDAS. They

were a study of the then new Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR)

Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) flying on the GOES-4 satellite; a feasibility
study comparing radar reflectivity values to GOES visible and infrared

imagery to determine if there was a relationship between moderate to deep

convective systems sensed by radar and cold/bright scenes detected by

satellite; and an experimental cloud analysis program designed to validate ,

and improve the operational cloud analysis algorithm being used at the Air -P

Force Global Weather Central (GWC) in its 3DNEPH program. ST[

meteorologists and applications programmers worked together with AFGL S.

personnel on all three of these projects throughout the full term of each.

Early work digging through the McIDAS software would eventually lead to

STX leadership on two other large projects begun later in the contract

period. The first resulted from a joint agreement between AFGL and NOAA

that called for AFGL to provide GOES mode A VISSR data to a consortium of

users that was to be known as the Northeast Area Remote Sensing System

(NEARSS). This was initially viewed as providing a redundant data path from

the McIDAS GOES ground station to NUEARSS with some associated command and ..

control functions performed through a separate microprocessor based system.

What it finally became will be described later. The second project became

the replacement of the McIDAS itself. With the development of new bigger,

faster, and cheaper processors than McIDAS and the requirement to handle

more varied and larger data sets in an integrated environment, the decision

was made to replace the McIDAS at approximately the halfway point in the

contract period. Due largely to the background obtained working with the

McIDAS, STX personnel were to perform a key function in what was initially

called the McIDAS upgrade and later became the AFGL Interactive

Meteorological System (AIMS).
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B. Evaluation of VAS Radiance Neasurements

One of the first research projects undertaken on the McIDAS was a

quantitative evaluation of the measurements from the VAS instrument on

GOES-4. The objective of this study was to determine if VAS radiance

measurements compared favorably with equivalent radiance values computed

from radiosonde temperature measurements made over a dense radiosonde

network in north Texas. The first part of the project required that the VAS

data be added to the McIDAS in such a way that the data handling

capabilities of the system could be brought to bear on the problem. This

required that a new database management structure be developed to handle the

sounder data. Once this was accomplished all the relevant applications

software had to be modified to recognize the new data type. When this was

done the VAS data could be treated by the McIDAS in exactly the same manner

as the GOES VISSR data. That is, it could be displayed on a mcIDAS

workstation, navigated, overlaid with map boundaries, overlaid with contour

analysis of different parameters (such as contours of constant level

temperatures from the radiosonde network), or overlaid with plots of station

locations or data values. The VAS images could be stored and archived in

the same manner as VISSR images and hardcopies could be made. In short the

researchers had all the tools they needed to complete their initial study of

the data.

It was important to recognize that there are fundamental differences

between the way the VAS instrument senses the atmosphere and the way a

radiosonde does. The VAS makes a near instantaneous measurement of a

radiance value integrated over a column with a horizontal cross-section

equal to the resolution of the sensor for the particular channel being

sensed. A radiosonde makes a point measurement of temperature at scattered

discrete points as it ascends and drifts with the wind. It was not

therefore expected that the VAS and radiosonde would show exact agreement;

however, for validation of the VAS instrument the comparison values should

be comparable. A statistical comparison of the VAS and radiosonde data was

conducted on a large number of cases selected using the interactive

capabilities of McIDAS. From this comparison it was discovered that a 10 to

30 percent positive bias existed in the VAS data. Examination of the
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equations used to convert from IR count values to radiance and from radiance

to brightness temperature revealed that if certain constants were modified

the resultant radiance and temprature values showed a much better agreement

with the radiosonde data. This information was communicated to the Space

Science and Engineering Center at the University of Wisconsin. the

organization responsible for producing the conversion equations, and a new

set of constanti was generated. The updated results showed a marked

improvement in the comparison results.

C. Comparison of Satellite and Radar $stimates of Precipitation Rate

At about the same time as the VAS experiment, a combined AFGL/STI study

was conducted to determine the feasibility of using a quantitative method .

for estimating rainfall intensity in regions of moderate to deep convection

(N/DC) from satellite derived visible and infrared imagery. Ground truth

for this study was provided by manually digitized radar (MDR) digital video 4

integrator processor (DVIP) levels which can be related to rain rate by an .'A.
empirical Z/R relationship. The motivation for this study was the need to

provide some information on precipitation bearing systems on a theater-scale

area in the absence of any direct measurements. The EcIDAS was again

selected as the most suitable environment on which to perform this study.

The initial phase of the study was to select cases of moderate to deep

convection and then collect the data for each case. The sources of data

were to be GOES visible and infrared images, and the associated MDR

reports. At that time MDR data could be received at the NcIDAS via the

WB604 data line; however, it was not being decoded or archived.

Consequently an MDR decoder was written and integrated into the KcIDAS

traffic handler routine that controlled the data flow from the WB604 line.

Once the MDR decoder was operating correctly, the selection of the case

studies was begun. The selectiot. process required the interactive

interpretation of satellite data along with overlaid KDR data in order to

find cases of N/DC. The MDR data had first to be converted from the polar

stereographic projection that it has been generated in, to a

latitude/longitude grid projection so that the McIDAS earth location . .

software could be used to warp the NDR data to match the projection of the
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satellite image. This gave the user the capability not only to display the

MDR grid data but also to extract the data value from a grid point selected

on the screen. After these new capabilities were in place, interactive case

selection could proceed. Accumulation of the satellite and KDR data for

each case was performed automatically by the KcIDAS. A total set of 66

hours of K/DC data collected over the continental U.S. was selected from the

three summer months of 1982.

After initial case selection, the second phase of the study was

undertaken, to determine if satellite data could be used to discriminate

rainfall intensity in regions of K/DC. From the 66 hours of data selected

in phase 1, 4094 individual cases were selected as being representative of

the general population. In order to insure that the selected cases did not

have an anomalous distribution of DVIP levels, a chi-square test for

independence was performed between the selected sample and the entire set of

national grid data. The chi-square test showed that the K/DC set was in

fact representative of the larger set and that sample size had minimal

influence on the distribution of DVIP levels.

The analysis technique to be tested consisted of comparing the relative

brightness of collocated visible and infrared pixels and determining the

probability that the corresponding DVIP level would exceed a given level.

Frequency distributions were generated for categories of area-averaged

visible and infrared satellite data contained in the previously collected

case. to determine the probability of detecting no-rain (DVIP = 0) and rain

(DVIP > 0) conditions for each VIS - IR pair. Exceedence probabilities

stratified by each DVIP level over 0 were then computed for each VIS - IR

pair.

Results of the second phase analysis showed that non-zero DVIP levels

were contained in a relatively small subset of the combined brightness and

IR values. To reduce the sensitivity of the study to non-rain areas in the

selected cases, the visible and IR data were combined into a new set of

categories that covered only the rain regions. Frequency distributions for

the new categories were then computed. Results of the combined data showed

that for cloud top temperatures colder than -15" C and reflectance values in

excess of 85 percent, the visible and infrared data were sensitive to

changes in DVIP level. Probability distributions were computed for the
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range of values above these cutoffs that could be useful for determining

rainfall rates in the absence of any data except passive geosynchronous

satellite Imagery.

The study also tried to determine if any useful information could be

obtained from the infrared data alone. It was found that only for extremely

well developed systems, where cloud top temperatures were below -45" C, did

the IR data show any sensitivity to DVIP level change.

D. Automated Cloud Analysis

The third major study undertaken on the KcIDAS involved the Air Force

operational cloud analysis model known as 3DEIPH. This model was used to

produce a global analysis of cloud extent and location on a three-hourly

basis for use in Air Force operational and experimental programs. The

satellite meteorology group at AFGL had been tasked to investigate the

satellite processor portion of the nephanalysis model and to improve both

the accuracy and sharpness of the analysis. STI again worked closely with

AFGL scientists on this project. The approach that was decided on was to

implement a research and development version of the operational model on the

MIDAS and using that as a baseline to investigate areas where the model

could be improved. This version of the model became known as the RDlIPH and

was based on the satellite processor algorithm from the 3DIIPH.

The satellite processor used the DRSP OLS as the primary data source

and, when that was not available, it used data from the BOAA/TIROS-I AVHRR

sensor. Since the sensor channels on the OLS were broad compared to the

AVHRR, the two visible and two thermal IR channels were combined so as to

appear more like the OLS. Several other data types were used in conjunction

with the satellite data in the cloud algorithm; these included surface or

skin temperature, background brightness, and upper air temperature

profiles. GC was the only practical source for all global data used in the

neph experiments since it routinely archived all the data necessary to

produce the nephanalysis. However, while using GWC was convenient and even

necessary in order to get all the data, it caused a difficult database

management problem due to the vastly different architectures of the GWC

Univac computers and the McIDAS Harris computer. As was the case in the
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projects described above, the first task in starting up the neph project was

to build a new database management structure on the EcIDAS for the GWC data.

One aspect of the GWC data that greatly facilitated the management task

was that all data at GWC were mapped to a common map projection; namely, a

polar stereographic projection true at 60 do latitude. Data that were

mapped to this projection were given a mesh designation based on the

resolution of the data. The grid mesh was based on a whole mesh grid that

had a nominal resolution of 200 nautical miles (na). Finer resolution data

could be stored in quarter, eighth, or sixty-fourth mesh grids that were

subsets of the base whole mesh grid. By maintaining this convention on the

EcIDAS data manager the entire conversion operation was simplified. The

ScIDAS already had a grid database based on a regular latitude/longitude

grid system. By patterning the neph grid database structure after the

latitude/longitude structure, the integration of new data types into the

KcIDAS scheme became straightforward.

Once the neph data were in the system, it was a relatively simple

exercise to write a series of applications programs to perform the common

interactive data operations such as plot, contour, display images, and

hardcopy. The next major task was to write the RDEIPH program itself. The

analysis algorithm used a thresholding technique to make the cloud/no cloud

determination. Data are analyzed for each eighth-mesh grid box (i.e.. 25 fl

resolution) resulting in an 8x8 pixel array for each analysis point. A

frequency distribution histogram is computed for each box, peaks in the

histogram are combined to produce four or less clusters, and each cluster is

subjected to a threshold to determine if it is cloud. The IR threshold is

based on the background surface temperature as derived from shelter height

measurements and forecast model output. The visible data threshold is based

on the background brightness database compiled from satellite measurements

of clear scones. In both cases the algorithm looks for clusters of pixels

that are colder (It) or brighter (VIS) than the background. Once a cloud

has been identified, the cloud top brightness temperature is compared to the

upper air temperature database to determine the cloud top height.

In order to determine how accurate the cloud analyses were, and to

provide a means of quality control on the program itself, a new display was

generated. This display was a synthesized image depicting the automated
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interpretation of the cloud field. The image was generated by taking the %

representative grayshade from each cluster that was used in the thresholding

operation and storing that grayshade value in a new image file known as the

RGS. By replacing each IR or VIS pixel in an original image with the

corresponding RGS value, the new synthetic image was formed. The RGS images

proved very useful in evaluating the analysis algorithm results. Since they

were based on the original data, regions in the RGS image that were analyzed

as cloud looked almost identical to the original image. Regions that were

interpreted as cloud-free were assigned an arbitrary (black) grayshade that

was typically displayed as green for a clear land surface or blue for a

clear water surface.

The AFGL study revealed several areas where the analysis algorithm

broke down. The worst situation was for low stratus or fog over cold ocean

surfaces. Due to the low thermal contrast between the cloud and the

background surface, the threshold was just not sensitive enough to detect

the clouds. Contributing to this problem was the fact that the infrared

data had a resolution of only about 1.5" C whereas the surface temperature

database had a resolution of 0.1" C. This often resulted in a checkerboard

pattern in the RGS image in regions of these low clouds due to slight

variations in the surface database. Recomumendations were made to GWC to

include more dynamic range in the IR data at the warm end of the spectrum

where these ambiguities between a cool surface and warm cloud were most

likely to occur. A second problem area in the automated analysis was along

coastlines. It was discovered that often in completely clear situations, a

line of low cloud would be analyzed right off the coastline. After some

investigation it was learned that the low resolution of the surface

temperature database was causing these anomalous clouds to appear. The

problem was that in coastline grid boxes, the entire box was assigned the

temperature value of the land portion of the box. In regions of large

thermal contrast between the land and water surfaces (e.g., coastal New

Ingland in early summer), the cold water was being interpreted as cloud

because the threshold value was based on a warm land surface.

The second issue that was to be addressed in the cloud analysis study

was that of sharpness. For tactical applications, it is desirable for a

cloud analysis to be as binary as possible (i.e., no partially cloud filled



analysis grid boxes). To determine whether improving accuracy adversely

affected the analysis sharpness a new data set was generated. Through the

use of run-time processing options, the RDNIPH program could be tuned to

produce an optimal analysis for any situation. By computing a measure of ,-

sharpness known as the 20-20 score for a series of analyses produced using

different run-time options, it was possible to quantify this relationship. S
The results showed that for different analysis options the resulting

sharpness was always extremely high; that is, the 20-20 score was always in

excess of 0.89 (where 1.00 is binary) and the variation was only a few 4"

percent. Thus it seemed reasonable to drop the sharpness issue from the

need to improve accuracy.

Another issue that appeared to affect the accuracy of the analysis had

to do with an apparent trend to over-analyze cloud at the edge of the

satellite scan boundary. There were two possible causes for this: First, a

geometric effect caused by the fact that the sensor tended to look more at

the sides of cloud at the high scan angles; and second, atmospheric

attenuation effects enhanced by the long pathlength through the atmosphere

at the high angles. To quantify just how severe this problem was a large

amount of raw brightness temperature values was accumulated and categorized

by the satellite viewing angle. Plots of average brightness temperature vs.

viewing angle showed a strong negative bias of about 70 C over land and 80 C v
over water at angles out to 65 deg from subpoint. Further investigation

showed that a correction was applied to the data at GWC to account for that

effect. This study showed that this correction was insufficient to remove

the bias from the raw data; however, it was still not clear whether the

error was carried through to the analysis produced from that data. To

determine the effect of the scan angle bias on the cloud analysis, a second

study was initiated to perform a similar test on the analysis itself.

Unfortunately a much smaller sample set had to be used for this study due to

computer problems. Nevertheless, the results gave some indication of how

the error was carried through. The cloud analysis over land backgrounds did

not appear to have any scan angle bias associated with the cloud amount

product, but the analysis over water displayed a bias of 20 to 25 percent

out to 65 de. Due to the small sample size it was only possible to

speculate as to why no bias appeared in the over land sample. The
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conclusion was that clouds over land during the summer (when this sample was

taken) had a large enough thermal contrast over the warm background that a

7" C bias was not enough to affect the threshold cutoff. Recommendations

were made to GWC to apply the bias correction directly to the brightness

temperatures used in the cloud threshold decision rather than a coarse 6

correction to the raw grayshade data as was currently being done.

C. Northeast Area Remote Sensing System (UEARSS)

In 1983 work began on a project for the newly created MEARSS

consortium. AFGL contracted with NOAA to provide GOES mode A VISSR data %

from the AFGL ground station to NEARSS for use by the research community

within the association. The original specification called for a redundant 4.

data path to be established from the AFGL GOES ground link to a separate

microcomputer-based storage and distribution system. Three tasks were

identified: ingest, storage, and transmission to the users. The ingest

function required that capabilities be established to schedule (with

operator override), sectorize, and receive imagery and navigation data, all

without user intervention. Limited data storage requirements would allow

users to access recent GOES images in the event an image was missed when It

first came in. Data transmission was to be over a dedicated serial network

with the AFGL node performing network management functions.

AFGL purchased computer hardware for the project with the intention of

doing system integration in-house. Because of this decision computer

components were purchased at the board, and sometimes even the chip, level.

This would eventually lead to a great deal of wasted and duplicated effort

on the part of STX software engineers who were doing the integrating because N

the capabilities and connectivity requirements of the individual components

were not always completely understood when they were purchased. After over

two years of continuous effort, an integrated system based on a Intel 86/30

single board computer (SBC) with associated mass storage and communications

subsystems was produced. This system used the iRMX86 real time operating

system with a full blown development environment including an editor and

debugger.
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Once the system integration was complete, software development was able

to proceed. A system originally developed for McIDAS known as the Offline

Data Ingest System (ODIS) is used for scheduling and sectorizing the data as

it is received from the satellite and performing data conversion from 6 (for

the visible data) and 9 bits (for the IR data) to 8-bit bytes. From there

the data are handled by the ingest software on the Intel system. Ingest

software can handle various size sectors and different resolution images.

Navigational parameters are automatically stripped out of the data stream

with each image and stored locally by the database manager. Data are

transmitted according to a pre-established schedule to the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) where the images can be viewed on a monitor

and where they are made available to the rest of the NEARSS community.

The NEARSS microcomputer-based satellite ingest and distribution system

has been running operationally since October 1985. Every half hour it

automatically generates a 512x512 8-bit visible and infrared 8 km resolution

image of the eastern U.S. and Canada during the day, and an IR image only at

night. As soon as it is received from the satellite, each image is

transmitted to KIT, requiring approximately 9 minutes to transmit both a

visible and an infrared image over the 9600 bps transmission line. The

NIARSS transmission protocol includes provisions for the imagery,

navigational parameters, and error checking. It was originally designed to

handle messages between the NHARSS users as well; however, that capability

is not being used. Thus NEARSS is provided with full GOES mode A coverage

in near real time on a continous basis.

F. AFGL Interactive Meteorological System (AIMS)

As research in satellite meteorology at AFGL become more varied, and as

data from more and more different sensors were required, the McIDAS became

overloaded and was unable to perform all of the functions required of it.

In addition the development environment on the system had become archaic and

unresponsive by the standards of the day. A plan was formulated in AFGL to

replace the CPU of the McIDAS with a newer and more powerful processor. To

this end a Gould SEL 32/27 minicomputer was purchased by the Laboratory with
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the intention of simply transferring all the McIDAS functions over to the

new machine. However, after further thought it was concluded that a single

minicomputer would not be sufficient to handle all the tasks that the users

wanted to perform and that a more powerful solution was needed. At this

point ST[ personnel became actively involved in the upgrade project and the

formulation of a solution.

It was decided that the only way to find a solution to the upgrade

problem was first to be sure that the requirements were completely

understood. To do this, STX with AFGL in-house support began working on a

requirements statement. The requirements came from existing McIDAS

functions that were to be carried over, capabilities that users wanted but

that McIDAS was unable to provide, and speculation as to what future
requirements would be. Seven functional areas were identified that the new

system would have to address:

1) data ingest, both satellite and other types

2) data storage and retrieval

3) generation of output products

4) interactive display and objective analysis

5) applications development

6) system maintenance

7) system architecture and distribution of data and products.

At this point a fundamental decision was made to go with a system of

distributed prucessors rather than a single CPU. There were several reasons

for this. First, in order to handle all the identified and projected

functions, any single CPU would have to be very large and therefore too

expensive. Next, no matter how large the processor was, it was inevitable

that at some point the needs would outgrow the capabilities. Also, in an

interactive environment it is desirable to be able to isolate the individual

users so that one person's heavy system use will not impact the response

time of other users. A distributed system seemed to be a solution for all

these problems since it could always be expanded by simply adding another

processor; individual minicomputers and microcomputers were becoming less

expensive while at the same time becoming more powerful; and by providing
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separate CPU's for interactive workstations, each user was isolated from the

effects of others.

The down side to this decision was that by using a distributed system,

the system desigi. became considerably more complicated. To get a grip on

this system design problem, STX contracted for a design study by Technology

Systems Inc. (TSI), a company with considerable experience in this area.

STX, AFGL, and TSI conducted a long series of weekly meetings in which

system requirements were carefully specified and a system design evolved.

The result was a plan for a distributed system, linked by a local area

network (LAN), that could be expanded virtually without limits and that

would meet all the specified system requirements. The design called for a

layered system, where each layer was one function the system had to

provide. Layers were organized in a hierarchical structure such that the

lower layers were most machine (computer) dependent and the top layers were

where the users interacted. Six layers were identified, with each layer

built upon the one just below it. The layers from top to bottom were:

1) user interface

2) applications programs

3) database management

4) network communications

5) computer interface

6) physical link.

The next problem was how to implement the design. A three phase

implementation plan was developed in which each phase would be completed

before work on the next phase began. In phase 1 the main processors would

be identified and procured and a common development environment would be

built for each computer. A VAX 11/750 was selected as the system host,

batch processing node, database manager (DBM), and network bridge to systems

outside the LAN. The SEL 32/27 became the GOES ground station processor and

local archive node. A microVAX II was chosen as the host processor for the

user workstations. There were to be two workstations built around Adage

display systems. The common development environment consisted of utility -C.

routines to compile, link, perform library management, and access tape

data. All utilities on each machine would be operated in an identical
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manner so that a programmer had to learn only one convention to be able to

work on all machines. Other development tools that were developed included

parsing algorithms, a console manager, and terminal input routines.

Phase 2 of the implementation plan called for three tasks to be

performed concurrently with different teams working on each one. First was

the database management (DBM) function. Database management on a

distributed system can be complex due to the requirement to manage files on
all linked processors in a consistent manner and to make the information

describing the files available to all users regardless of which machine they

are operating on. The method selected for the AIMS is known as a star

configuration, so named because there is only one central data dictionary

(at the center of the star) for all data files located anywhere on the

system. A data dictionary is a series of specialized files that contain

information describing the contents of data files that are located

elsewhere. Redundant backup dictionaries are maintained on each node for

use in the event of a network failure. The second task performed under

phase 2 was the specification and installation of the local area network.

While it is highly desirable to have only one LAN topology connecting the

entire system, at the time this task was performed there was no single

network available within the prevailing cost constraints that could

interconnect all three of the different processors that made up the AIMS.

The best solution that could be found was to select two different links that

both ran under the same protocol, DECnet. A point to point link was

established between the VAX 11/750 and the SEL 32/27 and a token passing
ring network was set up between the VAX and microVAX. The VAX acts as a

gateway between the two different links. The third task was to establish a

standard for the user interface that would be followed for each

application. It was decided that at least two methods would be used so that
users would have a choice depending on how much help they need from the

computer in entering the commands. The first method assumes that the user

is familiar with the command and simply wants to enter it with the fewest

possible keystrokes. This uses the command language that is provided under

the VMS operating system and consists of a single command name to invoke a

program followed by qualifiers and parameters. By specifying different

qualifiers the user can customize the -.immand to meet his particular needs.
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Minimal prompting is provided by this method. The second method is menu

directed input. In this case the user is led step by step through all the

different command options and is presented with a list of all possible

choices at each decision point along the way. This method is very helpful

for users who have little or no familiarization with a particular command;

however, it is very time consuming.

Phase 3 of the implementation plan is the transfer of applications from

the KcIDAS to the AIMS and the development of new programs. This process

was on-going for the last six months of the contract and STX has been

responsible for a number of new programs. A WB604 data line ingest

capability was developed for automatic ingest of meteorological reports from

the National Weather Service (NWS). Building on the ingest routine, a

decoder program for interpreting surface reports as they come in over the

data line was added. A series of programs was written to bring in, format,

store, and display GWC data used in the AFGL nephanalysis program.

Considerable progress has been made toward developing a GOES mode AAA data

ingest capability. As part of the mode AAA task STX developed a terminal

handler to interpret commands on the SEL; a FORTRAN callable I/O subsystem

for unbuffered, asynchronous disk I/O; a device driver for receiving raw

data from the downlink interface unit; and a documentation line interpreter

to display on a CRT screen information on each line as it is received from

the satellite.

G. Summary

During the five year lifetime of the contract, STX participated and in

some cases provided a leadership role in most of the major projects

undertaken by the Satellite Meteorology branch at AFGL. The cumulative work

that was produced is significant. The VAS study was a pioneering effort in

an emerging technology that located a very serious error in the brightness

temperature equations. The satellite/MDR experiment showed promise for

estimating rainfall rate, at least over a large (battlefield) area, by

relying solely on passive satellite measurements. The nephanalysis

experimental program produced results in a number of areas: locating

sources of error in the existing operational algorithm; making

recommendations for improving the analysis algorithm; quantifying the scan
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angle bias that exists in the raw visible and IR data and specifying how

these biases affect the resulting cloud analysis. The NEIUSS program,

although plagued by hardware problems in its early years, resulted in an

operational system that has operated perfectly, without operator

intervention, for over a year. At this point AImS is considered to be a

functional system that has the basic capabilities needed to operate on its

own. Phase 3 development will continue for as long as the system continues

to operate. Because of its modular design and distributed architecture it

can be reasonably expected that the useful lifetime of the system will

exceed the 10+ years of its predecessor, the KcIDAS.
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VI. CLIMATOLOGY

A. Introduction

STI involvement in AFGL research in climatology began in 1984. Initial

activities related to the revision of Military Standard 210, which was

established by the U.S. Government to provide engineers with temperature and

density extremes of the earth's atmosphere for flight vehicle design.

Later, emphasis shifted to research on cloud cover climatology and its

usefulness in developing cloud cover simulation models.

B. Military Standard 210 Revision
9.

Prior to 1984 Military Standard 210 provided statistically derived

global extremes of the vertical atmosphere as envelopes of one and ten

percent cold/warm temperatures and high/low densities for worst month and

location at each altitude. Values at various levels on these envelope

curves provided unrealistic values compared to structures of realistic

atmospheres. A study was therefore undertaken by AFGL to determine

consistent vertical profiles of temperature and density that would occur

with one and ten percent extremes at specified altitudes.

A huge amount of upper air radiosonde and rocketsonde data from various

stations around the world was acquired to derive monthly statistics of

temperatures and densities at the 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 km levels. STX was

tasked to process this large upper air data ensemble to determine individual

profiles for stations and months containing the most extreme values only.

Out of thousands of possible cases, a graphical cumulative probability

scheme was derived that allowed for rapid identification of the most extreme

cases of temperature and density profiles. Temperature and lapse rate data

from these extreme profiles were then extracted and used as input to a

program developed to compute final hydrostatically consistent profiles from

the surface to 80 km. Final revision of Nil Std 210 as a result of this

work can be found in Kantor and Tattelman (1984).
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C. Cloud Cover Climtology

In mid-1984 STI began its participation in AM research on global

cloud cover climatology. Conventional hourly weather observations of sky

cover taken over many locations in the world were utilized in developing

global cloud cover statistics. Also, spatial and temporal decay of cloud

cover conditionality was investigated to improve definition of cloud

behavior in the development of computerized cloud cover simulation

software. Shapes of spatial (and temporal) autocorrelation functions of the

cloud cover decay over several regions of the -orld as derived from

conventional hourly observations ware fairly wall defined through the

efforts of STI programming. It remained to be seen how spatial cloud cover

decay would behave using satellite cloud scenes to derive similar spatial

autocorrelation functions. Consequently, multispetral LAMDSAT digital data .

were acquired for investigation of spatial cloud cover decay as derived from

satellite data.

With the availability of LAMDSAT data, considerable software had to be

developed to handle a variety of satellite data manipulations. For example,

a single LANDSAT scene consists of more than 6 x 106 pixels. STI

therefore designed a system whereby selected smaller portions of these

images could be extracted and stored on permanent file for interactive

processing. Software was then devised to display these subsections in

pictorial form using the McIDAS imaging system. Later, this display package

was modified to display the images interactively using a color graphics

terminal with hardcopy capability. Contour analyses, histograms, and

scanline extraction techniques were automated to assist in defining cloud/no

cloud (CIC) threshold values unique to each satellite cloud scene to

distinguish clouds from the earth background. These CYC threshold

techniques were quite adequate since cloud scene selection was confined only

to those over water and not over ice, snow, or areas of sunglint, etc.

Additional software was written to separate cloudy pixels from non-cloudy ' -

pixels of a satellite cloud scene in a manner so that tetrachoric

correlation decay of spatial cloud cover decay could be addressed for an

entire scene. The spatial autocorrelation function derived from these

satellite cloud images exhibited a much faster rate of decay of cloud cover
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with distance than those using conventional data. Fourier transforms of

these cloud scones were also provided. Population density functions of

cloudy and clear pixels were computed to investigate recurrence interval

statistics over typical cumulus cloud fields. Distributions of equivalent

diameter sizes of cumulus clouds were also studied.

Selected areas of cloud scones photographed on space shuttle missions

were extracted at AFGL and digitized for computer processing. The software

developed to process LAEDSAT cloud images was put to use to perform the sem.

types of cloud analysis on space shuttle scenes, thus adding additional

important information to the study.

Results of the studies of cloud cover as derived from satellite data

were presented at the Third Tri-Service Clouds Modeling Workshop (Snow,

1985).

While processing satellite data for cloud research, STI supported

another study that made use of LANFDSAT multispectral digital data. Good

quality digital images of portions of LAMDSAT cloud scenes were produced for

stimating cloud cover amount within defined grid squares. Then from the

digital values making up each scene, thresholds were determined by computer

methods that gave percent cloud cover the sam as by human visual

observations. brightnesses integrated over 0.5. 0.75, 1.5 and 3 nm were

then compared with corresponding subjective estiates of cloud cover.

Results were portrayed as scatter plots with computed linear regression

coefficients and curves. Final results were presented at the Fourth

Tri-Service Clouds Modeling Workshop by Hawkins (1986).

In 1985 AFGL was developing software for simulating cloud free lines of

sight to a geostationary satellite relay mirror and cloud-free arcs to an

orbiting satellite relay mirror. The objective was to produce downtime

statistics for ground-based laser (GBL) systems of one to multiple sites.

The AGL cloud cover simulation models were being developed using an

algorithm by Gringorten (1979) that extends, from single-point probabilities

of cloud amount, the cumulative probability distributions for threshold

cloud amounts over surrounding areas or along particular lines of varying

scale. Horizontal fields were generated stochastically with the Boehm

(1985) Sawtooth Wave (BSW) Model. The World Atlas of Total Sky Cover by

Burger (1985) was also an important contribution to the model development
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for deriving sky cover distributions over various parts of the world.

STI was involved with processing many conventional cloud amount

observations to portray spatial and temporal cloud cover decay typical over

several areas of the world. In processing these cloud decay statistics

cloud amount observations less than or equal to four-eighths were

categorized as partly cloudy skies and those greater than four-eighths were

categorized as cloudy skies. Using these dichotomously defined cloud groups

greatly reduced computer processing time and to sm extent allowed

conventional cloud cover decay to be derived in the same manner as that used

on satellite data. Cloud cover decay was critical to the derivation of

other weighting functions used to compute similar cloud realizations that

were initiated into the BSW cloud simulation technique.

During this same period AFGL acquired several data tapes containing ten

years of one-minute rainfall rates over several stations in the U.S. and

West Germany. STI processed these data to derive rainfall rate recurrence

statistics for duration times greater or equal to five and ten minutes with

rainfall rates that exceed or equal .1, .25, .5, .75, 1.0, and 2.54 -

min. These statistics were displayed in graphical normal probability

vs. logarithmic grid form. Later this software was modified to display the

rainfall recurrence statistics in histogram form. These rainfall statistics

will be useful in modeling attenuation of satellite comaunication system.
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